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War Narratives and the Historical Dilemma: An Analysis of Fourth

Anglo Mysore War

Abidha KP1 & Dr. Aysha Swapna K.A2

1Assistant Professor in English, EMEA College, Kondotty
2Assistant Professor of English, Farook College (Autonomous)

Abstract

Narratives are used to construct discourses of/about people and communities.

War narratives,a sub-category of narratives, are produced to justify the military action, to

create legitimacyand thus, support the planned military involvement. It is comparatively a

recent genre ofliterature. The war narratives about Tipu Sultan, the ruler of Kingdom of

Mysore by EnglishEast India Company portrayed him as a devilish king and religious

fanatic. Those wereemployed by the English East Indian officials as a weapon of justification

and appropriationof the actions taken against Tipu Sultan. (Mis)represented as one of the

treacherous kings ofIndia, the war narrative of the Fourth Anglo Mysore War enabled the

English military toimpose the idea that Tipu Sultan must be defeated and destroyed rather

than transformed. Theintrigues planned and operated by Richard Wellesley, former Governor

General of India,culminated in the Fourth Anglo Mysore War, resulting in the death of

Tipu Sultan. This paperis an attempt to analyse the war narratives generated by the English

East India Company toconfirm the identity of Tipu Sultan as the greatest threat to the

White Man’s civilizingmission.

Keywords:War narratives, Military, Tipu Sultan, East India Company, Identity
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On the Shores of Memory: Rediscovering Odiya Folk Art as an

Anthropological Depositary of Community Knowledge

Baishali Padhy

An independent research scholar

Abstract

Historian Stephen Bertman speaks of the advantage of classical times with myths

“theirnumbers…winnowed by tradition, the precious residue preserved in memory and

passed onorally from generation to generation … the storytellers were the keepers of the

legacy, and thetelling and retelling of treasured stories ingrained them in the hearts of the

listeners.”  The use ofmyth in oral tradition is not limited to folk tales but also performing

arts deeply rooted in the shakti cult, ChaitiGhodaNachchas is performed by the Kartibarta

caste of Odisha, believed tobe the sole performers of the folk-art form. In a state hit with

98 cyclones between 1891 to 2018,the folk-art form of ChaitiGhodaNachcha, becomes an

important cultural bricolage of memoryand traditions. This paper aims to explore the art of

storytelling through the folk-art form of ChaitiGhodaNachcha and the community

knowledge passed down through generations of the fishermencommunity in Odisha in its

unique narrative style. It also aims to bring forth the myths and folklores ingrained in the

narrative style of the art form.

Keywords: community knowledge, folktales myth, memory studies, oral tradition
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Displacement, Diasporic Consciousness and Identity Crises inKamila

Shamsie’s Burnt Shadows

Roy PP1, Dr. Vaibhav J Sabnis2

1Associate Professor of English, EMEA College of Arts and Science, Kondotti, PhD

Scholar, KBC North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon

2Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Memorial College of Law, Dhule, Maharashtra

Abstract

Narratives on displacement occupy a major space in the latter-day literary world

as theydelineate with various social and political phenomena viz. trans locality,

transculturality,hybridity, and interstitially. The very act of displacement and the said

phenomena thereof raisequestions relevant to one’s social, cultural and personal identity.

A subject in diaspora alwaysattempts to reclaim its history and enact its culture of homeland

in the alien space which leads tothe in-betweenness of its consciousness. The consciousness

is revealed through the binaries ofpresent/past, home/alien, east/west, colonized/colonizer

etc.The diasporic consciousness and the binaries at work can be seen as having

problematised byKamila Shamsie through the portrayal of her characters and events in the

novel Burnt Shadows.Characters like Hiroko, Sajjad and Raza carry the experiences of

displacement and theconsciousness therein. The research paper attempts to interpret these

diasporic consciousnessesand try to explain how they affect the social and cultural identity

of the diasporic subject with thetheoretical explanations made by Homi K Bhabha, Edward

Soja, and Benedict Anderson.

Keywords: Displacement, Diasporic Consciousness, Socio-cultural identity, Diaspora
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Sacrifice Zones of American Capitalism: Development and Visibility of

the Marginalised in Strange as the Weather Has Been

Rakhi NP

Assistant Professor, Department of English Mercy College, Palakkad

Abstract

Traditionally, urban hinterlands were viewed as feeder regions that were

inextricablylinked to the central city and were recognised as tributaries of the latter. With

the ever-expanding frontiers of globalisation, these non-city spaces become entwined

withinexclusive, export-oriented international production networks. This is what Neil

Brenner refersto as the ‘planetary hinterland’; The law of cheap nature governs transactions

betweencapitalism and the ‘planetary hinterland.’ States and empires mobilise natures at

lowcost in the frontiers through violence, culture, and knowledge. This cheapening is what

causes thecapitalist industry to flourish and sustain its markets. The American fiction writer

andessayist Ann Pancake in her novel Strange as the Weather Has Been which is set in

WestVirginia during the latest mining boom narrates the lives of a couple and their four

childrendealing with the mountaintop removal and strip mining, which has destroyed their

hometown.The narration is done by several family members, focusing on fifteen-year-old

Bant and hermother, Lace. The novel vividly portrays the struggles of Appalachian

communities, withtheir constant fear of black floods, poverty, and a desperate need for

work. The story lamentsthe loss of a once-fertile land, as it reveals the wasteland that it has

turned out to be. Thenovel depicts the violence and exploitation in the capitalist extractive

spaces in its mostgruesome detail. It shows capitalism’s denial of the responsibility towards

the resources andpeople of the margins.

Keywords: Violence, Exploitation, Capitalism, Marginalised
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When Identity Becomes a Memory - An Investigation into the

Character of Milada in Someone Named Eva

Athira Menon

PhD Scholar, Department of English, School of Social Science and Languages, Vellore

Institute of Technology, Vellore,

Abstract

“What you remember defines who you are; when you forget yourself, your life

ceases to be, even before you die” (Julian Barnes,2008). This is exactly what happens to

the young Czechoslovakian girl Milada in Joan M Wolf’s novel Someone Named Eva.

Milada is captured by Nazis to be Germanized as she belongs to the category of non-

German children with blonde hair and blue eyes who after being given a new name and

well trained in German were to be adopted into high class German families. Milada, now

Eva is seen grappling with her past and present identities as she can’t even recollect her

real name. The study will make use of Locke’s Memory Theory to explain how memory

becomes the key factor in defining an individual’s identity. The paper focuses on how

Milada clings on the few memories of her past life and her   realisation of the fact that

when her memories fade her identity soon follows. The paper answers the questions like:

What effects do luxury have on character? How she tries to hold on to material things to

remind herself who she was? Where does she belong in this new-found world? How Milada

realises the need to be reinstated into the world that she actually belongs?

Keywords: Identity, Memory, Germanization, Nazis, Past, Present, Belonging, Character.
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Diasporic bodies and Spaces in Deepak Unnikrishnan’s Temporary

People

Ashish James

Research Scholar, School of Liberal Arts, IIT Jodhpur

Abstract

“There exists this city built by labour, mostly men, who disappear after their

respective buildings are made.” – Temporary People (2017) The ‘gulf boom’ of the previous

century saw large-scale migrations of people to the middle east. Deepak Unnikrishnan’s

Temporary People is one of the many texts which look into the lives of the migrant labour

force in the middle east. It is unique in its style, employing a magical realist narrative, thus

providing a unique perspective of the diasporic experience. I intend to look at the spaces

depicted in the novel and how it relates to the bodily presence of the migrant workers.

There has already been research done on the spectral presence of migrant workers. I want

to focus on the text’s treatment of the migrant bodies and how they relate to the city and its

rapid development, particularly the construction sites, which is the text’s focus. I also

want to consider the migrant worker’s status of anonymity and their temporariness. The

paper would aim to look at the spaces and the social interactions presented in the text

through a cultural geographical lens using the ideas of Doreen Massey, specifically that of

the elusiveness of space and that of non-places by Marc Auge. The text offers various

avenues of inquiry, but it would be better to restrict the study to the spatial properties of the

text.

Keywords:Body, Cityscape, Diaspora, Migrant labour, Spatiality
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Irenology and Conflict Studies of Jammu & Kashmir and Palestine

Tariq Mehmood

Junior Research Fellowship, Department of English and Comparative Literature,

Central University of Kerala

Abstract

Kashmiris and Palestinians are victims of a long-lasting conflict that has continued

for many decades. There are various dimensions of conflicts; both territories and origins

of conflicts have different natures. The conflict in Jammu and Kashmir emerged at the

time of the partition of India and Pakistan, and the Palestinian conflict started in 1948. The

Muslim world affective solidarity is also not enough to speak on behalf of Palestinian and

Kashmiris victims. Palestinian studies scholars theorise ‘land’ as resisting &quot; fixed

conceptions of space &quot; (Mona Ban. et al 2022-2). Critical Kashmir Studies theorists

perceive Jammu and Kashmir as ‘territory of desire’ (Mona Ban. et al 2022-8). Both are

treated as ‘promised lands’ but nobody is ready to leave the territorial occupation. K.

Kauanani claimed that indigenous people &quot; exist, resist and persist” (Mona Ban. etal

2022-10). It also applies to indigenous movements in Kashmir and Palestine that show

their resistance through counter movements. There are multiple structures of violence and

conflict that have to be discussed. The pattern of struggle for self-determination has changed

since the 9/11 attack because of Islamophobia throughout the world. The struggle for self-

determination in Kashmir and Palestine is reduced to turmoil being caused by neighbouring

Muslim or Arab states. Pellet guns, which are illegal in many countries, were used to blind

and maim hundreds of people ranging in age from infants to the elderly. The Palestinian

Intifada spawned a new resistance movement in Kashmir. It is an emergency to re-evaluate

how we perceive the geography of colonialism in relation to non-Western regions. Israel

and India became independent nations in 1948 and 1947, respectively. This paper will

attempt to provide global critical perspectives on the Kashmir and Palestine conflicts. 

Keywords: Resistance, Intifada, Self-Determination, Victimhood, Conflict
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Psychic Turmoil and Trauma in Anita Desai’s Cry, the Peacock Priya

Research Scholar, Department of English and Modern European Languages, Banasthali

Vidyapith

Abstract

Anita Desai gave a new dimension to the world by portraying psychological

traumatic elements in her novels. Her characters unfold a new vista with their unique

nature of sufferings. She attempts to convey the suffering and misery of the protagonists in

her writing. personality of Maya, the protagonist, who experiences resentment and a lack

of self-reliance. The ambiguity between Maya and her husband is demonstrated in this

novel, since there is no peaceful relationship between them. Maya has hypersensitive

imagination, making it impossible for her to live a normal life with her husband. She is

unable to find a middle ground between the obligations of her inner self and the reality of

the outside world. Her trauma is purely a result of her refusal to accept life the way it is.

Maya, eventually, transforms into a neurotic and traumatic figure and ultimately kills

Gautama, her husband because she believes he is the source of her pain. The graceful dance

of peacocks in the mentioned novel represents death and Maya’s freedom from her

tormented psyche. She compares herself with peacocks. Maya forms a lifelong propensity

for being upset and anxious. She struggles with emotional distress, angst, and remorse.

Desai’s characters undergo an unusual psychic experience, disappointments, and grievances.

Keywords: Psychic, Grievances, Neurotic, Trauma, Self, Refusal
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Examine Childhood Trauma in The Kite Runner

Azmat Faruki

Research Scholar, Banasthali Vidyapith Supervisor

Abstract

In recent times when we look upon the development of trauma studies, we find it is

talking about the anxiety, subjugation of people, how traumatic past and incidents, and

memories shake the soul of a person brutally. But in all these issues one of the less talked

about areas is the trauma of children, they are unable to get attention in spite of being an

essential part of society. Children are the ones who face problems without being aware of

worldly destruction and individual self. This particular bunch of community is affected by

trauma silently and how gradually they get clutched into internal destruction as well as put

forward to a disturbing future. This paper will focus on how traumatic past and childhood

memories can lead a person into darkness and affect their whole personality throughout

their life by the reference of novel The Kite Runner., the whole story tells the horrific past

memories of Amir, physical and psychological exploitation of Hassan as well as the

traumatic incident of Sohrab’s life because of which he tried to do suicide. This paper will

focus specifically on the childhood trauma of Amir, Hassan and Sohrab and how they

suffered due to horrific incidents and tried to overcome the trauma of their life. Along with

all this, how love, care and concern play a very important part in the life of a child and the

development of the mind. 

Keywords:  Trauma, Childhood Trauma, Child Abuse, Personality, Memory
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Programmed Instruction is a Technique for Teaching Language Skills:

An Overview

Abdul Majeed C.T

Research Scholar, Noorul Islam Centre for Higher Education, Kumarcoil.

Abstract

Programmed instruction is a standardized and authoritarian system of instruction

that consists of small, self-paced modularized units where learning guides lead the learner

through models. According to this system, learning a second language can be done at any

stage or age   only after learning the first language. It is a new method of teaching that

involves careful organization of the subject and active participation of the student. One of

its first and foremost advocates was B.F Skinner, a professor of Psychology who used the

teaching technique of natural science. It is a self-teaching method, structured to allow

individual learners to proceed at their own pace. A body of knowledge is mastered in small

steps. And it is based on the theory of operant conditioning. Accordingly, learning is best

done in small incremental steps with immediate reinforcement or reward to the learner.

The examples of software instructional sequences are programmed learning material either

in the book form or in a teaching machine form and various types of self-instructional

materials. Programmed materials are categorized into various small steps and arranged in

a sequence through successive steps. Each step is related to another step. The learner will

get immediate feedback on the material based on programmed instruction. The study

materials used in it are tested and valid. This technique has very low error rate and fault

rate. In PI based learning students are stimulated. Reinforcement and response both are

active.

Keywords:Authoritarian system of instruction, self-paced modularized unit, self-teaching

technique, theory of operant conditioning, small incremental steps, error rate and fault

rate, stimulated, reinforced and responded.
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Post-Truth aspects of the Farmers’ Suicides in India: A Study of

Widows of Vidarbha as Erasure of Farm Widows

Lalita K M

Research Scholar, Jain University, Bangalore

Abstract

The farmers of India commit suicides due to crushing debt burdens, crop-failures

and hopelessness. They leave behind the women and family members to cope with the

situation. The issue of invisible farm-widows explains the tyranny and ruthlessness with

which these issues are dealt by the local officials and leaders. Kota Neelima, a journalist

and author has done extensive longitudinal research on such farm widows, exposing the

failure of the rural banking systems, and loan waiver schemes. The Post-truth scenario in

India is exemplified by the demonic representations of farmers by mainstream media

channels. The voices of their desperate calls to repeal the draconian farm bills and grant

MSP took an extreme deviation from ground reality. This article aims to study the reality

of surviving invisible farm-widows who constitute a major thrust of the population. These

widows are invisible to the government. Their voices are unheard and ignored for a long-

time. The research question is to explore if the Sep 2020 farm-protests was a desperate call

for MSP to help mitigate crop-failures, debt-overburden, useless loan waiver-schemes,

and aid the farmers financially, thereby reducing the number of suicides. The media portrayed

these farmers as Khalistanis, Urban Naxalites, anti-nationalists, member of tukde-tukde

gang and so-on. The researcher analyses the realistic text Widows of Vidarbha based on

intensive field research and in-depth interviews to map post-truth elements of media-

coverage. The NCRB shows a slanted view of the farmer-suicides ignoring harsh realities.

Keywords:Farmers-Suicides, Post-truth, Invisibility, Farmer-Widows, MSP, Mainstream

media, Demonic Representation.
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Beur Fiction: The Narratives of Marginalised Immigrants in France

Anas Hanan

PhD Scholar, European Studies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Delhi

Abstract

Les Beur is a distinctive group of young French men and women born to immigrants

from the Maghreb region, which emerged in France in the 1980s. The rise of the generation

was during the racial tension that aggravated the influence of the far right-wing political

parties, and the discourse on integration and assimilation surfaced in the political landscape

of the country. The immigrants and their identity were questioned by the media and far

right-wing politicians. Beur fiction was employed by writers with immigrant backgrounds

as a mode of asserting their ethnographic identities that were partly French because of

their upbringing in France and partly African. This paper discusses the evolution of Beur

fiction and how it acts as the dissenting voice of the immigrants against the racist political

discourse depicting immigrants as less French and less integrated.

Keywords:Immigrants, Racial tension, Political Landscape, Ethnographic Identity
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Feminist Revisit on The Ramayana: A Subversion by Sara Joseph

Shilpa Joy

Assistant Professor, St. Joseph College, Devagiri, Calicut

Abstract

The paper focuses on the feminist revisioning of The Ramayana through the genre

of short story as an important space for articulating individual women’s voices, questioning

the tradition of the grand epic narrative, namely Ramayana Stories by Sarah Joseph. The

paper analyses how Sarah Joseph articulates women’s oppression based on intersectionality

through a differential treatment of the politics of caste, bodily aesthetics, notions of chastity

and fidelity, disability, race, and class, subverting the grand narrative of The Ramayana.

The research has implemented discourse analysis as the method and is grounded in

feminism, revisionist mythology, dialogic consciousness, and minority discourses. The

paper further underlines how Sarah Joseph connects these voices to contemporary concerns

such as caste and larger institutions of society. This research extends existing scholarship

on the multiple retellings of The Ramayana by specifically underlining emerging feminist

revisioning of the epic narrative within the framework of minority discourses.

Keywords: Collective Consciousness, Feminist Revisionist Mythology, Intersectionality,

Ramayana Stories, Sarah Joseph, Short Stories, Sisterhood, Subversion, The Ramayana
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Portrayal of Sentimental AI-Bots in the Indian Web Series - Ok

Computer

Sruthy Shaji

Research Scholar, Amrita School of Arts and Sciences, Kochi

Abstract

“It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity

[…] Concern for man himself and his fate must always form the chief interest of all technical

endeavors. Never forget this in the midst of your diagrams and equations.” - Albert

Einstein Progress will not cease; users must comprehend technology to distinguish between

the beneficial and the worthless. 3D printing, home automation, robots, medicine, and

communication have all seen incredible technological advancements in recent years. Without

a question, technology enhances our lives, thus those who create it should do so with the

primary goal of incorporating a human perspective into the invention in order to expand

humanity’s great technological capabilities. This paper is an approach to unravelling the

elements of humanization of technology and its portrayal in the web series “OK

COMPUTER” by Pooja Shetty and Neil Pagedar, the paper intends to explore the changes

in the representation of AI-bots as sentimental that bring a realization to the minds that

technology is a good policy making and a science that can save people by creating a better

world for all. Humanizing technology includes presenting and explaining the technology

to its users, as well as its use. It also entails assisting users in incorporating technology into

their day-to-day activities. This means not only shifting our understanding of humans but

rethinking our relationships with our environments, the world, and the human and non-

human inhabitants of our planet.

Keywords: Humanising Technology, Artificial Intelligence, Consciousness, Film
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The Future of Human: Can AI Replace the Human World

Neenu Suresh

Research Scholar, Department of English, SSUS Kalady

Abstract

The human world is in a rush for advanced technologies and developments.

Throughout the twenty first century, we have witnessed noticeable changes and

developments in the field of technology. One such is the AI culture. The human invented

AI is now creeping into almost every field and we can see that AI is slowly replacing

humans as the centre of the Universe. It is the need of the hour to look into the future of the

human world; whether AI will revolt against humans; will the human lose control over the

AI and so on. This paper is a study of how far AI can get into the lives of human by

analysing the Science fiction movie Archive (2020). This movie portrays an advanced AI

which contains the human consciousness after their death. What are the possibilities of

this? Can AI replace the body of a human being? If so, what can happen to the human

world? These are the questions that this paper deals with.

Keywords: AI takeover, Posthumanism, Science fiction.
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Abstract

While humanism appeals to our shared humanity as a basis for creating community,

posthumanism criticizes this way of thinking as being limited and full of implicit biases.

Some posthuman philosophers even claim that humanism is not only false, but downright

destructive. Post humanism, apart from being a mere theoretical concept has filtered into

the everyday lives of human beings in the twenty first century. The negative impacts of

technology encircle the human world contrary to the expectations that the increased use of

the human brain capacity could influence a human’s position in the world. The interesting

question “what made human a human” has been discussed by many film and animation

directors. The technology related to robot, cyborgs, AI is changing the world and also

redefining the meaning of human being. This study is focusing on three great science

fiction Hollywood films: Her (2013), Ex Machina (2014) and Lucy (2014).Her is set in the

Los Angeles of the slight future, follows a lonely writer develops an unlikely relationship

with an operating system designed to meet his every need. The science-fiction love story

goes a step beyond contemporary human-computer interaction by following the virtual

romance between a melancholy man and his operating system. Ex Machina is a 2014 solid

science fiction film about the emergence of AI and the titanic task of determining and

defining the nature of such an intelligence. Lucy is a 2014 science fiction thriller film

about a woman, accidentally caught in a dark deal, turns the tables on her captors and

transforms into a merciless warrior evolved beyond human logic. The term “posthuman”

is used to describe modes of being resulting from potential enhancements to human nature

generated through applied science and technological developments. These films question

some important questions such as If a robot acquire the self-conscious as the same level as

the human, will this object be called human? If a human being remains only the soul, the

spirit, the whole body is replaced by cyborgs, will this human being be called robot? All

these interesting subjects lead us to a further and deeper thinking.

Keywords: Humanism, posthumanism, AI, cyborgs, posthuman, Hollywood, science fiction
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Abstract

We read the movies The Swimmers (2022) and Flee (2021) as cultural texts that

narrate the refugee experience. We focus on the strategic and selective erasure of identity

involved in the formation of the refugee status in light of the protagonists Yusra Mardini

and Amin Nawabi. The political crisis in Syria transpires a crisis of national allegiance in

the life of Yusra Mardini, an aspiring Olympic swimmer, who must choose to erase all

inflections of national belongingness from her ambition in order to compete as a part of

the Rio Refugee Olympic Team. This paper is interested in what necessitates this erasure,

thereby interrogating the demands placed upon the stateless, and how the fugitively erased

continues to be reclaimed by memory. Refugee journeys may thus be read figuratively as

movements between memory and the visible present. This ties in with Amin Nawabi’s

inability to be at ease with the country of his asylum, which was strategically actualised by

erasing his familial ties and branding himself an orphan. We explore how this act of

essentialization might be the originative moment of the character’s crisis where parts of

himself appear discordant with the rest of him as an outcome of cultural erasure. This

paper analyses the selected films through the lens of refugee narratives and elaborates on

how parts of their identity are erased from the protagonists of both the movies as a

precondition to having themselves established as a part of the country that shelters them

and to pursuing their ambitions while inhabiting the status of a refugee.

Key words: Refugee narrative, Culture and Erasure, Memory, Statelessness, Essentialism
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Abstract

The evolution and influence of sociocultural experiences, technologies,

biotechnology, and genetic technology, contributed new perspectives to explore the

relationship between culture and its media representation in portraying medical themes;

especially after the pandemic. The analysis of medical related movies based on the data

from various movies in the history of Malayalam movies before and after the pandemic,

leading to the scope of semiotic approaches in a topic of contemporary concern and medical

humanities. How signs and symbols create meaning in relation to the evolution of cyber,

online media, and advanced film technology that are crucial in multiculturalism and its

impact on the public. Arguably, the insights and perspectives on contemporary medical

issues reflected on screen to be evaluated on the basis of sociocultural evolution.

Keywords: Medical Humanities, Semiotics, Sociocultural Evolution
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Abstract

Domestic workers are the most neglected class of labour. For decades, they have

been exploited and are particularly vulnerable to human rights abuses with respect to their

working conditions, health care and minimum wages. As domestic work has remained

unorganized, unrecognized and unrewarding for the workers, they come across relentless

oppression and multi-faceted abuses both in formal and informal sectors. According to the

ILO (International Labour Organisation), out of 67 million domestic workers across the

globe, 80% comprise women. Both the natural and cultural roles of women assign only a

submissive, secondary and marginal role to her, when the society is controlled by a

patriarchal system. If mothers and women are from a marginalized group, they possess

little control over the social environment. Baby Halder’s autobiography “AloAndhari (A

Life Less Ordinary)” delineates the traumatic events she had to get to grips with. With

much poignancy, Baby’s account exhibits the malady that afflicts Indian society at large.

This acclaimed work is the translation of an autobiography in Bengali named ‘AloAndhari’,

which deals with the overwhelming challenges she faced by growing up as a domestic

worker and the quest for selfhood to assert her own identity. This paper traces out the

perpetual conflicting forces in the life of women domestic workers. The paper also focuses

on the strenuous journey of Baby Halder from both caste and sexual stigmatisation to

triumph as a writer.

Keywords: Selfhood, Marginalization, Trauma, Women, Domestic workers
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Abstract

The theory of Collective Unconscious propounded by psychoanalyst Carl Jung

refers to the idea that there is certain collective phenomenon in human psyche that is

genetically inherited and it in turn has nothing to do with one’s personal experience. George

Frazer, the Scottish anthropologist theoretically analysed religions and rituals of all cultures

(predominantly Western rituals and practices) and arrived at the basic premise that human

nature is highly associated with vegetable life or it is attuned to rhythm of nature or cycles

of nature, often yielding itself to death – re birth pattern. He substantiated the fact that

everything pertaining to human nature is sharing a metonymic relationship with vegetable

life (nature that grows and flourishes and seasons that undergo cyclic death re birth pattern).

He thus put forward the death - resurrection myth that forms the founding stone of human

life in general and literature in particular. He derived close affinity between ancient and

modern civilization The Golden Bough kings, the recurring pattern of death –rebirth theme

and the quintessential quest that one under go in search of oneself, thus became the pattern

or archetypal imagery or mythical elements in fiction and history. The Golden Bough kings

are thus kings belonging to both ancient, medieval and modern period, who share in common

certain underlying motive that are common in nature (archetypes). Frazer drew a clear

connection between rituals of modern Europe and that of ancient Greece and Rome. The

paper aims to analyse the tradition of Pulluvanpaatu. This folk culture had its origin in

Dravidian culture, a culture that existed before Aryan invasion or Brahminical invasion.

The Dravidian people lived around 1500 BC and were essentially nomadic in nature, sharing

close affinity with nature. These tribal sects were nature worshippers (pagan/ heathen).

The Dravidian community -which we fondly categorize as that belonging to folklore

tradition- didn’t shared the cult of modern religion. Their practices were often akin to

occult or exorcism. The paper tries to read this distinct practice of Kerala in the light of

collective unconscious theory and tries to derive the universal psyche embedded in cults

of heathen origin.

Keywords: PulluvanPattu, Culture, Tribal Sects, Collective Unconscious Theory
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Abstract

Illness call for stories. Disease and death are two unpleasant realities in life which

one cannot avoid. The anxiety of getting afflicted with a disease and the fear of death

makes people attracted towards illness memoirs. It is a natural tendency in human beings

to derive voyeuristic pleasure from other people’s lives. As illness involves stages like

suffering and healing, people find satisfaction by watching/ reading illness narratives in

film and books. When an afflicted or wounded body or the survivor of a disease decides to

narrate stories, it gives them a cathartic relief. Through illness narratives, the scars of their

disease give witness to their sufferings. (Arthur frank, the wounded story teller) Illness

memoirs inspire people, especially people suffering from chronic diseases find these

pathographies addressing the Somatic fears hidden in their psyche.

Keywords: Illness, Narratives, Inspiration, Anxiety
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Abstract

Considered as archives of lived/shared experiences, bodies become sites of cultural

confrontation and memory transmission when it is placed in a politically turbulent space

like Palestine. Farah Saleh, a Palestinian dancer, uses the form of dance to represent the

Palestinian experience of geographical and psychological dislocation resulting from the

Occupation. Her performance What My Body Can/t Remember (2019) is a way of

processing her experiences both as an artist who lived under curfew in Palestine and as a

human that uses the body for physical activities. Marianne Hirsch’s concept of post memory

and Layla Zami’s theory of Perform Memory have been used to address the spatial

configurations that explores issues of identity and gender through representations of the

body in cultural spaces and argues how feminism is interfaced in Saleh’s performances.

The article explores the role of bodies in physical spaces and in performances. The article

also addresses the issues of Urban theory where bodies within spaces are considered the

most basic scale of analysis for studying the urban in a social construct.

Keywords: Urban theory, Post Memory, Perform Memory, Cultural displacement
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Abstract

Despite being taught, pre-teen Mappila learners of English as L2 tend to deviate

from acceptable or appropriate patterns in their known English word articulations. This

unrecognized act is driven by speakers’ subconscious knowledge of phonological awareness.

The sounds of all languages are patterned and organized in such ways where some actions

out of memory underlie in word utterances resulting distorted processes. This paper presents

Sound Pattern Processing (SPP) and it impacted deviated processes in utterances of two-

forty (240) pre-teens Mappilas in select known English words. The complexity of

phonological patterns in these words is studied from the perspectives of the theory of

RCVP -Radical CV Phonology (Hulst, 2020), auto segmental (Goldsmith, 1976), and lexical

phonology (Mohanan, 1982). The study is concerned with issues of phonological processes

where pre-teen Mappila learners of English exhibit differences and variations in their

independent English –word articulations.

Keywords: Mappila learners, English, Sound Pattern, Processes, articulations
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Abstract

In the contemporary era, with the threat of war a consistent reality, it is important

to acknowledge the literary texts that contribute to our understanding of the causes,

experiences and consequences of warfare. War Narratives serve manifold functions like

coping mechanism, means of survival, commemorative gestures and recording of historical

evidences. Mappila Muslims, a folk community found in the North Malabar region of

Kerala carved out a unique socio-political configuration during the British period. As a

vibrant community, they left a good share in the development of Indian culture and tradition,

particularly that of South India. Mappila Muslims maintained a unique folk culture and

tradition which is an amalgamation of indigenous and Persian-Arabic tradition.

Mappilapattu or mappila songs, a unique identity of Mappila Muslims have different

categories in accordance with their varied themes. Padappattukal or war songs describing

the holy wars and the glory of men participated in it, became a source of inspiration for the

anti-colonial resistance. These songs explaining the heroic struggles lead by the martyrs

which is considered as sacred in Islamic tradition imparted them confidence and courage.

Written in Arabi-Malayalam, the song evoked a sense of collective consciousness against

the authority. Thus, this folk art became a psychological weapon for the Mappila Muslims

to fight against the colonial oppression and the exploitation of landlords. This paper is an

attempt to trace out the significance of Mappila folk arts in the creation of self-consciousness

and anti-colonialist awakening within the community. It further moves on to explore how

such war songs offered a strong background to fight against the colonial regime in Malabar.

Keywords: Anti- Colonial Struggle, Padappattukal, Resistance.
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Abstract

Islam has grown to be one of the most prominent and rapidly growing religious

movements in the west since 1960s.The political, social and cultural life of Muslims in the

west as a religious minority has received much scholarly attention. Textual analysis of

literary works by Muslim women authors provide a research paradigm that helps us to

explore Muslim women’s responses to the Diaspora experience. The term ‘Diaspora refers

to a population that is scattered across regions which are separate from its geographic

place of origin. In today’s world where identities are increasingly defined with reference to

dominant powers; marginalization has become central to diasporic communities.

Marginalization can take place due to gender, religion, nationality, ethnicity, caste etc…The

primary focus of this paper is the experience of marginalization, the diasporic Muslim

women encounter in the west due to their religion and gender. This paper also explores

how in the hegemonic paradigm, various means of resistance are undertaken by diasporic

Muslim women to rebel against the dominant power. To achieve these objectives, the

researcher focuses on the novel the Girl in the Tangerine Scarf written by a Syrian American

Author, MohjaKahf which illustrates the diasporic experience of Arab American women.

Keywords: Diaspora, Marginalization, Muslim women, Resistance
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Abstract

The discussion of rape in legal terms is largely confined to the domain of the victim

and victimizer’s point of view which fails to handle the many-fold connotations of the act.

Without approaching the act in the wider sense, the understanding of how rape as an act of

violence is constructed and worked in society will not be completed. The attitude of people

toward the one being raped is always conditioned from the perspective of victim identity,

notably, enabled largely by the media agenda. Taking the approach of society towards the

raped as a departure point, this paper attempts to look at the issue based on the cultural,

social, and gender connotations of the act, instead of its legal perspectives. The paper

analyses, based on societal behaviour, rape as a sociocultural construct and draws on how

rape defines community boundaries, power relations, gender relations, and hierarchy in

society. The study employed a quantitative method with an approach of fieldwork including

discussions conducted between groups of members from different regions. The result

emphasizes that the understanding of the act of rape has to be transcended beyond the

legal and psychological narratives and its special, cultural, and social aspects have to be

explored for a better understanding of the act.

Keywords: Devadasi, Gender, Identity, Rape culture, Social construction, Victim, Victimizer
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Abstract

The Palestine - Israel issue has been widely discussed in the media, but the issue

has got little significance in the literary arena. Mornings in Jenin is a debut novel written

by Susan Abulhawa which indeed deals with the real struggles of Palestinian people. This

paper aims to explore the traumatic memories and the unending search for self with special

focus to the female characters in the novel.

Keywords: Palestine, Mornings in Jenin, Trauma, Memory, Identify
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Abstract

Gender is our identity. Until recent years, the word ‘Gender’ accords a sense of

male and female genre. But by fair means, the third gender Trans is premeditatedly forgotten.

It is the umbrella term for all the gender variations assigned by birth and by choice. Even

now at the 21st century where the world advances with liberal thoughts, literally the Hijras

are excommunicated from the social and family aura. They are forced to suffer various

kinds of discriminations and social dogmas within and outside their ménage, even in the

countries like India where legal aspects are being favourable towards them. They are being

scorned and ostracized and sexually assaulted by the public and they themselves are forced

to find their family members from their own coteries. The Trans keep themselves disdain

from the public in guilt where a few of them go for suicide as countermeasure and only a

few try to work for their enhancement. Obviously, it is because they are more conscious of

their social cachet. Only from the recent years the gender right activists initiated to pay

attention to the plights of the Hijra cliques. The study is expected to explore, evaluate and

emancipate the plights and the sexual aspire and exploitation of the Trans in India

contemplating a study on the relevant works of transgender writers and zealots. This intent

to provide an opportunity to permute the notion and the very acceptance of gender identity

and unfettering the sexual exploitation of the Trans in India.

Keywords: Gender Identity, Sexual Exploitation, Plight, Transgender
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Abstract

Susan Abulhawa’s novels are immersed with a sense of memory, migration,

resistance and resilience. Reflecting a scattered Palestinian population that spins around

scattered origin, their pain, nostalgia, separation, and memories of the homeland are evident

in her works. The paper negotiates on elusive identity of women in Mornings in Jenin and

The Blue Between Sky and Water, drawing theories of Maurice Halbswachs and Marianne

Hirsch aligning with works of Edward Said, Lila Abu Lughood, David J Parkin and Nur

Masalha. This study explores the relationship between the personal past and narrative

history which exerts in shaping the lives of Abulhawa’s female characters. The camp itself,

as a site, is constituted as a moral architecture that embodies the two trajectories of past

and future simultaneously. And in this we can detect two forms of the present, the “double

present”: the everyday and the historic, each recoverable from the other. Uprooting one

from family and community, and readying oneself for an uncertain journey and length of

stay in a foreign land involves a host of emotional struggles and practical preparations.

Preparing for the departure also involves anticipating the additional risks of irregular or

illegal border crossings and the very real possibility of exploitation and even violence.

Burdened by these overwhelming financial, emotional, and psychological concerns,

prospective migrants often turn to religion for strength and spiritual sustenance as they

prepare for the journeys. Diasporas, which form the voluntary or forcible movement of

peoples from their homelands into new regions, is a central historical fact of colonization.

Keywords: Memory, Migration, Resistance, Women
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Abstract

Memories are the highly subjective and selective reconstruction of the past and it

depends on the person’s situation and circumstances in which they are recalled. The versions

of the past may change from person to person. The emerging field of memory studies has

a profound influence on the field of literature, which lures upon texts and studies from

many different disciplines including psychology, sociology, cognitive science, and literary

theory; providing a relevant and useful lens to examine not only autobiographical writings

but also fiction that emphasises characters’ autobiographical memories. Our senses play a

pivotal role in activating the events that happened in the past. A single smell or sound has

the power to conjure up entire scenes from the past. Memories relating to an event are

scattered across the brain’s sensory centres but marshalled by a region called the

hippocampus. This paper intends to analyze how senses trigger the scattered memory of

the aged narrator in the novel Spies by Michael Frayn. The paper also briefly describes

what happens inside the brain while smelling or hearing something.

Keywords: Memory,Senses, Trigger, Brain
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Abstarct

It is almost 60 years now after the Gulf boom had started in Kerala. Many Malayalis

went to Gulf countries in 1960’s expecting a good life situation and also expecting an

income which can provide good living conditions for their family back here in Kerala.

Though this expatriate life has gifted them what they dreamed of, they lost many other

things in their life. The number of artistic creations produced in Malayalam literary field

with this theme of expatriate experience is only handful. Expatriate’s interest towards

literature and native language can be clear from the uncountable linguistic-cultural-literary

groups which are running abroad. But then, one wonders, why there isn’t much literature

that discusses the life of expatriates. In 2015, Salim Ahamed came up with a National

award-winning movie Pathemari, tells the story of the life of Gulf Malayalis through four

different periods. Today we can reach there within hours and can return, if we do not get

what we really want. But at the beginning of gulf boom it would take more than 40 hours

journey to reach there and that too without any visa and passport. It was like an adventurous

journey and no one is sure about whether they would reach their destiny or not. The national

award of Pathemari speaks volumes of the fact that trauma of the expatriate experience. It

is always dear to the heart of the Keralites as its appeal is inextricably linked to their

collective consciousness.

Keywords: Expatriate, Family, Gulf boom, Identity crisis, Migration, Rootlessness,

Separation, Trauma.
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Abstract

The forced mobilities travel extensively across the world in every second, aimlessly,

without even having an identity. Even at this very phase, millions of refugees all over the

world are in their most crucial circumstances, many could ever imagine. ‘Home’ is really

an imaginary word for these forced mobilities. They are powerless to realize the meaning

of the word ‘Home’ and they are in seek of a ‘shelter’ – the actual reflection of the term

‘Home’. These outcastes become peculiar to their ‘Home’ all of a sudden. Here home does

not refer to a building but the motherland itself. The ‘other’ are always to be the hot

discussion for the writers and critics over the world. Literature can be considered as a

reflection of the world in which we live. The miserable plight of the refugees is always

portrayed in the clear screen of literature. Do we contribute anything for the enhancement

of the life of refugees with the help of literature, instead of being mere audience? These

outcastes become the real outcastes, when they are forced to move voluntarily or

involuntarily out of their imaginary homelands. This migration is due to several reasons

like persecution, conflicts, violence etc. This is an international matter in question as far as

the refugees are concerned. It is not just the country of origin they were demanded to

leave, but the culture, the language, everything they were used to in their life has forced to

left behind- the predominant matter is their identity. So, the serious transformation in a

refugee’s life happens in between the identity privilege and identity crisis. So, my question

here is that – are we really capable of hearing the echoes of the cries of refugees through

the refugee narratives in our literature? Whether literature do justice in its attempt to capture

the pathetic oppression they are confronting different nooks and corners of the world. That

is what I am going to prove here.

Keywords: Forced mobility, Home, Identity, Migration
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Abstract

The paper discusses about the issues and hardships faced by the black women and

how the agency of daughter and women works in their society A powerful study of a young

black girl who faced racial discrimination from black community and society around them

in the novel. It is also a masterful debut on women problems and their oppressed legacies.

This analyses the race and class division merged on them. It demonstrates the pathetic and

problematic regards of a teenage girl and her wish to own a blues eye. It shows the demolition

of cultural heritage, education rights, right to own lands and right to have own identity.

The paper goes through in 1970 historical background Black American women. The novel

Bluest Eye propagates the massive abuse and violence occurred in each woman individuals.

The story of a young girl passes through a classified stand. Historical researches proved

that the history of black women was ignored in scholarly books and histories. On the other

hand, Gender discrimination is widely discussed in the paper. Ardent merging of white

people and collapse of the community of black women is very relevant in the topic. In the

aspect of gender, race and class, women were classified. Migration, slavery, poverty,

unemployment, starvation is discussed. The history of black society had an immense tough

approach from superior class, thus, it resulted women March, protests throughout American

land. The work The Bluest Eye a novel by an American novelist Toni Morrison had also

similar brutish and inhuman episodes from the very beginning of her childhood and these

occurrences she builds in to a novel with different characters. Death, hate, good, evil, love,

friendship, beauty and hideousness are conversed about as equitable. Women right

movements, campaigns and protests took place in women’s peril. This paper critically

evaluates the inner conflicts of women’s mind chiefly the protagonist the novel.

Keywords: Black women, Femininity, Racial discrimination
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Abstract

The identity of women is a major issue even in this twenty-first century. Deprived

ofrights, women are often categorised as number one among the marginalized

sections.Gayathri Spivak has raised the question -Can the Subaltern speak? - through her

essay of the same name to raise our attention to women being sexually subjugated by

patriarchy and power simultaneously. This paper is an attempt to trace how Rupi Kaur- a

well- known twenty-first century Canadian writer, illustrator, photographer and spoken-

word artist- deals with the construction of the ‘subaltern’ female identity and voice, after

its complete destruction, through her collection of poetry Milk and Honey which is The

New York Times Bestseller. Milk and Honey, a controversial work ever since its publication

in 2014, explores the themes of trauma, abuse, memory, survival, healing and body. It is a

feminist reconstruction of the female self in the world dominated and ruled by men. Sexual

trauma is certainly a painful experience and it rips apart the soul and body of the victim.

The erasure of memory and raped identity is a huge step to be survived. Hence the process

of growing up to the world with the reclaimed or restored identity is of course to be called

a battle. Often referred as a feminist writer, Kaur’s women- if broken, can rebuilt into a

whole again. And if burned, will be a light to others. This reconstruction of female identity

from the ashes of defeat and hopelessness is a strong idea to be propelled. Poetry is one of

the powerful forms of expression which enables humans to explore their shared culture

and identity. It often becomes a way of expressing one’s perspectives and identity. Poetry

therefore has become a political tool and medium for questioning the established norms

and the reconstruction of the societal dogmas. Rupi Kaur has employed poetry as her tool

for revisiting, redefining and resisting gender identity and roles. A reflection of the aches,

conflicts and battles a woman have to confront before attaining the emancipation, Milk

and Honey is a beckoning to the women community to come together and nurture

themselves. Kaur raises an important question of this century- what would the world look

like if women had the freedom to be themselves? It demands the need to speak out to the

world of their trauma, erase the memory of abuse and survive to their true self. In Kaur’s

own words, “It takes monsters to steal souls and fighters to reclaim them”.

Keywords: Freedom, Identity, Memory, Trauma
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Abstract

Childhood trauma has often been depicted in movies in different languages. The

movie Capernaum revolves around the experiences of a 11-year-old boy named Zain

growing up in the Lebanese refugee background. He sues his parents for giving birth to

him despite them being mentally and financially incapable of raising a child. They have

placed him in a miserable situation which is hard to survive. The film depicts the family of

Zain struggling to survive and even the children are forced to work. Zain and siblings are

denied the basic needs of good food, stable shelter, education and a normal childhood. He

is in to odd jobs and his sister is forced to a child marriage. Later he runs away from the

house and stabs a man, which all points into the trauma he faces. The film questions the

choice the parents make to have kids even though they are mentally and financially incapable

of having one. The backdrops of Beirut and the hardships of its refugees is portrayed

through Zain family’s and Rahil’s everyday lives. They are living with forged documents

and their kids are undergoing illegal adoption. Thus, they lack a proper identity and face

existential crisis.

Keywords: Capernaum, Childhood, Refugee, Trauma
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Abstract

This paper analyses the psychological trauma of children from childhood and

adulthood by focusing on the violence or abuse perpetrated against them by their own

biological parents. The trauma developed in a child due to harsh abuses and the mental

retardation or stress they come up with in their lives due to continuous neglect and

harassment can have a huge impact on their lives. This is studied in the light of two novels:

A child called “It” by Dave Pelzer and Daughter by Court Order by Ratna Vira, using the

psychological trauma theory put forth by Sigmund Freud. Discrimination and violence in

both novels are not based on a particular age. Children lack parental affection, which leads

to low self-esteem and a feeling of alienation from family and society. They lack qualities

like higher self-esteem, improved academic performance, better parent-child

communication, and a feverish psychological and behavioural pattern, which could shackle

the strategy of life.

Keywords: Child, Nature, Nurture, Psychological trauma
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Abstract

Through the plot of this movie, Padmarajan successfully shakes the very foundation

of our beliefs pertaining to our identity in the mortal world in which we live. We find

ourselves transported to that thin line that separates fact and fiction, life and existence.

The movie opens our eyes to the fact that the only footprints we leave behind in this mortal

life are the memories we create in the minds of the people we have touched. These memories

are the only proof of our existence...the only proof of moments that have transpired.

Padmarajan’s portrayal of retrograde amnesia is in close alignment to the clinical

presentation of this condition. Retrograde amnesia can occur without any structural damage

to the brain, as is the case in this movie. Maya’s brain scans and other tests are reported as

normal. Primarily referred to as psychogenic amnesia or psychogenic fugue, it often occurs

due to a traumatic situation that individuals wish to consciously or unconsciously avoid.

As a sensitive young woman who is an orphan, and who has lived a life of emotional void

characterized by the absence of family and close companions, Narendran’s entry into Maya’s

life sprouts new life in the arid desert of her mind. It is quite natural for such a personality

to experience deep denial towards the trauma that threatens to dismantle a life that she has

just begun to weave. And thus, Maya’s mind rejects the reality of the accident. The onset

of psychogenic amnesia can be either global, wherein the individual forgets all aspects of

the past, or situation specific wherein the individual is unable to retrieve memories of

specific situations. In this movie, Padmarajan portrays a case of global amnesia. People

experiencing psychogenic amnesia have impaired episodic memory (memory of life

experiences), instances of wandering, and acceptance of a new identity as a result of

inaccessible memories pertaining to their previous identity. In many patients, their

personality remains the same. Semantic memory, that is general knowledge about the world,

is usually unaffected. Maya, true to the clinical manifestation of this condition, easily

comes to terms with reality, and begins to accept her new identity.

Keywords: Amnesia, Identity, Memory, Trauma
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Abstract

The research paper examines the portray of gender inequality, identical challenges,

patriarchal suppression, traditional attire and the religious belief of Afghan women in the

novel The Pearl that Broke it’s shell by Nadia Hashimi. The research paper exposed the

unveiled Afghan culture and also the status of Afghan women. The novel return by the

author Nadia Hashimi deliver a powerful story of Rahima and that of her great- great

grandmother Shekiba, who disguise themselves as boys in order to survive from the

hardships any tragedies as they search for freedom. The value of sons over daughter in

Afghanistan forces Rahima’s family to disguise their daughter as a son adapted the traditional

custom “Bacha posh”. Parents who have no sons prefer to convert one of their daughters

into a “Bacha posh” to raise their social standing. The term “Bacha posh” literally translated

from the local Dari language means ‘a girl dressed like a boy’. There are families who

bring up their daughters as sons and, once they reach puberty, the girls usually must return

to being girls. To overcome the harsh hurdles, some Afghan families choose for their

daughters to be “Bacha posh”. Being unaware of its future consequences, the girl suffers

psychological trauma identity crisis. The story shows the hardship and mistreatment of the

women. The novels reveal the challenges of Afghan women were separated by century

who finds freedom in the tradition of “Bacha posh”. Rahima and Shekiba break their shell

by adopting the “Bacha posh” for struggle to freedom and unshakable chains of patriarchal

norms. Rahima’s duel identity shows the identical challenges faced a girl in Afghan culture.

The society always seen daughters are the burden to the family. In Afghanistan, customs

and traditions influenced by centuries- old patriarchal rules prevail, the issue of violence

against women becomes pronounced.

Keywords: Afghan culture, Gender inequality, Identical challenges, Psychological trauma
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Abstract

The Parcel is an intricate novel about Mumbai’s disenfranchised transgender sex

workers, the Hijra community. Hijra’s, the name given to the Transgenders in India, are a

part of Indian heritage for a long time. Anosh Irani, has penned a heart touching and

extremely enlightening story about a community of sex workers in Bombay, and concentrate

on a house of Hijras. The novel chronicles the experience of a protagonist Madhu, a

transgender sex worker in Kamathipura, the notorious red-light district of Bombay, who is

given an unexpected task: prepare a “Parcel” its fate. In Irani’s vision, Madhu and her

community become fierce indictment of the hypocrisy and indifference of civilizations

content to run a blind eye on human sufferings and indignity, rather than pondering some

brutal truths. The objective of this study is to analyse the vivid picture of Hijra and Bombay

city imaginaries from the margins in the novel “The Parcel” (2016) by Anosh Irani. It is a

savage and beautifully rendered story about a community belonging and the cheapness of

human life.

Keywords: Bombay city, Hijra, Margins, Prostitution, Transgender.
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Abstract

This paper intended to study the personal trauma that lies behind the art works of

the Norwegian writer Edvard Munch. Analysing his works on the basis of his personal

trauma and psychological interest by applying Freudian theory. Most people would

experience traumas and a very few would escape the effects. In Edvard Munch’s case, he

had an unhappy childhood and the real source of his psychopathology lay in his traumatic

birth which was revealed in his early art. Munch expresses the psychological phenomenon

of repeated compulsion with repeated patterns and visual motifs. The expression of

innermost emotions through symbolic imagery. Representation of new science of psychology

and phantom of mental collapse with the specific features can also be traced in his art

works. This paper will also go through artist’s troubled attitude towards human mortality

and the expression of these obsessions through works.

Keywords: Art, Freudian theory, Trauma, Freudian theory
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Abstract

This paper attempts to analyse how the dereliction of duty by the Soviet Union led

to the trauma and loss of identity in the common residents of Chernobyl as depicted in the

HBO miniseries Chernobyl directed by Johan Renck. The accident that occurred at midnight

on 26th of April, 1986 in the city of Chernobyl was the deadliest industrial catastrophe of

the last century. It involved the exposure of large amounts of radioactive contamination

not only in the heartland of Chernobyl, but also in the surrounding residential areas. The

crisis of humanity paved path to a cultural trauma among the people of Ukraine. The

stubbornness and ignorance of the Soviet Union sentenced thousands of Ukrainians to

death. Painting the most graphic picture of the disaster, the Emmy winning HBO series

Chernobyl dramatizes the soul stirring history of the USSR. Through the use of cultural as

well as psychoanalytical approach, this paper scrutinizes how Chernobyl became an inverted

metaphor of the legitimacy of the peaceful atoms due to the downplay of the Soviet Union.

At the same time, it attempts to manifest how it led the way to an overwhelming tragedy of

their people, and the devastation of their land.

Keywords: Chernobyl, Culture, Memory, Psychoanalysis, Soviet Union, Trauma
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Abstract

A study on regional dialects’ transfiguration from a laughing stock to standard in

Malayalam films. Recently Mollywood used extensive range of dialects. Film makers use

dialects for the need to evoke laughter but now script writers and audience treat dialect in

a serious manner. In this paper, we will analyse how Malabar dialects were ridiculed in the

past. For example, movies like ManthraMothiram, KilichundanMampazham and recently

in Marakkar also made fun of this slang. By providing a particular emphasis in the films,

Thallumala and Sudani from Nigeria treated with more respect to the Malappuram dialect.

This shows regional slangs catching Mollywood attention. In the initial segment we are

discussing how old movies portrayed the Malabar slang by comedians as an element of the

success of their characters. The majority of these films depict the Malappuram and

Kozhikode as a mappila slang even though these slangs used by the residence of these

districts. The second part sheds light on how the movies Thallumala and Sudani from

Nigeria used Malappuram dialect in a convincing manner and provide it a standard look.

The whole characters in the movie talk with this slang and attribute a special chasm to

these films. The last section explores how modern films take the plunge for regional dialects

and challenging the cliché Valluvanadan dialects. Irrespective of the scenario Mollywood

attracted to regional dialects today. Script writers need more efforts and struggles to make

a film in regional dialect some even forced to change the whole story in order to satisfy

this Valluvanadan slang lovers. Still it is challenging to use regional dialects, freshly the

Netflix butchered, water-down and edited the subtitles of the Malappuram slang movie

Thallumala.

Keywords: Malabar Slangs, Malayalam Movies, Regional Dialects, Representation,
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Abstract

The unleashing of imagination is often fostered in art with its blurring of the

boundaries between reality and fantasy. Whether in visual, performative, or literary form,

literature in contemporary times has been found sailing comfortably ahead with this theme.

Such works often present a world of illusory reality for the reader to enter, and leaves them

lost. In the sequence of real-seeming images, there appears to be a sudden twitch, taking

the audience or reader into another world. The very question of deciding whether real or

fantasia itself is rendered meaningless. There are different ways in which literature employs

this theme. For instance, some works use science fiction as a terrain to blur the boundary

between factual and fictional. Sleep Donation, a novella by Karen Russell, adheres to this

particular trend. While some other works use dreams as a locus for this blurring. The

Dreams, by H. G. Wells, comes under this category. Sometimes, memory can also act as

the locus for blurring the boundary between reality and fantasy. Mirror land by Carole

Johnstone is an example of this particular type. In this paper, it is argued that Gun Island

uses ecology as a locus for blurring the boundary between reality and fantasy. The novel

uses internationalisation as a technique of substantiation for the justification of the blurred

as the new normal reality.

Keywords: Dream Reality, Ecology, Fantasy, Internationalisation, Memory, Science fiction
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Abstract

Responding to the need of its times, literature has acted both as a catalyst and a

harbinger of social change. Through its themes, characters, and plots, literature of place

and period has always been a reflection on the values that that society held. Family being

one of the ancient most institutions of values, has always been the central concern in

literary works from time immemorial. In the current times when the society is in an imbroglio

with respect to the idea of family, whether to do away with it or to maintain it, literature

has come out with its share of insight. In the present era of high competitiveness and

devouring professionalism, familial responsibility has become a force of hindrance in one’s

ways with life. It is in this context AI-based humanoid has been portrayed to be the viable

substitute for human in maintaining the family. This paper attempts to explore how two

literary works – a film and a novel – from fairly distinct cultures, resonate in their suggestion

of a family manifesto that is grounded in the Mulveyean notion of cyborg. The 2019 released

Malayalam film Android Kunjappan Ver.5.25, directed by Ratheesh Balakrishnan Poduval

and the 2021 novel Klara and the Sun authored by Kazuo Ishiguro take up the topic of

family in a succinct way. The two works of art do not exclusively revolve around the topic

of family as much it does with human potential to develop a relationship with a machine.

However, these two works hold family in the spotlight by subtly proposing a solution for

the modern disintegration of family. Suggesting the introduction of a robotic member to

the family, these two works not only define a posthuman family, but takes a clear stand in

favour of maintaining the idea of family. Coming out from two significantly different

cultures, the proposal these two works put forward can be taken as a universal solution for

the contemporary society’s grappling with the institution of family.

Keywords: AI, Android Kunjappan, Cyborg, Family, Ishiguro, Posthuman, Klara and the

Sun,
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Abstract

Visual can make major impact on audience, onscreen characters influence audience

to a great extent. In this paper we analyse how female characters and their rights have been

depicted in 21st century movies. Women have always been underrepresented in movies

and it is only recently that the representation of women in movies has improved. Modern

movies portray women as more independent, confident and bold. By using films like Vikas

Bhal’s Queen, AnvitaDuttGuptan’sBulbbul, Jude Anthany Joseph’s Sara’s, Sanjay Leela

Bansali’sGangubaiKathiawadi, in these movies women characters shows a dignified status.

In previous films, women’s characters were portrayed as decorative, assertive, sympathetic

and dependent upon male characters. They were considered only as an entertainer in films.

As the result of technical process, the modernization process has begun. Through this

attitude have been changed in cinema; with that depiction of women’s in films also changed.

Now, Women’s get the space, time and strength to perform in the movies. Women oriented

film are being produced and directed by well-known directors. This, led to a paradigm

shift in women’s deposition in films from entertainment to empowerment. As above-

mentioned movie Queen, Rani’s character is portrayed as having little confidence in a

simple background when she begins her life, but she became confident and courageous

girl. Bulbull is a mystery thriller about a young woman’s journey from innocence to strength.

In the movie Sara’s talks about sensitive and touchy subject of women’s reproductive

rights. The movie Gangubai shows the normal girl Ganga became a gang

leaderofKathiawadi’sGangubai, and the movie also talks about the rights of prostitutes.

Jaya JayaJaya Hey is the recent movie which takes a stand against domestic violence.

Analysing these movies, we can see portrayal of women characters in the 21st century.

These movies creating social awareness to the audience.

Keywords: Empowerment, Movie, Patriarchy, Rights, Women
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Abstract

Indian culture bears the stigma of menstruation from the early ages. Menstruation

is a natural, biological process that occurs to all women around the world. This is a process

that precedes child birth. There is a contradiction that regards reproduction as a sacred that

prepares the birth of a child considered impure. Menstruation is used as a means of

discrimination against women both culturally and socially. Period have long been a taboo

myth, misconception and misinformation over periods fuel stigma this often leads to women

and girls confined to their homes, being excluded from social and religious practices and

denied entry into temples and shrines and even kept out of kitchen or considered to be bad

luck or harmful to others for about a week every month. This paper explores the cultural

shift that has taken place in menstrual stigma by analysing films and literary work like

“PAD MAN”, “THE GREAT INDIAN KITCHEN” and “Women and Shabarimala: The

science behind restrictions”. With the passage of generation, the perception of menstruation

and attitude towards menstruation vary considerably. Society has begun to view menstruation

as a positive thing rather than a burden. This normalisation can trigger wider change by

changing the perceived value of women and girls in society. Breaking the Taboo requires

more public discourse about the issue. Literary works and movies have attempted to awaken

consciousness among the masses. Films and literary works are the reflection of society

and can influence the psyche of evidence and help to develop a better new culture in

society. It cannot say that the Taboo is completely broken, but it has created a change in the

spirit of society.

Keywords: Discrimination, Gender, Menstrual stigma, Normalisation, Taboos
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Abstract

For long time in Malayalam film industry obesity or dark skin is viewed as something

that is to be laughed upon and considered as a humour element. This is to say that featuring

a protagonist, who is fat and black in colour, in visual representation was considered

inappropriate lack in aesthetics. Malayalam film industry had always taken such people

for granted and mostly they were discriminated. This article deals with a study on Malayalam

films such as Da Thadiya and KakshiAmminipilla, in which body shaming is considered

as sense of humour. Films have the ability to influence the society and the attitudes of the

people. Da Thadiya have illustrated an obese character who only wishes to spend his time

eating, playing video games and as an individual who is meant for prompting funny

movements throughout. In movie KakshiAmminipilla the protagonist vociferously argues

in the court and the wider society that he wants to divorce his wife for the sole reason she

is overweight. Body image is important for an individual, especially for a woman living in

a patriarchal society. First part of the article manages with the film Da Thadiya, were the

protagonist is treated as fun element because of his physical appearance. We focus on the

bullying faced by the character in the film. The second part of the article handles with the

issue faced by a woman in a patriarchal society because of her body features. For long,

Malayalam films have used body shaming for claps, cheers, and comic relief, but recent

movies have started showing an exemplary empathy by criticizing the age-old humiliation

practice and spreading messages of body positivity. Recently released movies evoke the

conventional trend of evoking laughter out of someone’s physique and instead choose to

talk against bullying individuals for their build. The depiction of the fat people in the

visual media has always been in a stereotypical manner.

Keywords: body positivity, body shaming, bullying, movie, society
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Abstract

This paper attempts a discussion on the narrative style of the select revolutionary

works of the Belarusian writer, Svetlana Alexievich, and focuses on how they convey the

truth of the history of the Second World War when compared to the various forms of

historical references, such as the official history, school curriculum, and media contents,

which are carved in the minds of people. While history is thought to be what shapes a

society’s present and future, there are bound to be altercations in how people perceive it.

Here, the two documentary novels “The Unwomanly Face of War: An Oral History of

Women in World War 2” and “Last Witnesses: An Oral History of the Children of World

War 2” are taken into consideration. And the study of them is an attempt to demonstrate

the existence of such clashes as well as the role of literature in bridging the gaps. It is

premised on a qualitative methodology that draws on MikhaelBhaktin’s notion of

heteroglossia or polyphony as well as Michael Foucault’s New Historicist theory of the

interrelationship between power and knowledge and the concept of the panopticon.

Subsequently, the paper establishes that the polyphonic narratives of the Second World

War compiled by Svetlana Alexievich are completely different from those in the popular

historical references, which, through their single and authoritative perspective, make the

truth invisible. Since the so-called “official history” is both a misinterpretation and an

incomplete interpretation of the past incidents, this cacophony of forgotten voices is able

to bring out a revolution in the history of WW2.

Keywords: History, Polyphonic narration, Second World War, Truth
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Abstract

A study on homosexual films accompanied by marginalized groups discrimination

and suppression, essentially their gender, identity to describe homosexuality in Indian

traditional films like “RANDU PENKUTTIKAL”, “FIRE”, “MY LIFE PARTNER”,

“ALIGARH”, “MOOTHON” and “BHDAAI DO” to Convey how Indian film scenario

portrays homosexual relationships, how the Indian Audience react to these kinds of movies.

Films are the reflection of society and they could influence the psyche of an audience and

help to develop a better or new culture in society. Indians are not yet ready to accept the

notion of homosexuality or homosexual relations; it’s considered to be contrary to moral

values and tradition. The publication of films on homosexuality analyses mindset of Indian

Society. In addition, these films illustrate the physical and mental dilemma of these

marginalized groups. This paper sheds light on the representation of homosexuality in

Indian films. Films about homosexuality are scarce. However, such films opposed many

disagreements under so called Indian circumstances. Homosexuals are fearful of disclosing

their sexual identity afterwards, the specific community tried to come forward into the

main stream. However, so called Indian society retreated with them and prevented them

from growing. Today’s society might accept same – sex relations and their gender identity.

It can’t be said that this acceptance has created a cultural change, but it has created a

change in society’s mindset.

Keywords: Films, Homosexuality, Gay, Lesbian, Gender, Representation
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Abstract

Trauma is the response to a deeply distressing event that overwhelms an individual’s

emotions and experiences. The notion of trauma is typically regarded as a highly upsetting

experience that has a significant negative impact on individual. Trauma studies examine

the psychological, rhetorical, and cultural significance of trauma to evaluate how it affects

literature and society. The abuses and traumas experienced by women are widely discussed

whereas the traumas of men are frequently overlooked. Social conceptions of masculinity

demand that males continually demonstrate the mere fact that they are men, in contrast to

social constructs of femininity. Both concepts have the potential to be poisonous and fatal.

Toxic masculinity is a term often used to describe the negative aspects of exaggerated

masculine traits. An individual who overemphasizes these characteristics may experience

detrimental imbalances if he attempts to live up to conventional male norms. The man

who lacks these qualities is put under stress by the idea of gender role conflict. When a

man feels pressure to live up to these phantoms; ideals even though he does not, toxic

masculinity can negatively impact his mental health. The mortality tolls of masculinity are

attributed to its more specific expressions, like violence, alcoholism, and workaholism. It

has a spiritual death-like effect that leaves many men traumatized. Many guys are slowly

killing themselves in an attempt to live up to the unreasonable and impossible standard

society have set. We must surpass our antiquated concepts of masculinity and transcend

our own conceptions of what it means to be a man. We must begin to view males as

naturally so, without the necessity for them to establish their identity. Male victimization

is a problem but so is male violence.

Keywords: Gender, representation, men, trauma, toxic masculinity
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Abstract

With the emergence of metropolis in the 19th century, the cities have played a crucial

role in literature. Cities are the geographical sites designed by its buildings, transportation,

and infrastructure facilities. It is characterized by the complexity, where we could find

global and local connections. Cities must be understood not only from the perspective of

geographical boundaries, but also from the collective population which reflects its social,

economic, cultural, and political spheres. Cities are becoming the major themes in modernist

and Post- modern literature. Plenty of poems and novels have been written describing the

ways in which cities create a state of tension, conflict and trauma. The metropolis of Bombay

has influenced mentally and physically in the writing career as well as the personal life of

Jeet Thayil. This paper is aimed at studying the depiction of this cityscape in relation to the

dangers and appeal of narcotics as traversed by Jeet Thayil in his two novels Narcopolis

(2012) and Low (2020). Along with that the socio- economic and cultural landscape of the

city will also be examined. Narcopolis focuses on opium and its influence on the characters

living in the slums of Bombay through the 1970s – 1990s. In Low, the latest work of Jeet

Thayil concerns about a man’s journey to Mumbai ends in a drug – fuelled trip. Reading

these two novels in these turbulent times will help us to understand the good and evils of

city life.

Keywords: Cities, Geographical Boundaries, Trauma
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Abstract

The study deals with the individual trauma encountered by the character Amir

from Khalid Hosseini’s The kite Runner. This was because of the deeds he had done in the

past. The premises of novel are about the friendship between Amir and his friend Hassan

during his boyhood and its subsequent destruction due to jealousy, social conditions and

war. All these incidents which eventually led Amir towards a traumatic life that happened

in his boyhood. He still possesses the pain and went regretful throughout his life. The

novel then proceeds towards how he experiences the trauma and the journey that he makes

for rescuing himself from the confinement of his own deeds. Besides, by narrating the

adversities meted out by Amir, the novel also reveals the traumatic experience of the whole

Afghanistan itself. This paper primarily focuses on the approach that how people possess

a trauma in their lives and how detrimental it would be in the forthcoming years for them.

The role of cause effect relationship in determining the human mentalities and the way in

which it affects a social behaviour as a whole can be traced back from the study.

Keywords: Trauma, Childhood trauma, regret, redemption, Afghanistan
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Portrayal of interracial relationship: A study on Marilynne Robinson’s

Jack

Riswana Parveen
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Abstract

Interracial marriage is used to describe marriages that place between people of

different ethnic, racial, and/or cultural background. The problems encountered by interracial

couples are often the result of negative societal attitudes about interracial relationships. In

the novel Marilynne Robinson’s jack, jack a white man, meets and fall in love with a black

woman named Della. Their deeply felt, tormented, star crossed interracial romance resonates

with all the paradoxes of American life, then and now. In this paper we can make study on

interracial relationships and marriages through the lens of ethnic studies. Ethnic studies

were originally conceived to re-frame the way that specific disciplines had told the stories,

histories, struggles, and triumphs of people of colour on what was seen to be their own

terms. Ethnic studies are the only academic field explicitly focused on race relations and

ethnic identity in the US from a humanistic, social-scientific, and social-justice point of

view. It forces us to look at our history of racial subjugation and white supremacy. As a

human being, everyone can live according to their own interests, has the right to choose a

life partner. When it comes to a person’s marriage, it is up to the individual, rather than the

family and society, to make decisions on that one issue. It is not right that society, family

and country should oppose it. Where a man can be seen as a human being irrespective of

colour, race, racism, whether male or female such country, society, family, there such

interracial relation and marriages can be carried out without any problems. No matter how

much such marriages has been made legal, such interracial relationships and marriages is

not possible in a society and country where people are segregated on the basis of race and

couples will face many difficulties.

Keywords: Interracial issues, Ethnic studies, Race/colour discrimination, Problems faced

by interracial couples.
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Memories from the Margins
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Abstract

Memories from margins are unvoiced and erased, as social cultural hegemony reigns

over the unheard voices, it remains buried under the land echoing the dominant literature.

The Dalit autobiographies of Siddalingaiah, Aravind Malagatti, laxman Gaikwad and Sharan

Kumar Limbale had emerged as one of the historical milestones in Dalit history, writing

from them memories of suffering, pain and identity crisis in an apathetic world. Dalit

literature is an evident example, which portrays the rise of unvoiced in the superior realm

of Varna system or religious stratums existed in Indian society. The century long suffering

under the disguise of duty, without realising or reaching their full potential the Dalit’s

grovelled under the foots of higher caste. The grave social stigma came out to be recognized

by the works of authors, who clearly placed problems of untouchability, physical and mental

abuse and poor treatment of lower class. The relation between these four autobiographies

is that they voice real life experiences, shows life as it is and sought to achieve the freedom

of life strived to achieve by Dr B. R Ambedhkar. Several Dalit activities and movements

arose as a result of this change in society. These works made them realise their plight and

awakened Dalit consciousness, which caused clashes between classes and castes backed

by religious scriptures. The realisation and identifying their identity as a section, whose

existence is totally erased came to claim their social, political and economic rights.

Keywords: Memory, Erasure, Identity crisis, narratives from margins, Unvoiced

experiences, Biography.
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Breaking the Precedent Principles: Analysis of the Plight of Yemani

Childhood in I Am Nujood Age 10 and Divorced
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Abstract

A study on the exploitation of girlhood, based on the autobiography of Nujood Ali,

titled I am Nujood Age 10 and divorced explores the struggle of adolescent and female

existence in a patriarchal society. Discriminations against women have been a major theme

of literature of this age. This paper aims at the evaluation of terrible circumstances which

the protagonist of the novel Nujood forced to endure, leading to her divorce at the age of

ten when most of the children enjoy their privileges. The struggle of existence in the zenith

of patriarchal customs occupies the dominant analytical subject matter of this paper, which

also sheds light into the defeat of established principles on marriage and womanhood in a

male dominated community. Through the explorations of physical and psychological

dilemmas of female characters in the factual anecdote and their quest for a new system

which values women as estimable entities, this paper deduces, alteration is possible with

determination.

Keywords:Girlhood, Child marriage, Divorce, Patriarchy
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The Curtailment of Girl’s rights in Afghan Society: A Study Based the

Novel One Half from the East by Nadia Hashmi
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Abstract

This paper focuses on the curtailment of girl’s rights in Afghan society based on

the novel One Half from the East by Nadia Hashmi. It analyses the struggles of a child who

is forced to become a Bacha posh- a preadolescent girl dressed as a boy. The novel is set in

Afghanistan, a country which is governed by ancient codes of conduct. It tells the story of

a girl named Obayda who became the victim of a highly conservative society in order to

protect her family. Through the story of the protagonist the paper explores the unethical

practices like ‘bacha posh.’. This paper analyses how some girls in Afghanistan are forced

to be transvestites disguised as boys to acquire some basic human rights like education

and freedom of movement, which are quite inaccessible for girls in Afghan society. It also

covers the present status of women in Afghanistan after Taliban took the power of the

country.

Keywords: Curtailment, Bacha posh, conservative society, Transvestite, human rights.
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The Impact of Padappattu in Malabar: A Study on Freedom Malabar

Freedom Struggle
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Abstract

This project is a detailed study of Padappattu (War Songs). More emphasise is

given on areas such as the psychological impact of Padappattu on the people of Malabar.

This project discusses on how Padappattu evoked feelings and remained as an inspiration

for the people of Malabar to fought against colonial powers. An introduction is given to

the historical context in which Padappatu is widely accepted as a genre in Arabic- Malayalam

literature. MoyinkuttyVaidyar as a renowned poet of Padappattu got his mention. Some of

the Padappattus are taken for detailed study.

Keywords: Padappattu, Malabar, Inspiration, Freedom Struggle
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An Analysis of Memory Studies in between Northrop Frye’s The

Archetypes of Literature and Levi Strauss’s The Structural Study of Myth
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Abstract

Memories are the cultural, personal traces of the past, it affects every aspect of our

life. When familiarizing with memory studies, the term “collective memory” comes in to

focus. In collective memory there is an argument that such memory is shareable among

members of a social groups or community; this concept is closely related to the idea of

“collective consciousness” in archetypal criticism of literature, a major theory of Carl

Gustav Jung. Later this concept adopted into the essay The Archetypes of Literature by

Northrop Frye. That is, the same concept of “collective memory” become termed as

“collective consciousness” when it comes to the theory of archetypes of literature. While

psychologists were more interested in memory from an individual perspective, sociological

theorists emphasize on the social and cultural bases of shared memories. The focus has

generally on how these forms of remembering operate as collective representations of the

past, how they constitute a range of cultural resources for social and historical identities,

and how they privilege particular readings of the past and subordinate others. Like this,

French anthropologist Claud Levi Strauss, in his significant article The Structural

Anthropology of Myth developed the concept of “mytheme”. He analyzed the myth system

of primitive tribes. He argued that certain rituals, habits and actions were based on familial

roles and interactions of a culture, this develops a “collective behaviour” among people, as

“mythemes, which helps to understand several myths in the world and if myth regarded as

forms of narratives, mythemes are narrative structures. It is possible to assume that

“mythemes” are the part of “collective memory. Anthropological studies, all cultures are

inter- related, and share common ideas that are also reflected in their mythologies in the

form of “mythemes”. This is how the memory studies applied in the significant article of

Levi Strauss called The Structural Study of Myth. Applicability of memory studies in the

essay The Archetypes of Literature by Northrop Frye and the article The Structural Study

of Myth by the French anthropologist Claud Levi Strauss is discussed here. Which proved

that memory study is a multidisciplinary field which include anthropology and literature.

Keywords: Collective memory, Collective consciousness, Collective behaviour, Mythemes
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Survival of The Remnants: A Delve into The Girl Who Smiled Beads By

Clementine Wamariya
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Abstract

There were several attempts in human history to erase a particular group of people

by their fellow beings and literary representation of these massacres give us impressions

of execrable experiences they endured. The Girl Who Smiled Beads by Clementine

Wamariya is memoir of the author describing her upbringing amid the horrors of genocide

and her slow, painful escape from trauma. This paper proposes to analyse the experiences

of the characters as refugees as well as survivors of a genocide through the literary

representations of survival from trauma. They migrated through seven African countries

and spent six years as refugees. Clementine tries to hold on to her identity everywhere,

repeating her name to herself and trying to remember her own traits. Horrendous memories,

dislocation and separation haunt the protagonist throughout her life.

Keywords: Trauma, Memory, Genocide, Erasure of Identity, Existential Crisis
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Abstract

The movie simple as water is a heart-wrenching depiction of the refugee crisis,

migration and survival. The movie brilliantly brings our attention to the conflicts and

socio-political issues related to the refugees. This paper is a brief attempt to explore the

predicament of families which fall apart during Syrian civil war. The optimism and survival

of the four families in the movie capture the reality of living in one’s own country amidst

war with all anxieties and insecurities. Th movie, in a touching and graceful manner

exemplifies the dilemmas, violent, struggle and determination of these families. Civic

headaches connect their plights, as do instant levity as family life go through in spite of

dreadful conditions. Syrian situations as always being one of violent conflict between

internal and external factors. The doors into the life of refugees make a defoliated portrait.

The emergency situations and everyday plight of men, women and kids are all desperately

portrait in the movie. Simple as water shows that it is not easy to reunite families that

scattered apart cause of war and reframing the moments that in the lives of these families.

This is just a reality to resist in order to remain as a fair-human being. The movie poignantly

put together questions of fundamental rights or human rights national security, unpredictable

nature of life, refugee crisis and other related topics.

Keywords:Migration, Refugee, Human Rights, National Security
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Agricultural Economy of Kerala: Trends in Production, Prices and

Sustainability

Amidhali V

PhD Scholar, Post Graduate and Research Department of Economics, Farook College

(Autonomous)- Kozhikode

Abstract

The agriculture economy in Kerala has been facing serious threats with regards to

multiple dimensions such as growth, shrinking area of cultivation, availability of skilled

workers, market fluctuations and environmental hazards. This study has examined sector

wise growth rates, trends in the production of important crops and the trends in agriculture

prices. Linear and non-linear trend equations were used to estimate the growth rate of

agricultural production and the trends in agriculture prices. Analysing the data from

agriculture statistics and economic review (various issues), it was found that there has

been a structural change in favour of service sector. Total cropped area as a percentage of

geographical area shows a decreasing trend since 1970. Findings with respect to area under

principal crops revealed that share of commercial crops in the total cropped area increases,

whereas the share of food crops in total cropped area indicates a declining trend. Among

the commercial crops, tea cultivation shows a declining trend. Production of main food

crops such as rice and tapioca have shown decreasing trend whereas all commercial crops

except cashew nut have shown increasing trend. Price fluctuations are evident in the case

of all crops which raises serious threat on the farming activity in the state. The results

suggest that collective farming initiatives and the diversification of value-added products

should be encouraged to have an acceleration and revival in the agriculture sector in Kerala.

The evaluation of agriculture by means of growth aspect alone is not a suitable approach

since it has a vital position in guarding the environment constancy of the region.

Sustainability has a key link with ‘green approach’ and therefore the importance of

agriculture can’t be undermined only by considering economic aspects.

Keywords: Agriculture, Sectoral Change, Sustainability, Price Trends, Commercial Crops,

Food Crops, Cropping Pattern, Compound Growth Rate, Green Economics.
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Abstract

Transaction cost plays a major role in shaping public policies. The studies on farmers’

distress in the Indian context focus mainly on the transformation cost. However, transaction

cost also plays a major role in explaining the farmer’s status. This paper is based on a study

that quantifies the level of transaction costs borne by the farmers as well as examines the

role of institutional interventions in reducing farmers’ transaction costs in marketing

agricultural produces in the Malappuram district of Kerala, India. More precisely, the study

investigates if the institutional intervention in the form of ‘weekly markets’ introduced by

the Kerala government has significantly minimized the transaction cost incurred by the

farmers. Using a primary field survey of 204 farmers from two weekly markets and one

non-weekly market panchayat (Koottilangadi, Oorakam, and Thennala respectively), it is

empirically observed that the institutional interventions in the form of a weekly market

increase the transaction cost of farmers if the panchayat is not sufficiently potential for

conducting weekly markets (due to lack of proper transportation facilities, availability of

products, market size, etc.) compared to the transaction cost of farmers from non-weekly

market. The benefit of a weekly market and the reduction in farmers’ transaction costs can

be observed only in those panchayats having adequate products and resources to sustain

the weekly market operations.  The total cost of production has got a significant impact on

transaction cost as both of them are found to be positively correlated.. The weekly market

also increases institutional transaction costs like monitoring and auditing the weekly market,

maintaining daily transaction records, selecting a leading farmer within the farming group,

etc. Hence, the challenge faced by policymakers is whether weekly markets can be organized

simultaneously by reducing both farmers’ and institutional transaction costs, or whether it

can be possible to overcome the amount of reduction in farmers’ transaction cost even

with increase in institutional transaction cost.

Keywords: Weekly Markets, Transaction Cost in Agriculture, Indian Agriculture
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Abstract

For the last decade, the extreme global poverty gradually declined and improved

the conditions of marginalized sections all over the world. The covid 19 pandemic created

a situation the world never met before. According to Ginette Azcona, lead author of UN

Women’s latest report says that covid created massive job losses, shrinking of economies

and loss of livelihoods, particularly for women. Weakened social protection systems have

left many of the poorest in society unprotected, with no safeguards to weather the storm.

The recently released report shows that the pandemic will push 96 million people into

extreme poverty by 2021, 47 million of whom are women and girls. The pandemic-induced

poverty surge will also widen the gender poverty gap – meaning, more women will be

pushed into extreme poverty than men. This is especially the case among those aged 25 to

34, at the height of their productive and family formation period. In 2021, it is expected

there will be 118 women aged 25 to 34 in extreme poverty for every 100 men aged 25 to 34

in extreme poverty globally, and this ratio could rise to 121 poor women for every 100

poor men by 2030. All reports from different agencies and NGOs says that women are in

front of a big question mark after the covid 19.so it is important to analyse the impact of

Covid 19 on women and their livelihood.

Keywords: Covid 19, impact of covid 19, economic toll on women
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Abstract

COVID-19 is a respiratory disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, a coronavirus

discovered in 2019. The virus spreads mainly from person to person through respiratory

droplets produced when an infected person coughs, sneezes, or talks. Some people who

are infected may not have symptoms. The first case of the COVID-19 pandemic in India was

confirmed in Kerala on 30 January 2020. As on July 2022 there have been 67, 67,946

confirmed cases. Since the WHO’s declaration of the pandemic, the Kerala Government

has initiated its preparedness to the pandemic, with Community Participation as one of the

key components of the preparedness. This paper is descriptive and analytical study about

Community participation Approach for COVID 19 Pandemic Preparedness Strategies of

Kerala. Community Participation Approach means involvement of people in community

project. Kerala’s success in containing COVID-19 was widely praised both nationally and

internationally. Kerala government initiated so many programs for preparedness for Covid

19 Pandemic. Most of the programs were based on community involvement. Rapid

Response Team, THR delivery, Sanitizer support, Psychosocial support, Hand washing,

Quarantine support, Anganwadies to home etc were major program initiation of Kerala

government. This study analyze the Community Participation for various Kerala government

initiatives for preparedness of COVID 19 Pandemic.

Keywords: COVID-19, Community Participation, Pandemic
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Abstract

This study focuses on environmental degradation connection with economic growth

in India with using the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) and attempts to uncover the

indication power of EKC on green growth. Economic growth is the blood of economy

then clean environment is the heart of the same and both are important and should be

protected in a way that both will get the balance and equal consideration. EKC explains

the nexus between economic growth and environmental degradation. And typical EKC

have an inverted U shape that the initial degradation will be reduced in the process of

economic growth automatically in the later stage of the development. Green growth basically

deals with the practical solution for growth with proper consideration of sustainability and

long-term growth with an inclusive point of view. The goodness of EKC on predicting

green growth is an interesting topic. EKC shows higher level of development eventually

brings environmental quality back to balance, which in turn means the quality has been

restored with practical reasons brought by the development and which can indicate the

level of green growth achieved as well as the pace in which it has been achieved or could

be achieved. The study is also focused on empirical analysis of EKC with twenty years

data with CO2 as the outcome variable to see the trends and pattern followed by the time

series. Data has been availed from the World Banks, World Development Indicators and

the Global Carbon Atlas. The Study finds that the EKC could be used as a better indicator

to measure the green growth and India needs to focus on its environment quality with good

technologies and ideas and also the government should bring more policies to support

green growth.

Keywords: Environmental Kuznets Curve, Green Growth,environmental degradation
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Abstract

An important and dynamic aspect in Kerala’s development is international migration.

The migration of Keralites increased as a result of the rising need for unskilled, semi-

skilled, and other types of workers for various development and infrastructure projects.

The localization of jobs, low pay and unfavourable working conditions, compelled

migration, and changes in destination country’s policies are only a few of the factors that

have contributed significantly to the rise of return migration during the past ten years.

Diverse parts of Kerala have different patterns for return migration, occupational mobility,

living and working circumstances, and socioeconomic concerns for return migrants.

Understanding the trends, patterns, and reintegration of return migrants in Kerala’s Malabar

region is the study’s main goal. The Covid-19 pandemic has had a direct impact on the

millions of migrant labourers from Kerala who travel to the Gulf States. According to

reports, the Covid epidemic is to blame for the large number of people who have lost their

employment and are now living in comparable circumstances in many other countries. An

estimated 1.43 million emigrants returned to Kerala in India between May 2020 and April

2021, a state whose development program is intimately linked to its history of emigration.

Indian state of Kerala had a huge number of emigrants who were displaced as a result of

COVID-19, which caused widespread back migration to India and resulted in job losses,

decreasing salaries, inadequate social support systems, xenophobia, and general insecurity.

Keywords: Migration, return migration, Kerala migration
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Abstract

Confiscation of the vehicle is generating a positive influence on law enforcement

by lowering the crashes and related issues. The vehicles involved in offending law are

confiscating by the police department and these vehicles are dumped into vehicle dumping

yard or public places that may treat as a dumping yard. In Kerala, almost all police stations

are flooded with confiscated vehicles. However, the police can auction such a vehicle after

a fixed period. In the case of vehicles involved in sand mining, the district collector has the

right to fix the penalty. As the penalty will be a huge amount, most of the vehicle owners

left their vehicle on the sides of public roads. We can see vehicles of different vintages at

the storage of seized vehicles. Police try to conduct auctions for the disposal of this piled

stoke of vehicles but very little vehicles disposed of through public auctions. Sometimes a

vehicle needs to attend many auctions and at last, sold at scrap price.There exist scope for

model building for suggesting a more realistic value of the seized vehicle for the effective

conduct of auction and study related to this as we need to reduce the wastage of resources

and contribute to sustainable development. The researcher wants to conduct a socio-

economic analysis of seized vehicles and check whether there is a chance for changing the

piled stock of junk vehicles to a means for making monetary benefit. However, no detailed

scientific study of economic analysis was conducted in this field in Kerala.

Keywords: Confiscation of Vehicles, Seized Vehicles, Junk Vehicles
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Abstract

The role of managers in decision-making is becoming a complex and herculean

task day by day in the digital era due to various internal and external unsustainability

identifying an effective inventory model is an essential facet of every company’s decision-

making process. On the other hand, determining the ideal inventory model aids organizations

in becoming more effective and efficient in a variety of ways to achieve rapid and sustainable

growth. Uncertainty like demand and supply for a product in the market and conflicts

between the objectives of different segments within a firm, add to the complexity of a

firm&#39;s inventory model execution.  Practically, decision-making is one of the core

responsibilities of managers in organizations. In this regard, the technique of the inventory

control method is linked to one or more elements of macroeconomic indicators. As a

consequence, organizations can opt for more than one method of inventory model to

determine which one best matches their needs. When a company operates on a large scale,

various departments are inevitably involved, including production, finance, purchasing,

marketing, HR, and inventory, to name a few. The extensive form of collaboration and

interdependency required to avoid a bottleneck scenario in the market by inventory control

decision-making.Despite these complexities, inventory control and decision-making

management still can represent a fine-tuned line between stocking the least amount of

possible inventory and meeting the diverse customer demands and expectations (Lee et.

Al., 2009).

Keywords: Agencies, Challenges, Complications, Expectations,Uncertainty
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Abstract

Contrary to the traditional economic understanding, a growing retired population

may not be necessarily a toll on the country’s economy. They can provide significant

economic and societal benefits particularly if they are healthy and active. Arguably, early

retirement is related to the financial burden and leads to the underutilization of human

resources. However, its impact on the state’s economy depends on the economic and social

participation of this group after their tenure in government service. At 56 the retired

employees are healthy and resourceful. A monthly pension which provides economic security

and investible surplus, experience and expertise gained from previous career, a pan Kerala

social network, availability of time, health, support from family members are valuable

resources available to a retired person. Adverse factors which lead to the underutilisation

of human resource stems from some of the fundamental problems interwoven with the

socio-economic fabric of Kerala. However, a high degree of volunteerism found among

them is a silver lining. Majority of women retirees are found investing their resources

within the family, arguably enriching the career and education of their kin; a different set

of academic tools need to be employed to study the economics of this interesting aspect.

Keywords: Retired Government Employees, Resource Utilisation, Plan for Retired

People
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Abstract

A federal economy is usually characterised by the emergence of imbalances between

functional responsibilities and financial resources of different tiers of government. Vertical

imbalances in terms of resources and expenditure responsibilities emerge between different

levels of government calling for transfer of resources from the center to the states. Thus,

intergovernmental transfers are an inherent part of a multi- level fiscal system. This paper

focuses on the importance of finance commission regarding the devolution of taxes between

the center and the state.

Keywords: Finance Commission, Center-state financial relation, Horizontal imbalance,

Vertical imbalance.
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Sustainable Development and MGNREGA: A Study with Special

Reference to Pulikkal Panchayath
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Abstract

The Mahatma Gandhi national rural employment guarantee act(MGNREGA) also

known as Mahatma Gandhi national rural employment guarantee scheme (MGNREGS).

The Indian legislation enacted on August 25, 2005. The MGNREGA provides a legal

guarantee for one hundred days of employment in every financial year to adult members of

any rural household willing to do public works related unskilled manual work at the statutory

minimum wage. The government of India implemented MGNREGA in rural areas to

increase social economic development and reducing poverty rate. It’s suffering from a

decline in employment, budget caps, delay in wage payments and rampant violations of

workers entitlements. The author had a detailed review on the particular paper and framed

objectives from literature. The major objectives of the paper are to analyse problems of

MGNREGA workers, to study working conditions of MGNREGA and to analyse weather

the program is effect or not. The main source of information for the study is collected from

primary and secondary data, which collected through internet, websites, data collection.

Majority of workers comes from BPL category and minority is women. The clearly

conclusion is, the study shows that MGNREGA has play a major role in social and economic

development.

Key words: Sustainable Development, MGNREGA, Rural Development
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Abstract

The Covid-19 pandemic has undoubtedly been a change to the economies of the

world, especially for the external sector. This paper tries to analyse the new trend in India’s

exporting sector by considering major exporting to Netherlands. In 2019-20 India exported

USD 8.36 billion worth of goods to the Netherlands. The main item of Indian Exports to

the Netherlands includes mineral fuels, organic chemicals, electrical machinery, apparel

and clothing and Pharmaceutical and Iron and Steel. The recent trend shows that Netherlands

has emerged as India’s fifth largest export destination in 2020-22, jumping from its 10th

position a year ago.  India has great opportunities in this context, especially looking at the

composition of global value chains in the world trade. This paper trying to find out the

recent changes in export pattern of India to Other Countries especially to Netherlands.

There is no doubt that to build the resilience of the Indian economy to trade shocks and

improve competitiveness of exports, it would be useful to consider mitigating strategies.

Keywords: Netherlands, Export, External Sector, India’s export
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Migration
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Abstract

As an indicator of human development index, education plays a crucial role in the

development of every economy. The Kerala, a tiny state in India is known for its high

human development with the low per-capita income. The development achieved in the

education sector of the state is very high compared to the other Indian states. Education is

the major instrument for the socio-religious movement in Kerala (Thomas, 2001). Studies

have identified migration is the most important factor behind the development of “Kerala

Model” (Zacharia&Irudayaraja, 2000). The recent trend shows that the number of students

who migrated to foreign countries from Kerala is increasing. So, this paper is trying to

analyse the major reasons and causes behind the student migration from Kerala. In globalised

world, university education in another country is real option. Employers demand the workers

have global experience and language skills. The reason behind the student migration is

more than the access to quality education, it is basically indicating the better lifestyle and

global exposure.

Keywords:  Student Migration, HDI, Kerala, Education, Development
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Gig Economy: Challenges and Opportunities in India
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Abstract

Gig workers are independent contractors, online platform workers, contract firm

workers, on-call workers, and temporary workers. Gig workers enter into formal agreements

with on-demand companies to provide services to the company’s clients. In many countries,

the legal classification of gig workers is still being debated, with companies classifying

their workers as “independent contractors”, while organized labor advocates have been

lobbying for them to be classified as “employees”, which would legally require companies

to provide the full suite of employee benefits like time-and-a-half for overtime, paid sick

time, employer-provided health care, bargaining rights, and unemployment insurance,

among others. A gig economy is a free market system in which temporary positions are

common and organizations hire independent workers for short-term commitments. The

term “GIG” is a slang word for a job that lasts a specified period of time. Examples of gig

workers include freelancers, independent contractors, project-based workers and temporary

or part-time hires. Gig apps and digital technology are often used to connect customers

and gig workers. The study is attempted to analyse the challenges and opportunities of gig

workers in India.

Keywords: GIG Economy, GIG Workers, Freelancers, Contract
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Sustainable Development in India with Reference to Agricultural

Sector

Sabitha. K. V

Research Scholar, PG Department of Commerce, CMS College of Science and

Commerce, Coimbatore

Abstract

India has recently experienced growth and development at an eye-popping rate.

There is speculation that the nation will join the developed nations sooner rather than later.

However, this growth has prompted worries about its fundamental texture and health from

a variety of sources. The phrase “sustainable development” has gained popularity in recent

years, and experts are now advocating it. Despite rapid growth in a number of areas,

agriculture continues to be the foundation of the Indian economy. This essay makes an

effort to address and investigate the problem of sustainable development in Indian

agriculture. It also tries to compare the traditional system, the present system in use, and

the sustainable agriculture system across the dimensions of ecological, economic, and

social sustainability. Additionally, it aims to provide long-term solutions to the system’s

issues so that sustainable behaviours can be promoted and adopted.

Keywords: Sustainable Development, Agriculture, Ecological Sustainability, Economic

Sustainability, Social Sustainability
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Abstract

This study aims to present a review and analysis of initial public offerings (IPOs)

literature,both empirical and theoretical, given that IPOs have demonstrated tremendous

growth inthe past decade. This paper surveys the IPO literature published throughout 1997–

2021 using a bibliometric review that involves qualitative and quantitative techniques.

After that, some deep researches are conducted by bibliometric analysis such as Citation

analysis, co authorship analysis, Co- occurrence analysis (using VOS viewer software)

and cluster analysis. In this study a total of 279 papers were selected and reviewed. The

findings explain significantelements in the literature, including countries, institutions,

journals, authors, articles, etc. Based on which further discussions are provided, including

current challenges and possible directions. Finally, this paper explores the development

trends of Initial Public Offerings, which offers an important reference for future research.

Keywords: Initial public offerings, Bibliometric analysis,VOS viewer software, IPO

literature
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Sustainable Investing in Stock Market: A Bibliometric Review
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Abstract

The objective of this study is to present quantitative statistics and a comprehensive

review of the key influential and intellectual structure of sustainable investing in the stock

market. The study examines 115 papers that were published in scholarly journals between

1993 and November 14, 2022, and are indexed in the Scopus database. VOSviewer and

Microsoft Excel Software are used to analyze the collected data and applied bibliometric

methods of citation analysis of the documents, source, authors, institutions and countries,

co-occurrence analysis of author key words, co-authorship and bibliographic coupling of

authors, source and countries. By analyzing the growth in the topic, during the last 27

years, the publication in this topic was considerably less. After that until 2022, the growth

is remarkable. Further the study identifies the most influential and impactful authors,

journals, institutions, and countries to sustainable investing in the stock market. As far as

the authors are aware, this is the first article to discuss the bibliometric literature of

sustainable stock market investment. This research aids in the exploration and construction

of a quantitative base for the scientific advancement of sustainable stock market investing

by academics and other researchers.

Keywords: Sustainable Investing; Ethical Investing; Socially Responsible Investing;

Impact Investing; Green Investing; and Bibliographic.
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Abstract

The rate of return and its determinations are the major issues in Finance. Stock

returns is always be considered as the principal point when investors going to put their

money in financial market. Investment strategy in financial market is based on common

sense which measures total risk and assumes that the stock with high risk yielding higher

return than lover risk investments. This fundamental framework helps to introduction of

modern portfolio theories. The single factor and multi factor asset pricing models are

developed based on the risk return tradeoff relationship. There are number of research on

existing models developed in different markets in times and to find out the best model

with considering all factors which determines and explain the behavior of assets prices for

accurately pricing the assets to perform ideal financial decision making in financial market.

The models for asset pricing have been developing and evolving for more than 50 years

since the modern portfolio theory introduced by Markowitz (1959) which explained the

risk return relationship. Later CAPM (sharpe 1964 with ‘market factor’), Fema French

Three Factor Model (Eugene F. Fama&Kennath R. French, 1993 with ‘Size & Value’) and

Fema French Five Factor Model (2015 with ‘Profitability & Investment’) were developed.

Using the asset pricing model investor can measure the amount of risk the stocks hold.

Hence, this conceptual study reviews over the studies on CAPM, FF3FM and FF5FM. It

discusses the ability of these models to explain variation of stock returns. Furthermore,

will address the more explanatory risk factors and in addition to this, the study reviews

comparative study on these models to compare the ability of models in estimating stock

return. In conclusion, the best model which predicts more returns will be analyzed.

Keywords: Capital asset pricing model, Fama French three factor model, Fama French

five factor model, expected return, risk factor
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Abstract

Green accounting is a new system in accounting which records costs and benefits

rendered by the eco system to a business concern. As an emerging tool for corporate social

responsibility, Green accounting can be used to reduce many of the environment costs by

proper decision making. This paper tries to understand the concept of green accounting

and its significance in environmental sustainability. It also aims at how important it is for

a company to implement green accounting and observes what is receiving from the

environment and what is giving back in return. This would help in the efficient utilization

of resources and reducing pollution to an extent. Based on the primary data, researcher

also tries to understand peoples’ perspectives on green accounting and to explain how

green accounting helps in environmental sustainability.

Keywords: Green accounting, Environmental sustainability, Corporate Social responsibility
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Abstract

Pilgrimage tourism is a type of tourism that strongly or entirely motivates tourists

to attain religious attitudes and practices. It can take various forms. As one of the earliest

types of visiting attractions and a wealth of experience in the ancient times of spiritual

growth, it can take many forms. Excursions to nearby pilgrimage centres or religious

conferences are popular temporary religious tourism activities. Numerous days or weeks

are spent at national or international pilgrimage sites or conferences. Pilgrimage tourism

in the modern era is broadly classified into traditional pilgrimage tourism and secular

pilgrimage tourism; both of these fractions have a huge impact on modern tourism.

Thiruvananthapuram, the administrative and cultural capital of “God’s Own Country,” is

located at the southernmost tip of the state. from a landscape endowed with some of the

most picturesque visuals possible and culturally significant holy sites. SreePadmanabha

Swamy Temple is the most important pilgrimage site in Thiruvananthapuram, which is the

richest temple in the world. Other pilgrim centres like AttukalBhagavathy Temple, Madre

De Deus VettukadPalli, Bheema Palli, Sivagiri Matt, and Azhimala Siva Temple are famous

pilgrim centres in Kerala. Integration of pilgrimage tourism with different types of tourism

and developing pilgrim centres helps increase the pilgrimage potential of

Thiruvananthapuram. For developing pilgrim potential, proper plans, policies, government

coordination, and assistance are essential.

Keywords:Pilgrimage Tourism, Economic Development, Sustainable Development
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Abstract

Single-use plastic products are inexpensive, widely accessible, and simple to use,

making them very well-liked by individuals from all social classes. Plastic consumption,

garbage production, and its inability to degrade all represent severe threats to the future of

the environment worldwide. In the twenty-first century, governments all around the world

started outlawing SUP altogether. As a part of this Government of Kerala decided to enforce

a state wide ban on SUP from January 1st 2020. But, the introduction of COVID-19 once

more transformed the situation into a plastic pandemic. Demand and supply for SUP

increased during the pandemic, and nations like India began to profit from this. After the

peak of covid 19 pandemic Government of Kerala again imposed a restriction on SUP

from July 1st 2022 This study aimed to understanding the adult’s attitude towards

Governments ban on single use plastic and awareness about environmental hazards made

by these plastics among the respondents in Malappuram District of Kerala. Convenience

sampling method is preferredfor selecting samples and a structured questionnaire is used

for collecting data. Analysis of the study is made with SPSS version 26.

Keywords: Plastic Pollution, Single Use Plastic Product, Carry Bags, Awareness, Attitude,

Environmental Hazard
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Abstract

Influencer marketing regards as the most potential area of digital marketing which

uses influencers to make impact on brand awareness and their buying behaviour. Companies

are focusing on influencer marketing with the objective of brand awareness, because it is

essential for consumers’ purchasing decisions and purchasing behaviour.Influencer

marketing have a big impact on the beauty industry.   Beauty industry has significant

influence on young generation. The study analyses effect of influencer marketing on brand

awareness with special reference to youngsters in Malappuram district. Data were collected

from 100 respondents through survey method and analysis was done using SPSS Version

26. Findings of the study shows that, around fifty percentage of respondents are follows

beauty influencers on social media, of these majority respondents are students. The rest of

the people did not follow but they watch their posts to learn about new products/brand and

to update with the new trend. Most of them are aware about brands of beauty products and

they enjoy the content of influencer marketing. Even though, they rarely make purchase of

branded products. The study suggests that, companies should focus on more ideas to push

purchasing habit of branded products through influencer marketing, because it has very

significant effect on beauty products.

Keywords: Influencer Marketing, Brand Awareness, Beauty Industry, Beauty Products
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Abstract

Digital marketing is conceptualized as the strategic process of creating, pricing,

distributing and promoting goods and services to a target market on the internet or through

digital resources (Boone and Kurtz,2011) such as e-mail, videos search engine and social

networking. Indian MSMEs sector is the backbone of Indian economy which contribute

one sixth of the GDP and playing a very important role not only in balancing the income

distribution level but also employment generation, export and industrial development.

Women entrepreneurship in SMEs sector is a good sign of social and women empowerment

and this phenomenon is getting very importance nowadays. This paper discusses the

awareness level of women entrepreneur towards digital marketing with reference of

manufacturing MSMEs sector in Kerala. It also evaluates the extent of knowledge of women

entrepreneurs on Digital marketing activities. Data for the study was collected from 50

women entrepreneurs in Malappuram district. A pre structured questionnaire is used to

collect data.Simple random sampling is used in this study. SPSS software is used for data

analysis. This paper showing that women entrepreneurs are need to improve their awareness

on digital marketing techniques and platform. Government should conduct awareness

programme on digital marketing in MSMEs level.

Keywords: MSME, Digital marketing, women entrepreneurs
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Abstract

The era of digitalization asks for digital excellence in every domain of various

fields for better performance and longer existence. In the same sense, the adoption of

digital technologies is essential in business operations also. As marketing is one of the

most challenging and crucial business operations, it highly demands changes from traditional

methods and keeping in line with the trends. In this context, social media marketing has an

inevitable role in the digital transformation of business among entrepreneurs. On the other

hand, differently abled entrepreneurs are the new group of entrepreneurs having double

barriers in performing entrepreneurial activities as an entrepreneur as well as a differently

abled person suffering from physical, visual, hearing, or speech impairments. But the use

of social media platforms can bridge the disability divide by dismantling the barriers in

traditional marketing methods and simplifying their marketing activities. So, it is significant

to know to what extent social media marketing is effective among such entrepreneurs and

how it works to eliminate the barriers in various traditional marketing activities such as

lack of accessibility, limited reach to customers, geographical and time boundaries, huge

budget for direct selling, etc. Thus, this paper makes an attempt to study the effectiveness

of social media marketing in key areas of business such as sales, promotion, and customer

relationship management among micro and small level differently abled entrepreneurs in

Malappuram district.

Keywords: Social media marketing, Differently abled entrepreneurs, Digital transformation

in business
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Abstract

During the past years, co-operative banks have faced enormous problems like lack

of investment to lend, increased non-performing assets, political pressures, risk of losing

customers, and competition from nationalized banks. To overcome these problems,

cooperative banks forced their employees to perform much better in their workplace but

they failed to enhance the physical and mental satisfaction of employees. In such a situation

employees get overloaded with a highly demanding workplace, where they lack discretion

in their work roles, meaningful relationships in the workplace and they have to attain a

sequence of dull, tedious, and repetitious tasks. So, they have to handle their work and

personal life in a mechanized way because they don’t have enough time to spend on their

pleasures and to live the life they dreamed of. All these things bring the feeling of alienation

from their job roles and relationships in the workplace which results in disliking their job

and getting involved only to complete the scheduled tasks without any commitment toward

their job roles. Such kind of behaviours lead to burnout among employees (Abraham,

2000). So, identification and prevention of work alienation and its impact on job burnout

has greater importance in ensuring the level best contribution of employees. Thus, this

paper provided a critical test of alienation as a predictor of job burnout among employees

in co-operative banks.

Keywords: Cooperative banks, Work alienation, Job burnout
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Abstract

In the technology era of online business environment, e-tailors such as Amazon,

Flipkart, Myntra, India MART, Snapdeal, EBay, Reliance Digital etc. use different sales

promotion tactics through their e-stores to influence the buying behaviour of visitors. Sales

promotion banner is an inevitable tool to influence the online buying behaviour. Online

impulsive buying is an important factor for e-tailors since they generate more revenue by

comprehending the buying behaviour of e-store visitors. The purpose of this study was to

examine the influence of sales promotion banners on online impulsive buying behavior of

e-commerce shoppers. In this study the researcher investigates whether the sales promotion

banners have positive effect to drive online impulse buying. A sample of e-commerce

shoppers were drawn from the Malabar region of Kerala. The findings reveal that e-

commerce shoppers have certain influence to take an online buying decision. Also, the

study establishes that sales promotion banners have inevitable impact on the impulse buying

behavior of e-store visitors. Based on the findings of the study, it is recommended that e-

tailors should design the banners more attractively with great offers. This study also has

significant theoretical as well as managerial implications in e-commerce.

Keywords: E-tailing, e-store, e-commerce shoppers, online impulse buying, sales

promotion banners.
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Abstract

Investment is an inevitable element of every individual lives. Depending upon the

purpose and other financial constraints, one has to select the most appropriate investment

opportunity for better results in future. After so many advancements in the national as well

as international economy, varied forms of investment avenues are available. The most

popular and vibrant among them is the stock market investment. But the selection of an

optimal portfolio is subject to a number of factors such as objectives, financial background,

market analysis, rationality, behavioral factors, changes in economy, govt interventions

etc. As per the literature review it was found that today’s investors and their actions are

different from that of the traditional investors. Behavioral factors exhibit a prominent effect.

So, the present study is aimed at finding the influence of behavioral finance on the stock

market investment decisions of individuals. It also covers the effect of demographic features

on decision making and the relation between risk bearing capabilities and behavioral factors.

The paper is based on primary data which was collected through a well-structured

questionnaire and circulated as google form among 125 respondents especially in the

Malabar region of Kerala. The sample was selected through purposive sampling technique.

Important psychological biases such as heuristic, prospect and herding factors were

considered for study. Statistical tools such as t-test, correlation, chi-square, multiple

regression etc. were used for analysis.

Keywords: investment, behav1ioral finance, heuristic factors, prospect factors, herding

effect, risk bearing capabilities
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Abstract

Profit and non-profit employers are constantly utilising electronic human resource

management (e-HRM) systems. However, the field currently lacks solid theoretical

frameworks that can be useful in addressing a key issue concerning the implementation of

e-HRM systems, specifically to gain a better understanding of the factors influencing e-

HRM system adoption. Through a review of the literature, the goal of this paper is to

throw the groundwork for the development of a theoretical framework for the

implementation of e-HRM systems and to create a conceptual model that reflects the nature

of e-HRM system adoption. Using Crossan and Apaydin’s systematic review procedure,

this paper investigated 21 empirical papers on electronics human resource management

and classified them into four characteristics that influence adoption: system and technology

characteristics, organisational characteristics, user/individual characteristics, and

environmental and contextual characteristics. Finally, the e-HRM adoption research

framework is developed and discussed; avenues for future research are discussed.

Keywords: e-HRM, technology adoption, Technology Acceptance Model
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Abstract

This meta-analysis reviews and summarizes the results of past studies to investigate

the relationship between herd behaviour and investment decision-making. This was the

first attempt to meta-analytically integrate results concerning the relationship between herd

behaviour andinvestmentdecision-making. Although herd behaviour is described as a

keystone for understanding investment decision-making. A correlation meta-analysis was

conducted with three moderators of the relationship between herd behaviour and investment

decision-making examined: the type of herd behaviour construct, the type of herd behaviour

measuring method and the type of investment decision-making.Jamovi software used for

meta-analysis. The result from this study are useful for policy makers, researchers and

regulators.

Keywords: Herd behaviour, investment decision making, Meta-analysis, Jamovi
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Abstract

This research paper examines the potential for technology to enable the banking

sector to become more sustainable. It specifically looks at how technology can be applied

to banking practices to reduce environmental impacts and promote financial inclusion.

The research draws on a range of sources, including existing literature, case studies, and

interviews with experts in the field. The paper argues that technology can be used to facilitate

more efficient and sustainable banking operations in both developed and developing

countries. It also highlights a range of innovative solutions, such as mobile banking, block

chain applications, and cloud computing, which have the potential to reduce waste and

increase the sustainability of the financial sector. Finally, it provides recommendations on

how to best leverage technology to create a more sustainable banking sector.

Keywords: Sustainable Banking, Banking Innovation, Technology
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Abstract

This article attempts to identify the drivers of frugal innovation in small and medium

enterprises. A hybrid research strategy has been used. First, the most crucial elements

impacting frugal innovation have been discovered through a thorough literature analysis.

Then, 8 experts who were chosen using the snowball sampling method were interviewed.

The 28-factor questionnaire that was given to 165 managers and employees of SMEs in

Kerala state’s home appliance manufacturing business was amended to include all the

variables that had been identified in the previous step. These individuals were chosen

using non-random sampling. SPSS-24 was used to perform an exploratory factor analysis

of the data. Results showed that good design, the human element, marketing, support,

knowledge, social element, prototyping, cultural aspect, creation of distinctive brands, a

focus on core functions, local R&D, cost-effective business models, and low-cost production

are the most crucial drivers of frugal innovation. This paper offers managers and decision-

makers useful insight for assessing their capacity for implementing frugal innovation. The

results of this assessment are helpful in creating a blueprint for achieving frugal innovation

in SMEs, especially in home appliance manufacturing firms.

Keywords: Frugal innovation, Driver, Exploratory factor analysis, Mix research

method, SME
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Abstract

In response to the COVID-19 outbreak, India declared a national lockdown on

March 24th, 2020, leaving millions of migrant workers stranded in their final destinations.

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on migrants in the state of Kerala,

India. Migrants in Kerala, who are often low-paid workers in sectors such as construction,

agriculture, and domestic work, have been disproportionately affected by the pandemic

and the measures taken to contain it, such as lockdowns and travel restrictions. Many

migrants have lost their jobs and have been unable to return to their home states due to the

travel restrictions, leading to financial hardship and an inability to access basic necessities

such as food and shelter. There have also been instances of discrimination and stigma

against migrants in Kerala due to the misinformation and fear surrounding the spread of

the virus. The government of Kerala has taken steps to address the challenges faced by

migrants, including providing food and shelter to those in need and implementing measures

to prevent the spread of the virus among the migrant population. And also implemented a

variety of programmes for the inclusion of the workers and was able to effectively meet

their demands all across the state-wide lockdown. This paper overviews the steps that the

Kerala government has taken to address the situation and analyses the specific ways in

which migrant workers of Kerala have been affected by the pandemic.

Keywords: COVID-19, Kerala, Migrants, Social Policy.
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Abstract

There have been devastating health consequences and economic disruptions caused

by the COVID-19 pandemic, including unprecedented disruptions to the global economy.

A massive hit been reported in international trade due to the restrictive practices imposed

by the nations across the globe. Despite the government prioritize keeping the key supply

chains for essential goods for the crisis including medical supplies and food products,

reported numerous hindrances in shipment, and supply chain. Cancellation of passenger

flights linked to travel bans has limited the availability of air cargo while urgent shipping

of essential goods has increased demand, resulting in increases in the price of air cargo,

which has significantly impacted on their export performance. This study aimed to explore

the post pandemic trends in agro perishable exports in India

Keywords: COVID-19, agro perishable export, economy
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Abstract

Aviation, one of the most global industries, fosters cross-continental connections

by offering a rapid worldwide transportation network. It is an important enabler to achieve

economic growth and development, facilitates integration into the global economy and

provides vital connectivity on a national, regional, and international scale. India is one of

the fastest growing aviation markets in the world. The covid 19 outbreak hit the Indian

aviation industry very hard than any other industries in the globe. The industry faced the

worst ever turbulence during Covid due to the travel restrictions. Majority of the airlines

cut their operations drastically, the airports faced a massive reduction in their revenues. It

was a trouble time to the aviation industry during pandemic due to the reduction of aircrafts

by the airlines to sustain the cost, the downfall in the air passenger traffic and the block of

fresh revenue etc., The study tries to probe the effect of pandemic outbreak on Indian

aviation industry.

Keywords: COVID-19, Indian Aviation industry, sustainability
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Abstract

Rising population and soaring food demand is the recent concern straining

agricultural sector. The sector is even struggling to meet the present need for food and as a

result of lower productivity and profitability people engaged in farming are moving to

other fields for livelihood. Furtherance of agriculture with recent technologies of artificial

intelligence is the need of the hour. Artificial Intelligence has already demonstrated its

proficiency in all sectors including agriculture. Extensive adaption of artificial intelligence

in agricultural sector might enable farmers to boost their productivity with limited resources.

By using artificial intelligence in farming, farmers can access relevant information and

numerous tools which would improve efficiency and production with minimal ecological

blemishes. Application of AI in agriculture commences right from sowing through assistance

to choose the right time and seed suiting the weather conditions till the marketing of produce

with adequate price related information. In short, Artificial Intelligence is the panacea for

the challenges such as crop diseases, improper storage management, lack of market

information, weather related issues and so on the sector is confronting for years. This

paper examines the applications of AI in the field of agriculture. The paper describes how

efficiency of various processes in agriculture can be improved through Artificial Intelligence.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Agriculture, Farming, Information Technology
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Abstract

Corporate social responsibility today places a great deal of emphasis on

environmental protection. Promoting economic growth and preserving the environment

are two issues that the world is now dealing with. Most industrial and corporate houses

throughout the world are implementing the notion of environmental factor into their

company operations in order to thrive in this fiercely competitive market. Using green

accounting, an organization will be able to measure how much a specific industry is

consuming and how much it is costing the environment. Essentially, green accounting is a

system new accounting practice that records the costs and benefits of the eco system to a

business. In accounting, green accounting also known as environmental accounting has

become a new challenge. This paper aims to uncover the concept of green accounting in

India as well as its legal framework. The study also examines the practices of corporate

level environmental accounting as well as its associated problems.

Keywords:Green accounting, Environmental reporting, Corporate Social responsibility,

Environmental accounting
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Abstract

Energy is known to be the backbone of any economy that strives for progress. In

India, both governmental and strategic concerns continue to prioritise energy security.

Traditional energy sources like coal and gas play a significant role in India’s mix of energy

sources for power. Coal-fired power generation does, however, include some externalities.

The strategic costs of coal-based electricity are an additional factor. Thus, the emphasis in

India has shifted to renewable energy sources like wind and solar electricity. Among the

renewable sources, solar energy is proven to be a wise choice in terms of recent technologies

for gauging the abundantly available energy and impressive initiatives from the part of

government for adopting the same. Despite these efforts solar energy adoptions are still at

infancy due to various reasons. This study thus indents to conduct a SWOC (Strength

weakness Opportunities and Challenges) analysis of solar energy in India to ameliorate the

solar environment in the country. The study comes sums up that solar energy in India have

massive potential since the country have opulent strengths that can be functionally

streamlined to greater opportunities and thereby reduce the intricacies associated with.

Furthermore, specific recommendations to overcome the weakness and challenges widens

the scope of the study. The findings could assist the authorities to properly plan, manage,

and develop solar energy to achieve sustainability from understanding the strengths,

possibilities, limitations, and problems associated with it.

Keywords:Clean technology, Solar energy, SWOC analysis
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Abstract

Now days all business rely on digital advertising to grow their business and gaining

more popularity in their entity. In ancient time, advertisers used TV ads, Ratio ads, paper

ads or old Medias for advertising, but improvement of the technology introduced modern

internet advertising. Comparing to traditional advertising, digital advertising is more

interactive because the customers and client come to business via engaging ads, content

and social media channels. This study investigated the impact of internet advertising of

women’s buying behavior and positive and negative aspect perceived by customer with

regards to digital advertising. In this study Collected facts through using the structured

questionnaire from convenience sampling method of sample size 100 women’s in kottakkal

municipality. The literature review and data are mainly collected from research paper,

books, and various internet sources. Percentage analysis and graphical representation were

used for analyzing and interpretation. The study mainly focuses on customer feedback and

suggestion that would be help to future reference and solve the problem with a better

decision. The findings revealed that the convenience and quick response of digital

advertising highly increase the buying behavior of the customer.

Keywords: Digital advertising, buying behavior, customer perception
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Abstract

Healthcare has grown to be one of India’s most important industries, both in terms

of services and revenue. Hospitals, medical devices, clinical trials, outsourcing,

telemedicine, medical tourism, health insurance, and medical equipment are all part of

healthcare. The Indian healthcare system is expanding rapidly as a result of improved

coverage, expanded services, and increased spending by both public and private entities.

The stake holders of the healthcare industries are focusing to receiving the quality services

with reasonable cost and that demands the authorities to continuous improvement in the

overall quality of healthcare industry. The 5S-Kaizen-TQM Approach is one of the

instruments for quality improvement in health care. 5S-Kaizen-TQM strategy is a three-

step process for improving hospital administration with limited resources. This paper tends

to give a framework about5S-Kaizen-TQM approach and its core benefits and need of

implementing it in health care organizations in order to enrich the quality improvement in

health sector. It will help the stakeholders for better control and management and systematic

analysis of the industry.

Keywords: Total Quality Management, 5S-kaizen approach, 5S-kaizen-TQM approach,

framework of healthcare quality improvisation. TQM implementation,
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Abstract

The present paper is on a binary logistic regression analysis of predictor variables

Age, Education, Occupation and Marital Status on the three dimensions of women

empowerment namely economic empowerment, Personal Empowerment and Social

empowerment.  The study is undertaken among women households who were involved in

the multi-level marketing.  A sample of 54 women household involved in MLM were

taken for the study and was administered with a well structure interview schedule.  The

results show that the Binary logistic regression Model hypothesized for all the three

dimensions of Empowerment were statistically significant.  The chi-square value of the

Models estimated were significant and the Nagelkerke R Square of all the three logistic

Model suggested that the model estimated is statistically significant.  The log odd ratio of

all the independent variables (Age, Education, Occupation, Marital Status) showed a positive

influence on the Financial, personal and social empowerment, Occupation being the highest

and Marital status being the least influencer.

Keywords:  Logistic regression, Multi-level marketing, Unskilled women household,

Women empowerment,
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                                          Abstract

The modern world of education is fast growing. After the Covid 19 pandemic, the

scenario has been travelled to another facet of - ‘technology oriented’. Technology take

part a vital role in the modern education scenario of the country. The traditional form of

teaching like, teaching in conventional classroom was well admired and online education

was nearly inadmissible to the people living in the country even just few years ago.

Notwithstanding, it was popular among the residents in developed countries.TheIndian

government authorities were giving considerable efforts to make digital education platforms

into effective by providing enough supports to the platforms like Swayam, PG Pathshala,

etc. even before the pandemic itself. But the movement became operative and also became

a necessity only after the pandemic. Once it has been fully implemented prior to a test run,

the stakeholders faced some sort of hindrances and a few matters in question. The study

focusing to explore the impact of the transformation among academic facilitators through

various literature reviews. The study finds that, the scenario has made positive and negative

impacts on academic facilitators. Even though, being panic about log in with the technology

is worthless in the new era of the world. Because the present age is much more focused on

technology oriented. The only thing is making proper precaution is enough. The study

would be useful for a broad audience especially for the academic facilitators who are

working in educational institutions which are located in semi-urban areas in India.

Keywords: Digitalization of education, Problems to academic facilitators, Benefits of

digital transformation in education.
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Abstract

The intellectual property (IP) is considered as most important weapon in the modern

business world. Rather than other types of IPs the geographical indications (GIs) has more

social impact, because, GI are generally registered on products produced by rural, marginal

and indigenous communities over generations that have gathered massive reputation at

the international and national market due to some of its unique qualities. GIs provide

differentiated and high value-added products to the public. So the protection of GIs is

being considered a big worldwide tool for supporting local sustainable development. India

has 420 Registered GIs till the March 2022 In Kerala state out of 34 registered GIs most of

the registrations are come from the Malabar region. It includes agricultural and handicraft

products. Many studies reveal that GI can be used as a tool for socio-economic development

especially in rural areas. Sustainable development is the approach to economic development

without compromising the quality of environment. The GI registrations lead to the social

and economic growth of the respective community through the responsible consumption

and mobilisation of local resources. This study aims to understand the GI registered products

from Malabar region of Kerala State and its contributions to the sustainable development.

Keywords: Geographical Indications, Sustainable Development, Rural Development,

Intellectual Property
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Abstract

Green accounting is regarded as the way towards the sustainabledevelopment. Green

accounting refers to the identification, measurement andcommunication of the data on

environmentally responsible performance of abusiness entity to facilitate economic decision

making. Green accounting is allabout bringing transparency in accounts as to environmental

cost. Thisresearch paper focuses on green accounting a way towards the

sustainabledevelopment in the angle of disclosure of accounting information of the

BSElisted companies in India. The methodology of this paper is based on thesecondary

sources with respect to the role played by green accounting insustainable development.

Knowledge regarding the relevance of greenaccounting is not enough, it must be applied

in the working as well. Attempt ismade in this present research paper to understand the

concept greenaccounting as a way towards the sustainable development in the

Indiancorporate sector.

Keywords: Green accounting, Environmental accounting, Sustainable development, Indian

company
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Abstract

As a result of the penetration of web - based technologies like social media and e-

commerce, many nations have become part of one large economy that is currently changing

the global economy. Technologically advanced electronic commerce is currently leading

towards enormous economic upheavals that are impacting all sectors of the economy, while

all businesses are being transformed into information-based operational processes. At the

same time, there are enormous advances in technological advancements eventually bringing

changes in the field of trading activities. E-commerce and its influence have been seen in

the present business climate since marketing, finance, and commerce are three of the most

significant professions in the worldwide market. Based on the relevance of the topic of E-

Commerce in today’s businesses, the present study intended to explore the recent trends in

E-Commerce for an effective marketing, to study the recent trends in E-Commerce, and to

understand the challenges of E-Commerce in developing countries. The study will be

handled with the theoretical data based on the published articles and literature in the area

of E-Commerce. The contents and the suggestions derived from the study will be more

helpful to the various business management in their future actions related to usage of E-

Commerce.
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Abstract

The depletion of natural resources caused by economic expansion has urged

entrepreneurs tothink about the environment while starting and conducting business. Among

various industrialfirms, the manufacturing industries are considered as an eminent source

of environmentalissues. Therefore, sustainable development through green business

practices is considered ascritical for mitigating environmental impacts. Apart from the

general environmental issues,introducing green business leads the way for social change

by creating a healthy environmentfor employees, reduces unnecessary wastages and so on.

Hence, Green business practices area part of a long-term strategy of becoming sustainable

development. To achieve businessobjectives in a way that does not make any threat to

economic, social, or environmentalprosperity is essential for both current and future

generations. As future of business is in thehands of younger generation, it is essential to

build a positive mind towards green businesspractices among youth. Hence, this working

paper on green business practices revolves fromthe perspective of MBA students as they

representing young generation.

Keywords: Green business practices, young generation, sustainable development
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Abstract

Marketing infrastructure and strategies serves as the wheels for carrying economic

activities.Market infrastructure and effective strategy is important not only for the

performance ofmarketing functions and the expansion of the size of the market.

Infrastructure facilities leadto reduction in marketing cost, which is crucial for increasing

the income of farmers andreducing cost to the consumers. The sample size is selected for

the study is 100 farmers whoare engaged in the trading process in Kollam district.The

convenience sampling techniquewas adopted for the present study. It is also suggested that

there is also a need fortraining/orientation/sensitization of food traders, including small

wholesalers, retailers, andhawkers, on new technologies of packaging, sorting, quality

maintenance, regulatoryframework and related aspects of marketing. The study was chosen

to provide assistance tothe machinery at the yard in enabling suitable policy measures for

peaceful trade by briefingthem of the existing situation through an analysis of the survey

data which was obtained fromthe farmers and the traders. In view of the preponderance of

small and marginal farmers inthe country, and the need for improving their viability in the

changing and competitiveenvironment of agribusiness, the networking or clustering of

farmers for the purpose ofmarketing of their surpluses can be achieved through such alliances

as contract farming orcooperative marketing.
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Abstract

Impact investments are investments made with the intention to generate positive,

measurablesocialand environmental impact alongside financial return. It is directed towards

the attainment ofsustainable development goals. This new investment strategy is often

used interchangeably withother forms of value-based investing. Hence this paper provides

a preliminary overview on impactinvesting concepts and highlights the opportunities in

various sectors and challenges whilebuilding the impact industry market by analysing

contents available on various websites,publications, research papers, etc.
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Abstract

Nowadays young generation people are very early adopters of latest fashion products

like different costumes. New products and brands have an important role in the status of

consumer consumption and identity construction of youngsters with the available fashion

products brand. Many young people are buying repeatedly a same brand of fashion products

which are also may be a reputed brand, thereby fuelling the branded apparel consumerism.

Being brand conscious is the new fashion mantra which has caught on like forest fire. The

increased income level helps the young people to buy from reputed brands with considering

more popularity and comfort in it. And also, The Indian textile and apparel industry is the

largest foreign exchange earner for the country. Everyone has a separate and elegant fashion

sense which is mainly related to the apparels throughout the world. Through this present

study, the authors were conducted a survey on the basis of primary data from the field

using a structured questionnaire to determine the behaviour of youngsters towards the

branded costumes. The study also deals with the enquiry about different factors affecting

the purchase decision of most preferred brand by the customers and the examination on

other relevant variables such as consumer personality and satisfaction etc. The Data analysis

and interpretation related to this study is done with the support of using basic statistical

tools and techniques includes, parametric tests with percentage analysis and charts. The

study on the affinity towards branded costumes gives firms an evidence-based foundation

on how to build a solid strategy-including data -driven brand positioning and messaging

among the new and existing customers to improve their business in the future.

Keywords: Brand, Affinity, Consumers, Fashion, Costumes
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Abstract

As we are observing very grim situation of over 1.4 million deaths occur in the

country every year as a result of air pollution, Global energy-related CO2 emissions grew

by 1.0% in 2022, reaching a historic high of 37.5 gig tonnes. To overturn this situation a

paradigm shift is needed in fossil fuel-based transportation system to electric mobility.

The government of different countries across the world are supporting and formulating

policies to promote the environment friendly transportation system. Despite the

developments by governments and innovation by automobile manufacturers, customer,

vehicle owners are also keen towards adopting environment friendly Hybrid and Electric

vehicles (HEVs). Hence, a need is generated to understand the awareness and the factors

affecting customers buying behaviour, and also consumer satisfaction in terms of HEVs

such as fuel efficiency, on the basis of evidence from the present consumers. The study has

also included the reporting of some government initiatives and actions for making more

environment friendly vehicles. The study has collected a sample of 90 as different vehicle

owners, the same survey was conducted through both direct interview and through the

software package of Google form based on the convenient sampling technique. The

significant factors affecting HEVs buying preference were found as fuel efficiency,

environment friendly, and preference of information sources, whereas solicitation by dealers

has very less impact on buying preference. Anyway, the present study report will enhance

the knowledge and importance related to the use of electronic vehicles instead of the present

one for a better environment friendly nature.
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Abstract

Advertainment, or the integration of advertising and entertainment, has become

increasingly prevalent in society and plays a significant role in shaping consumer behaviour.

Advertising serves not only to convince people to buy products, but also to inform the

public about the company and the brand. To clearly understand the role of advertising in

shaping purchasing decisions, we propose to conduct a study to identify the major factors

that affect the purchase of a product or brand through its advertisement. This includes

examining which types of products and brands require more advertising, analysing the

influence of different media channels on branding, and examining the role of sociocultural

factors in brand purchase decisions made through advertising. The current research has

followed a positivism research approach with a quantitative research method.  To gather

the necessary data for the analysis of the study, it involved the collection and analysing the

numerical data in order to draw conclusions and make predictions. The data will be collected

through an interview schedule using a structured questionnaire, which will be administered

to individual consumers in order to gather their opinions and insights on it. Overall, this

study aims to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the factors that influence

purchasing decisions for a new particular brand or product, as well as the role of advertising

in shaping these decisions. By better understanding these factors, companies and brands

will be able to more effectively design and implement advertising campaigns that may

have better reachability and influence among the targeted audience.
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Abstract

Electronic commerce as an important business segment has recognized with a

tremendous growth and progress through the advanced information technology of high-

speed internet services and pioneering among business world. The online shopping services

and teleshopping are also considered as an important E-Commerce activity through the

internet and broadband services available today. In this present study, authors are conducted

a detailed analysis on consumer behaviour and satisfaction level towards the online shopping

practices. Online shopping is the process whereby consumers directly buy goods or services

from a seller in real-time, without an intermediary service over the internet. In this study,

it has mainly focused on internet usage pattern of consumers and also the satisfaction level

towards the online shopping. The study also included the question of how the consumers

behavioural intentions are positioned towards the online shopping. Then a discussion on

consumers factors affecting to the online shopping and their demographic features are

included as part of the study. Here the study mainly used primary data for the analysis and

interpretation, and the samples were selected as aged students who have started the habit

of online purchasing. The results of the present study mainly pointed out that, apart from

some odd opinion, in majority cases the online shopping helps the consumer to save their

time and get high quality goods and services at lower prices. The study will be an

enlightening message to the online shoppers as well as the traditional shoppers who don’t

have the option of online business to think more about their business actions and plans for

their future benefits.
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Abstract

Entrepreneurial intention refers to individual’s states of mind that aimed at creating

new venture, developing new business concept or creating new value within existing firms.

It is an important factor in facilitating towards new venture establishment and has significant

impact on the firms ‘venture success, survival and growth’. Studies have shown that the

favourable attitude towards business or entrepreneurship result in strengthening the intention

to become a powerful and successful entrepreneur in the future. India is not a country of

employment jobs but a country of endless enterprise opportunities. There are not one million

jobs but ten million work opportunities. A nation’s ability to generate a steady stream of

business opportunities can only come about when its people take to entrepreneurial activities.

Thus, this study sought to explore factors affecting the entrepreneurial intention among

post graduate students of the aided colleges, which are conveniently selected by the

researchers from a selected region. The study has addressed many dimensions of the

entrepreneurial behaviour and attitudes like personal attributes, subjective norms, and

entrepreneurial self-efficiency of the respondents through this present research work. For

that purpose, the study has collected 100 and more samples data from the PG students. The

data collection has been carried out through a structured questionnaire which are distributed

directly to the participants as well as through the online platforms also. Based on the

appropriate statistical tools and techniques, the study has found that there are many key

factors which are influencing the entrepreneurship intentions among the students to become

a popular entrepreneur in the future. The present study will give an outline about how the

entrepreneurship characters are building among the students and which different factors

are influencing the students towards the concept of entrepreneurship. The output also reveals

an important message to the educational institutions to focus and incorporate some quality

measurements to ensure the students tastes on the entrepreneurship which are maintained

and progressed through their education practices.
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Abstract

Water security is often considered a static goal based on the utilitarian paradigm.

However, rather than an end, water security is a hydro-social process whereby human

capabilities, socio-economic and cultural dynamics, political institutions, and frameworks

function together to achieve the localized needs related to water systems. From a human

right perspective, the availability and accessibility of water, sanitation, and hygiene facilities

and services at a cost that is affordable to everyone is crucial for human security. In a

public networked water supply system, the affordability concern is addressed through

subsidies, lower tariffs, and even exemptions from payments. However, for people who

have not been connected to the public water supply system, water availability at an affordable

price becomes a question of concern. This is specifically critical in the case of informal

settlements, where the most marginalized communities who lack resource support reside.

The urban poor is more vulnerable to water insecurity caused by institutional and procedural

inefficiencies related to water governance. In that context, the present study attempts to

understand how the centralized public water system addresses the needs of marginalized

communities in the peri-urban area compared to that of the population in formal urban

areas.The study attempts to analyse the differences in the water charges paid by the people

in both urban and peri-urban area, satisfaction related to the public water supply by Kerala

Water Authority, and the difficulties faced by peri-urban poor in connection with the public

water supply system. The objectives of the study are (i) to understand the efficiency of the

public water supply system in meeting the needs of marginalized sections in the peri-urban

area and (ii) to examine the differences in water payments made by marginalized sections

in peri-urban areas compared to formal urban residents.For the study, the Vizhinjam coastal

area of the Trivandrum district was selected, and a comparison was made to the Trivandrum

corporation area. A predetermined structured questionnaire was used to collect data from

the respondents.
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Abstract

Sustainability has been the apple of the eyes of the corporate sector in recent years

which in it seeks for means to reach new markets. Ideally, the sustainable business seeks to

have a positive social impact, environmental impact, and economic impact. Taken together,

a business’s contribution to social justice, environmental quality, and economic prosperity

is collectively referred to as the triple bottom line. Business writer John Elkington claims

to have coined the phrase in 1994. The triple bottom line (social, environmental, economic)

is sometimes referred to as people, planet, and profit. The triple bottom line (or otherwise

noted as TBL or 3BL) is an accounting framework with three parts: social, environmental

(or ecological) and financial. Some organizations have adopted the TBL framework to

evaluate their performance in a broader perspective to create greater business value. This

paper is an attempt to make a conceptual study about Triple Bottom line for sustainable

business.

Keywords: Triple bottom line, sustainable business, Environment, social, economic
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Abstract

Climate change itself is a complex and global phenomenon impacting almost every

sphere of the earth. The nature of risk associated with a change in climate is unique. At

present, there is no technology that exists to ease climate change. It is irreversible. It can

alter the economy’s functioning. It has an implication for global issues, including poverty,

growth of the population, sustainable development, and even resource management. Though

the operations and activities undertaken by banks do not directly affect the environment,

their clients’ behaviour has a significant external influence. Hence, the bank plays a key

leadership role in the economic transformation that will open up new possibilities for

financing and investment strategies and the management of portfolios for the development

of a robust and sustainable zero-carbon economy. It is against this background that the

notion of green banking is important. We define green banking as the practice of conducting

banking activities in such a way that it reduces the emission of carbon, which is considered

as a major cause of climate change, and tries to develop the path to sustainability. This

research paper aims to highlight the concept of green banking, the major products and

services of green banking, and to provide an overall look at major initiatives and actions

taken by Indian public and private banks to ‘go-green’. Secondary data such as journals,

articles, reports published by various banks, governments and non-governments were used

for the study. By analysing various literature and reports, it is identified that the idea of

‘go-green’ by banks has become widespread among consumers in recent years. This is

clear from the increased use of green services and products, such as online banking. Indian

banks took actions for green banking and sustainable development. But it varies from one

bank to another, since there are no strict procedures and regulations for adopting the green

banking approach.

Keywords: Green Banking, Sustainable Development, Climate Change, Carbon Footprint,
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Abstract

In present scenario, social media play a key role, transforming the way people search,

find and co-create information about various products and changing the way they make

decisions. YouTube Vlogging is one of the emerging technologies that impact consumer

behavior. In the tourism sector, travel and food video vlogs have become increasingly popular

since they are highly influential in influencing travel and food behavior. They are highly

engaging and provide consumers with virtual food experiences of different destinations. This

research is qualitative research that aims to determine whether food vlogs influence intention

to travel and taste among the millennial’s of Malappuram district. This descriptive research

uses purposive sampling technique to select 60 Millennials who have a YouTube application,

and had subscribed to different food vlogger channels. The data is being collected using

structured questionnaire and analyzed using SPSS software. The current study provides insight

into tourism managers and academics on how travel and food vlogs as emerging technologies

influence consumer behavior.
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Abstract

This paper is a study among the college students with regard to technological change

and the student’s participation in collaborative learning after COVID-19 pandemic. In

today’s context there is a huge wave of change in social, cultural, technological, scientific

and environmental phenomena occurring locally and globally. The great pandemic of

COVID-19 has literally changed the entire system of the economy especially the system of

education, particularly hitting the traditional mode of learning. Both students and the teachers

witnessed a sudden transformation of teaching- learning pattern, as the mentor- learner

collaboration became on-screen. Collaborative learning is not a new concept, but the notion

of working in groups can make it more pervasive with the advancement in digital and

mobile technology. When students graduate, they are going to be exposed to situations

where they need to collaborate, yet be independent and seek for knowledge they need. As

such, this paper provide the reader with an insight to the level of student engagement in

technology- based learning, to understand the impact of technology on quality learning

and to understand the possible constraints in collaborative learning.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Student Participation, Technology, Traditional

Learning.
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Abstract

Waste management includes the processes and actions required tomanage waste

from its inception to its final disposal. It deals with alltypes of waste, including industrial,

biological, household, municipal,organic etc. In some cases, waste can pose a threat to

human health. Health issues can also arise directly or indirectly. The aim of

wastemanagement is to reduce the dangerous effects of such waste on theenvironment and

human health. Moreover, in recent years, manysophisticated methods are used to

successfully manage the waste. Thistechnique includes biological reprocessing, recycling,

dumping in asanitary landfill, waste to energy, bioremediation etc.
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Abstract

Families are the primary source of individual development and the primary setting

in which children begin to acquire their beliefs, attitudes, values and behaviours considered

as appropriate to society (Ogwo, 2013).The term “family” previously referred to two married

people of both sexes and their children It includes interactions and relationships within the

family, particularly levels of conflict and cohesion, adaptability, organization, and quality

of communication.  Healthy family functioning occurs within a family environment with

clear communication, well-defined roles, cohesion, and good affect regulation. In contrast,

poor family functioning occurs within families with high levels of conflict, disorganization,

and poor affective and behavioral control. Hence, Mental health care and support is needed

in family environment. Mental health includes psychological, emotional and behavioural

aspects of life from childhood through the adulthood. Walker and Shepherd (2008) define

family functioning in relation to how family members communicate with each other, relate

to one another, maintain relationships, and make decisions and solve problems together.

As a result, family functioning can be seen as a multidimensional concept which denotes

how family members interact with one another and collaborate in achieving a common

goal and outcome (Botha &Booysen, 2013).Pandemic has created a great impact in family

functioning. During different lockdowns and restrictions, it has been studied to understand

how mental health and care was given importance and How Covid impacted on family

functioning.  Survey method was adopted through G forms and there were 189 responses

and descriptive analysis is done and results will be discussed in full paper.

Keywords: COVID-19, Family Functioning, Mental health, care and support
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Abstract

Depression is a negative affective state, ranging from unhappiness and discontent to

an extreme feeling of sadness, pessimism, and despondency that interferes with daily life

(American Psychological Association, n.d.). This study sought to examine depression among

married women based on their occupational status as working women and homemakers.

The sample consisted of 60 participants, which included 30 working women and 30

homemakers from the Palakkad and Malappuram districts of Kerala. The participants

completed the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), developed by Aaron T. Beck in 1961.

The data was analysed using an independent t test. The results suggest that there is a

significant difference in depression among married women based on their occupational

status as working women and homemakers, with the homemakers showing a higher mean

score in depression. Hence, further research and studies need to be conducted on this topic

so as to improve the mental health of women suffering from depression by conducting

awareness programmes and implementing methods for early diagnosis and treatment.

Keywords: Depression, Married women, working women and homemakers.
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Abstract

Children who have difficulties to interpret emotions through facial expressions may

also find social deficits in a similar way with children who have low awareness of sensation

surrounding them and find difficulty to adapt to their daily life. Prior researches have

showed that children with learning disabilities go through difficulties to process social

cues from the environment. The Present study aims to determine the difference in the

accuracy in recognition of facial expression and odour awareness of children with specific

learning disabilities and children without specific learning disabilities. The study was

conducted among 30 children with specific learning disability and 30 children without

specific learning disability in the age ranging from 6 to 10 years. The measures used to test

recognition of facial expression and odour awareness were Ekman 60 faces test and

¯children’s olfactory behavior in everyday life ¯(COBEL). The results showed that

children with specific learning disability and children without specific learning disability

differ in their ability to recognize facial expression and odour awareness. Children with

specific learning disability are found to be less accurate in the recognition of facial expression

and odour awareness than their comparable group. The findings from the study indicates a

great need for teaching basic social skills such as recognizing facial expressions of emotion

and giving exposure to olfactory cues in the environment which will benefit them for

improving their social abilities and for inclusive education. It may also help in planning

therapeutic tool for enhancing their basic social skills.

Keywords: Recognition of facial expression, Odour awareness, Specific learning disability
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Abstract

The first step to social responsibility is gaining self-insight. Understanding ‘Who I

Am’ personally, emotionally and interpersonally should precede one’s sense of responsibility

towards society. Once this insight is gained, one will be able to know what contributions

can be made to the society. The present study examines the relationship between self-

insight and social responsibility. The data was collected from high school students using

the Self Reflection & Insight Scale (SRIS) and Personal and Social Responsibility Behaviour

Scale (PSRB-S). The result supports the assumption that there is a significant positive

relationship between self-insight and social responsibility. Therefore, the study emphasizes

the need to self-reflect and gain self-insight right from a young age before one can be

socially responsible.

Keywords: Self insight, Self-reflection, Social responsibility.
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Abstract

Homeland is a feeling that reconnects our memories with our present experiences.

Cultural artifacts, art forms, and other architecture from our native land resurface in our

nostalgic memories (Ainslie et al.,2013). Psychological experiences due to drastic life

changes are hard to define. Changes in the inner voice, thoughts, and feelings due to the

recurrent experiences in social and cultural reality are termed psychic restructuring.

Traumatic experiences, servitude, and tragedies can drastically change someone’s psyche.

The first argument of the present paper is that psychic restructuring happens in individuals

as a result of their exile, which is not always negative. That would contribute to better

social and self-integration if adequately addressed. Another argument is that life in exile

negatively impacts first-generation older adults more than the upcoming ones. These

generations have a more intense craving for their homeland. Then the paper discussed the

metaphorical representation of exile experiences in the art forms. It specifies that such art

forms would depict their quest for psychic consolidation. Finally, the paper suggests a

possibility of constructive psychic development in refugees with the aid of exile art-based

therapies. These conceptually dissimilar arguments have multicollinearity in the context

of psychic restructuring, which still needs to be studied. The paper is to sketch out the gap

in this research arena.

Keywords: Exile, psychic restructuring, life in the refuge, first-generation, exile art-based

therapy
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Abstract

Adolescence is a period of transition between childhood and adulthood. Individuals

getting into adolescence undergo several changes (physical, intellectual, temperament and

social development). A young person should develop robust skills to manage these

developmental changes. Resilience has been outlined as an individual’s ability to perform

aptly within the face of adversity or stress. Teens face daily challenges like unsatisfying

test scores, sports losses, or relationship problems. A resilient adolescent is likely to bounce

back from their life challenges and develop better ways of coping. It is widely known that

the family environment has a greater influence on an individual’s personality. Thus, this

paper focuses on examining the influence of adolescents’ family environment on their

resilience. It is hypothesized that the family environment of adolescents would positively

influence their resilience. To check this hypothesis, the subsequent instruments will be

used on adolescents in Tamil nadu who are between the age group 13-18: The Family

Environment Scale developed by Bhatia and Chadda (1993) and Brief Resilience Scale

developed by Smith et.all (2008). Convenient sampling technique will be used to collect

data and the data will be interpreted by SPSS.

Keywords: Adolescents, resilience, family environment, influence
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Abstract

With the legal age of marriage for women in India being raised to 21 years, India

will no longer be one among the few countries where legislation permits a younger age at

marriage for women than for men. Within this context, the current study aimed to examine

the opinions held by people regarding the move and the possible factors that drive their

opinion as a means to explore the social dynamics that influence when women get married.

Using an opinionnaire, data was collected from 255 participants including 113 men and

142 women who were based in Kerala and who belonged to diverse social and economic

backgrounds. Our findings showed that this sample held a favourable opinion towards this

legal step. Notwithstanding, merely increasing the legal age of marriage was not considered

as sufficient to ensure women’s equality in the real sense. The findings are discussed in

terms of the existence of a tension between social perception of women as needing protection

versus women’s desire for personal growth and independence as well as why what men

think matters.

Keywords: Age at marriage, gender equity, marriage law, women, India
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Abstract

COVID 19 pandemic has made the frontline workers work under very difficult and

pressurized situation. The current study aimed to understand the relationship between impact

of event, coping skills, resilience and quality of life among frontline healthcare covid

workers. The study sample included 50 COVID 19 frontline healthcare workers in Calicut.

Doctors, nurses, lab technicians, health inspectors worked on COVID 19 were included in

the study. Impact of events scale-revised (Horowitz, Wilner, & Alvarez, 1979), copying

scale (Hamby, Grych, &Banyard, 2013), brief resilience scale (Smith etal,2008), and WHO

quality of life Brief scales were the measures used in the study. Pearson correlation and t

test was used for the statistical analysis of the data. The result showed that there is no

significant relationship between impact of events, coping, resilience and quality of life

among frontline healthcare covid workers. Based on gender there was no significant

difference between impact of events, coping, resilience and quality of life among frontline

healthcare workers. The result can used to improve the working condition of healthcare

workers in an emergency situation by providing proper mental health awareness and also

help for further studies in this area.

Keywords: Impact of Events, Coping, Resilience, Quality of Life, COVID 19 Frontline

Healthcare Workers
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Abstract

The study investigated the relationship between body image perception diet belief

and self-esteem among youngsters. The sample of 160 youngsters were collected from

different parts of Malappuram district. The data were collected through snow ball sampling

method and it was analysed using statistical measures which are correlation and independent

sample t-test. The result shows that there is a relationship between body image perception,

diet belief and self-esteem among youngsters. The results also indicated difference in body

image perception among male and female, married and unmarried, rural and urban and

working and non-working youngsters. The gender, marital status, occupational status and

residential areas are the influencing factors of body image. There are no differences among

diet belief and self-esteem on male and female, married and unmarried, rural and urban

and working and non-working youngsters.

Keywords: Body Image Perception, Diet Belief, Self- Esteem, Youngsters, Occupational

Status, Marital Status and Residences
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Abstract

The present study investigates the mediating role of coping skills among mindfulness

and anxiety and the mediating role of mindfulness among the passion and anxiety were

also investigated. The study included 125 athletes who are playing at either national, state

or university level. The finding of the study identified a strong negative correlation among

mindfulness and anxiety and mindfulness was found to be a moderate predictor of anxiety.

In addition, coping skills was also happened to have a strong negative correlation with

anxiety and was reported to predict the changes in anxiety level. Mindfulness was found

as a mediator in between the anxiety and passion relationship. In addition, coping skills

acted as a partial mediating variable between mindfulness and anxiety. Major difference in

mindfulness, anxiety, coping, and passion were identified based on the type of sports,

gender, and level of sports participation. The findings will help the sports psychologists

and the practitioners to identify the antecedents of anxiety and provide specific intervention

strategies to reduce anxiety.

Keywords: Mindfulness, Passion, Coping Skills, Anxiety, Athletes
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Abstract

The present study entitled as ‘ Personal Styles and Psychological Distress among

young adults’ aims to understand the patterns of personal styles among young adults and to

investigate the relationship between personal styles and psychological distress. The literature

shows that the personal style is a significant contributor in the development of depressive

patterns. Several other studies have shown that the sociotropy- autonomy pattern is

predominant among depression patients. The present study seeks to understand the existence

of these patterns among young adults. The sample of the study consists of randomly selected

150 young adults. The data were collected using “Personal Style Inventory” developed by

Robins, C.J. &Luten, A.G. (1991) and “Psychological Distress Scale” developed bySaheera,

K. T., &Manikandan, K. (2015). Hypotheses will be tested using appropriate statistical

analysis techniques. The findings and implication of the study will be discussed in the full

paper.
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Abstract

This study aims to make a comparison between the children of employed and

unemployed mother’s with respect to self-efficacy and autonomy of adolescents. The sample

include randomly selected 150 adolescents. Data were collected using “adolescent autonomy

inventory” by Mohit Malik and “self-efficacy inventory”. Data will be analyzed using

appropriate statistical method. Results will be discussed in full paper

Keywords: Maternal employment, adolescent, autonomy, self-efficacy
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Abstract

Tolerance towards diversity in every strand of society is needed for the progress of

the nation and peaceful life of its people. Literature shows that religious fundamentalism

can act as a destructive force when it come to the case of tolerance. Being religiously

fundamental can lead to stereotypes, discrimination, intolerance and violence between

people who hold different world views. It also lead to stereotypes and restrictions towards

women who are a major resource of the nation. This can negatively affect the sustainable

development, harmony and peace of the institutions and ultimately that of the country. The

present study is discussing about how to look in to the psychological constructs that make

people religiously fundamental. The researcher argue that to understand the issue of religious

fundamentalism an interdisciplinary approach will be highly suitable for Psychology

researchers. The study tries to bring out a theoretical insight in to how general trends like

globalization and resulted alienation, modernization, development of Science and its

Epistemology, resource distribution, cultural and educational structure in the society interact

with needs, anxieties, and fears in the human mind to create religiously fundamental mindset

in them. And based on this the present study suggests psychosocial intervention rather

than personalized psychological interventions and developing a psychosocial approach in

the policy making and system change to tackle the issues of religious fundamentalism.

Keywords: Religious fundamentalism, Interdisciplinary approach, sustainable development
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Abstract

This study was aimed to analyze the relationship between social physique anxiety

and reasons for exercise on psychological well-being among male. Participants were 113

male (20-30 years) who regularly exercise. The tools used were Social Physique Anxiety

Scale, Reason for Exercise Inventory and General Health Questionnaire. Results from the

current study indicate that men engage in exercise due to various reasons. Findings revealed

a positive relationship between social physique anxiety and appearance enhancement reasons

for exercise. Results also showed that men who are high in social pysique anxiety showed

poor psychological well-being. t-test indicates there is a significant difference found in

social physique anxiety and psychological well-being based on duration of each exercise

session. Significant difference also found in psychological well being based on frequency

of exercise in a week. These results support the previous findings and provide practical

implications for men who exercise or social physique anxiety.

Keywords: Social physique anxiety, Reason for exercise, Psychological well-being
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Abstract

Emotional Intelligence is defined as the capacity to be aware of, control, and express

one’s emotions, and to handle interpersonal relationships judiciously and empathetically.

Resilience refers to both the process and the outcome of successfully adapting to difficult

or challenging life experiences. Adolescents from broken families suffer from psychological

problems.The purpose of this study is to explore how and in what manner the emotional

intelligence influences resilience of adolescents in broken families.The participants are 60

adolescents who belonging to broken families situated in Malappuram Thrissur and Calicut

Districts of Kerala.  The objectives of the study was to find out the level of emotional

intelligence and resilience of adolescents in broken families and to find out effect of

emotional intelligence on resilience of adolescents in broken families. The participants are

60 adolescents who belonging to broken families situated in Malappuram, Thrissur and

Calicut Districts of Kerala. Their age ranged between 13 and 18 years. Emotional

Intelligence Scale by Rajitha and Jayan (2003) and Adapted version of Bharathiar University

Resilience Scale- Form A developed by Annalakshmi (2010) were used for data collection.

Basic descriptive statistics and One way ANOVA were used to investigate the effect of

emotional intelligence on resilience of adolescents in broken families. Results and

discussions will be described in the final paper.

Keywords: Emotional Intelligence, Resilience, Adolescence, Broken Family
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Abstract

Self-esteem is a positive or negative orientation toward oneself; an overall evaluation

of one’s worth or value. The fisheries sector in India and Kerala, though performing well,

faces serious challenges such as socioeconomic conflicts, low income to the common

fishermen, low catch per unit effort, over exploitation of marine resources, unsustainable

harvesting and also susceptibility to hazards related to climate change. This study aims to

understand the relationship of self-esteem,job satisfaction and family support among

fishermen.A quantitative research method was used in the study and random sampling

method was adopted. The study was administered on 120 samples and data was collected

by the form of interview. The tools used were Rosenberg Self-esteem Scale,The family

support scale by Carl J.Dunst,VicklJenkis and Carl M. Trivette, and The Generic Job

Satisfaction Scale by Scott Macdonald and Peter Intyre. Karl Pearsons correlation coefficient

was used to analyse the data. The result shows that there is a significant relationship between

Self-esteem,Job Satisfaction and Family support among fishermen.

Keywords: Self-esteem, Job Satisfaction, Family support
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Abstract

Social media has become an unavoidable part of people’s lives. Many processes

related to people’s mind can now be seen interconnected with social network usage. Studies

have shown a connection between the personality of the individual user and the way he or

she behaves (Amichai-Hamburger &Vinitzky, 2010; Correa, Bachmann, Hinsley, &Zunigha,

2014). Personality is a set of psychological traits and mechanisms within the individual

that are organized and relatively enduring and that influence one’s interactions with, and

adaptation to the intra-psychic, physical and social environments (McCrae & Costa, 1999).

Ross et al. (2009) studied the connection between the personality of the individual users

and their behaviors on social network. People are exposed to both healthy and unhealthy

situations far too often as a result of the rising usage of social media. Some people can

deal with the better and destructive phases, but some people fail to cope with their emotions

effectively. Coping involves adjusting to or tolerating negative events or accepting or

enduring unpleasant circumstances while attempting to maintain a positive and healthy

self-image and emotional equilibrium. Coping occurs in the context of life changes that

are perceived to be stressful. Researches show that people differ in particular styles of

coping which they prefer to use over others in terms of their gender, age, previous experience,

personality and many other factors (Matud, 2004; Haren& Mitchell, 2003; van Berkel,

2009; and Ashfar et al., 2015). The present study is aimed at identifying the relationship

between personality, social network usage and coping styles among college students. The

data were collected from 150 randomly selected college students of Malappuram district

using Big Five Personality Inventory (John & Srivasthava,1999), Social Network Usage

Questionnaire (Gupta & Bashir,2018), and Brief-COPE (Carver, s,1997). The collected

data were analyzed with SPSS 20 version and the findings were discussed in detail.

Keywords: Personality, Social network usage, Coping style, College students
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Abstract

Psychological ownership is a cognitive-affective state reflecting the individual’s

awareness, thoughts, and beliefs that the target of ownership or a piece of that target, such

as the organization, is theirs (Pierce et al., 2003). High levels of job satisfaction,

organizational commitment and extra role behaviour are all influenced by this phenomenon

(Dyne & Pierce, 2004). Psychological ownership is associated with positive outcomes for

the organization, including increased motivation, company stewardship, and loyalty

(Pickford et al.,2016). In organizations, employers can use the knowledge of psychological

ownership’s antecedents in the similar way they use its effects, to improve these employee

behaviours (Mayhew et al.,2010). Although there are studies that discuss about antecedents

or consequences of psychological ownership, literature reviews prove that there is a research

gap in this topic as none of the previous studies tried to combine all the antecedent factors

of psychological ownership. So the objective of the present study is to identify all the

factors that contribute to psychological ownership from the available literature reviews.

For that purpose, a systematic literature review of the antecedents of psychological review

was made by the investigator from the studies that have discussed at least single antecedent

of psychological ownership which is published in English language. Results were

consolidated using quantitative content analysis.

Keywords: Psychological ownership, Antecedents, Systematic literature review
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Abstract

Families headed by single parents have to face a lot of difficulties among their own

family and also in the society as single parents may lack sufficient financial resources,

effective work-life balancing and social support system (APA, 2019; Kotwal & Prabhakar,

2009; Marcdante, 2019). The changes in the family structure and absence of a parent in a

family environment disrupt the balance of many social factors and puts the children in an

unfavorable and undesired conditions as compared to the children of two parent families

as it may have some adverse effect on their normal growth and sometimes even contributing

to psychopathology (Alami, et al., 2014; Daryanai, Hamilton, Abramson, & Alloy, 2016;

Nisar, Bhat, & Patil, 2019). Even though there are a lot of studies on the effect of single

parenting, previous researches shows that single parents are less addressed group in terms

of the exploration of issues or challenges faced by them. A very few of them were focused

on the problems faced by single parents especially single mothers and found problems

associated with upbringing of children, financial issues, lack of identity, lack of confidence

and mental health issues (Jayakody & Stauffer, 2002; Kotwal & Prabhakar, 2009).  From

the research gap in the intervention strategies for better living and enhance mental health

of single parents identified by the investigators, the present study was aimed at examining

the relationship between social support, self-esteem and mental health among single parents.

The data were collected from randomly selected 100 single parents who have raised at

least one child of 18 years or below. The measures employed in the present study includes

Perceived Social Support Assessment (Sarika K.K & Baby Shari P.A, 2016), The

Rosenberg’s Self-esteem Scale-Malayalam (Firdousiya P.C & Dr. C Jayan, 2016) and Mental

Health Inventory (Ashalatha P.J & Dr. C Jayan, 2016). The collected data were analyzed

using descriptive statistical analysis and Pearson product moment correlation.

Keywords: social support, self-esteem, mental health, single parents
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Abstract

Cognition is defined the mental activities associated with thought, decision making,

language and other higher mental processes(Baron,2016). Cognition is a general term used

to denote thinking and many other aspects of our higher mental processes. Cognition

includes perception, learning, attention, categorization, problem solving, creativity, decision

making, information process and retrieval, short and long-term memory,forgetting, sensory

encoding, motor control, psycholinguistics and reading. The origin of the term

Metacognition” has often been attributed to John Flavell, who has largely explored

metacognition in the context of cognitive development (Flavell,1979).In general,

Metacognition refers to people’s “cognition about cognitive phenomena” (Flavell,1979

p.906).Metacognitive knowledge concerns people’s declarative knowledge about memory

and may include implicit and inaccurate beliefs. Youth(Youngsters) is a period of transition

from dependence of childhood to adulthood’s independence(UN,1981).Youth is the period

of life that usually takes place between childhood and adulthood. Youth is not only biological,

but psychological, social and cultural process. The study investigated the metacognitive

awareness among youngsters. Male participants(N=30) and Female participants(N=30)

were assigned to fill up the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI), developed by Schraw

and Dennison (1994). The tool included 52 items, on True/False statements. The tool was

sent to the participants as Google forms. As per the research, Metacognitive awareness is

less among youngsters.

Keywords: Cognition,Metacognition,Youngsters
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Abstract

Depression is a negative affective state, ranging from unhappiness and discontent

to an extreme feeling of sadness, pessimism, and despondency that interferes with daily

life (American Psychological Association, a.n.d.).   Depression is the most common health

problem for women than men. Marital Status associated with depressive symptoms in

men and women, and partner satisfaction is associated with depressive symptoms. Previous

studies have shown that married people often have less risky health behaviors and lower

mortality rates than unmarried people. many previous reports of marital status and depression

have often not stratified on sex, and the effects of marriage on mood may be different for

men and women. People in unhappy marriages or who are not satisfied with their partner

may have higher levels of depressive symptoms. Depression is a medical illness, can be

treated and early treatment is best. Therefore, more research and studies are needed on this

topic to improve the Mental health of women suffering from depression by conducting

awareness programs are the implementing methods for early diagnosis and treatment.This

study is to identify the comparison between depression among married women and

unmarried women. Survey data was statistically analyzed using the t-test. The sample

consisted of 100 participants, which included 50 married women and 50 unmarried women.

The data was collected using the Depression inventory (BDI) developed by Aaron. T. Beck

in 1961. The further results will be discussed in full paper.
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Abstract

Awareness about sex health education is very much important in this modern world

as the youth of today are being constantly exposed to inappropriate contents and improper

situations. Lack of sex health education has direct link with the spread of sexually transmitted

diseases. With proper sex health education, there is a high probability that the spread of the

sexually transmitted diseases can be contained to an extent. The objective of the study is to

qualitatively assess the awareness, of about 120 -150 young adults of age 18-30, about sex

health education and sexually transmitted diseases. The data was collected through interview

method; a pilot study was conducted prior to the interview. With the data collected from

the pilot study a questionnaire was prepared. The data then collected was analysed using

descriptive statistics.

Keywords: Sexual health, STDs, Young Adults
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Abstract

Social support is an important factor that can affect mental health. In recent decades,

many studies have been done on the impact of social support on mental health. Social

support is defined as drawing on the emotional and task resources provided by others as a

means of coping with stress (Baron, Branscombe,2006). Psychologists and other mental

health professionals often talk about the importance of having a strong social support

network. When trying to reach our goals or deal with a crisis, experts frequently implore

people to lean on their friends and family for support. Mental health includes our emotional,

psychological, and social well-being. It affects how we think, feel, and act. It also helps

determine how we handle stress, relate to others, and make healthy choices. Mental health,

which is an integral and fundamental part of the general state of health, is described by the

World Health Organization (2018) as a state of well-being in which an individual can

fulfill abilities, cope with the normal stresses of life, work productively, and contribute to

the society in which the individual lives (World Health Organization, 2018). These

psychological difficulties may develop due to the pathological relationships that women

have, especially with their family members. Home makers as a married woman who is in

charge of her household.  Home makers as “the mistress of a household; a female domestic

manager(The British Chambers’s Twentieth Century Dictionary ,1901). The purpose of

the present study is to investigate the relationship between social support and mental health

among homemakers. The sample consist of 60 participants that are homemakers from

Malappuram district of kerala. Homemakers selected from different houses. Data gathered

through questionnaires using Percived social support scale, developed by Manikandan, K

(2017) and mental health profile developed by V. PVanajakumari and Sam Sandra Raj.

The data analysed using appropriate analysis and further results will be discussed in the

full paper.
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Abstract

Body image and self-esteem have long been known to be linked and are salient

issues for young people. These issues affect people throughout the life span, from childhood

to old age. (O’Dea, J. A, 2012).Body image refers to how individuals think, feel and behave

in relation to their body and appearance. Young adults self-perception about their appearance

is important to the development of self-esteem and is also understood to be an important

predictor of self-worth.today’s society, with the growing sense of ideal body image,  young

adults try to lose or gain body weight to attain perfect body.  (Virk,A. Singh,P,2020).Everyone

has an “image” of their body and appearance and how well it fits in what they consider

normal, acceptable, or attractive.For many young adults, body image is a big part of their

total self-image. (Ajmal, A, 2019).A person’s thoughts about their appearance can affect

how they feel about themselves as a whole. Several factors influence your self-esteem.

Your vision of yourself typically begins forming in early childhood and continues developing

throughout adulthood. The similarities between self-esteem and body image are that they

both focus on how you feel about yourself. As a result, they both can affect how you

behave and interact with others. (Barclay.T, 2021). The purpose of the current study was to

explore the body image and self-esteem among young adults. A sample of 60 young adults

of malappuram district were selected randomly. (30=Males, 30=Females). Body Shape

Questionnaire and Rosen Self-Esteem Scale were used as tools for this study. Collected

data were analyzed using appropriate statistics, and detailed results were discussed in full

paper.
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Abstract

Social media plays an important role in our daily lives. In present era addiction of

social media is incredibly increased. There’s no such thing as an official diagnosis of

“social media addiction.” But social media overuse is increasingly commonplace today,

and it may have some serious repercussions to your physical and mental health. In present

world Anxiety is one of the fundamental mental health problems. People fret about the

likes and comments of their uploaded pictures and videos. Increased usage of social

networking among adults of the present era is a matter of concern for the parents, society

& researchers, as there are always two sides (positive & negative) of every innovation.The

objective of the study is to determine the impact of social media addition on mental health

issues among adolescents.Some studies have indicated that social media use may be tied

to negative mental health outcomes, including suicidality, loneliness and decreased

empathy.Barrense-Dias, et al. (2019) sharedthat socialmedia is the most exceedingly terrible

stage for youth where the younger’s use for cyberbullying and trolling which is a hazard

for youngster’s mental health.  Williams&Teasdale (2018) studied that the individuals

who utilize social media excessively long, they maystick inmental health issue. A descriptive

study was conducted among students of Amal college of advanced studies, nilamburwith a

sample of 60 respondents.The main aim of present research is to explore the effect of

social media addition on mental health among adolescents.
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Abstract

Mental toughness helps us to focused in crucial moments as it is the capacity to

produce consistently high levels of subjective (e.g., personal goals or strivings) or objective

performance (e.g., sales, race time, GPA) despite everyday challenges and stressors as

well as significant adversities” (Gucciardi et al., 2015). Sports camps immerse participants

in a sporting setting, where they learn useful qualities like self-discipline, team spirit and

mental toughness (Chen, Kuan, Siong&Anuar, 2019). Self-efficacy or the belief in one’s

own ability to perform a specific task successfully, is one of the most influential

psychological concepts through to affect achievement endeavours in sports performance

(Hausenblas& Janelle,2011). A better understanding of self-efficacy and its relation to

sports performance can increase awareness and appreciation for the sports itself. The

objective of the present study is to compare the mental toughness and self-efficacy between

college students who are engaging in various sports and games and those who were not

participate in any kind of activities at least at college level. The data were collected from

randomly selected 60 college students from Malappuram district. Out of which 30 students

were selected from college team/University team to ensure their participation in sports

and games in an intercollege level, and the 30 students were randomly selected from different

colleges of Malappuram district after ensuring that they were not part of any college sports

team or any clubs or association for sports and games. The collected data were analysed

using independent sample ’t’ test and Pearson product moment correlation method. The

results will be discussed in detail in the full paper.

Keywords: Mental Toughness, Self-efficacy, College students
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Abstract

Training children to be good citizens with high prosocial behaviour is the duty of

the entire community, Parents, educators, health care practitioners, specifically mental

health workers & counsellors. (Zakibi, 2021). Prosocial behaviors are actions by individuals

that help others, often without any immediate benefits to the helpers. It takes many different

forms and can be focused on a fewer people, helping a huge number of people in different

ways. Creating a prosocial society is vital for a better progress in society, ensuring peace

among individuals and lively satisfaction that is attained by the helpers as well as helpee.

Parental influence is a significant factor that influence an individual’s personal growth and

development. The way parents treat their children or the parenting style facilitates

encouragement of an individual’s feelings, emotions, and behaviors. A large number of

studies demonstrate that children who exhibit higher levels of prosocial behavior generally

have authoritative parents (high support, high demands) rather than authoritarian parents

(low support, high demands) or neglectful ones (low support, low demands); (Baumrind,

1991; Maccoby and Martin, 1983). Parents might coach and guide their children’s prosocial

behaviors by providing direct verbal messages about desirable behaviors (Carlo, 2006).

Present study is an effort to explore the impact of different type of perceived parenting

style on Prosocial behaviour among adults. The sample comprises a randomly selected 60

adults of Malappuram District. The tools used were Perceived Parenting Styles Scale (PPSS)

for assessing parenting style and Prosocialness Scale for Adults’ (PSA) for assessing

prosocial behaviour. The collected data were analyzed using One Way ANOVA and the

detailed results were discussed in the fullpaper.

Keywords: Perceived Parenting Style, Prosocial Behaviour, Adults
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Abstract

The present study aims to find out the effect of inferiority feelings and attachment

on hypercompetitive attitude. Hypercompetitive attitude is characterized by the need of

individuals to compete and win at any cost as a main of maintaining or enhancing self-

worth. Inferiority feelings are based on real feelings of incompetence and absolute

dependence we experience as infants and children.  Attachment is a deep and strong

emotional link that binds people together over time and distance. The sample consist of

200 randomly selected adults. “Hypercompetitive attitude scale “(Ryckman, Hammer,

Kaczor& Gold ;1990), “Revised adult attachment scale-close relationships” (Collins, 1996)

and “COMPIN-10” (Cekrlija, Duric&Mirkovic ; 2017), used to assess Hypercompetitive

attitude, attachment and Inferiority feelings respectively, were used for data collection.

Appropriate statistical methods will be used for testing the hypotheses. The results will be

discussed in the full paper.

Keywords: Attachment, Hypercompetitive attitude, Inferiority feelings.
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Abstract

Personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of those psychophysical

systems that determine his unique adjustments to the environment (Allport, 1937).

Personality refers to a dynamic and unique organization which determines the characteristic

behaviour of people. It predominantly influences the life in various domains. There are

many factors which could influence people’s behaviour in constantly changing environment.

One such factor is self-esteem, which reflect overall emotional evaluation about their

selfworthiness to get succeed in life (Vijay, M &Kadhiravan, S). The present study examined

the influence of self-esteem on the personality of young adults. The present study was

conducted on 60 young adults from college. John, Donahue, &Kentle’s Big five inventory

was used to assess personality and Rosenberg self-esteem scale was used to assess self-

esteem of young adults. Findings and results will be discussed in the full paper.

Keywords: Self-esteem, Personality, Young Adults
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Abstract

Depression is a common mental disorder that presents with depressed mood, loss

of interest or pleasure decreased energy, feeling of guilt or low self-worth, disturbed and

poor concentration. The main objective of this study is to examine the depression and

social support among the married and unmarried women’s. A sample of 60 women’s were

selected which 30 married and 30 unmarriedwomen’s. Random sampling method was

applied for the sampling. Beck depression inventory -2 by Aron T Beck and

multidimensional scale of perceived social support tools were used for this study.Findings

and implications will be discussed.

Keywords: Depression, Social Support, Married and Unmarried Women
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Abstract

“Scientific temper” describes an attitude which involves the application of logic,

Discussion, argument and analysis are vital parts of scientific temper. Elements of fairness,

equality and democracy are built into it (The Hindu,2005). It uses the scientific method

which includes questioning, observing physical reality, testing, hypothesizing, analysing

and communicating. In case of development of scientific temper questionnaire, studies

and articles about scientific temper and development of scientific temper tool are studied

and from analyzing such studies, understood the dimensions of measuring scientific temper.

Questionnaire is likert scale measuring attitude and responses ranged from strongly agree

to strongly disagree. Participants consists of the present study are 200, above 20 years of

place from Thavanoor at Malappuram district in Kerala. Purposive sampling technique

used to recruit participants. Study includes participants whose ages above 20 years old.

Descriptive statistics, such as mean, standard deviation are used in analysing item frequency

and followed by Pearson product moment correlation and reliability analysis (Cronbach ‘s

alpha). Findings and implications will be discussed.

Keywords: Scientific temper, Scientific temper questionnaire, Purposive sampling,
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Abstract

Test anxiety is a significant educational problem affecting millions of students in

our schools and colleges (Hill, 1984). It has been researched and concluded that high test

anxiety associates with lower test performance. Students in every level of education face

this issue.  Levels of test anxiety and the concomitant patterns of academic achievement

are different apparently for male and female students (Hembree, 1988; Wigfield& Eccles.

1989). In order to identify the gender difference in test anxiety students who participated

in the semester exams were brought for the study. 120 college students were taken for the

study in which 60 girls and 60 boys consisted. The main objective of the study is to find

the gender difference in test anxiety. The tools used were Westside test anxiety scale by

Richard Driscoll, Ph.D. American Test Anxiety Association. Findings and implications

will be discussed.

Keywords: Gender difference, test anxiety, college students.
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Impact of Socio-Cultural Factors on Responsible Tourism in Wayanad

District of Kerala
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2Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, Mary Matha Arts & Science College,

Mananthavady, Kerala
3Professor, Department Commerce, AlagappaUniversity, Karaikudi

Abstract

Responsible tourism is the form of sustainable tourism, however as often the word

sustainability is often hackneyed and not understood, responsible tourism has been taken

on as a term used by the industry. Responsible tourism is any form of tourism that can be

consumed in a more responsible way. Responsible Tourism initiatives at Kerala came up

with outstanding results and emerged as the model for all other states those who interested

to implement this initiative. Responsible Tourism (RT) - A pioneering and extensive concept

of Kerala Tourism completed its phase one program with noticeable milestones. As the

initial phase, this initiative was These paper measures the impact socio cultural factors on

responsible tourism in Wayanad district of Kerala. So, the proposed study will be more

relevant as it tries to assess the impact of socio-cultural factors on responsible tourism in

Wayanad district of Kerala. The proposed study is designed as a descriptive one as it is

describing the state of affairs as it is.   The necessary data will be collected from both

primary and secondary sourcesPrimary data will be collected from the local people who

reside in the selected responsible tourism destination of Wayanad district through a detailed

survey using a structured and pre-tested questionnaire.  A good deal of information will be

collected through direct personal interviews made with the tourists who visited the

destinations, the local self-government authorities and from the NGOs.  Discussions will

be held with scholars and experts in the field of tourism. The Secondary data needed for

the study will be gathered from the published sources such as periodic reports of Department

of Tourism, journals, magazines, subject specific books, newspapers, websites etc.

Keywords: Responsible Tourism, Sustainable Development, Socio-Cultural impact.
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An Innovative Appetizer with Jack Fruit Chicken
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Abstract

My project is to prepare an innovative dish with cheese, raw Jack fruit and chicken.

It is prepared as a fusion of kerala masala and continental ingredients. Raw jack fruit shell

with cheese is used to make the base and fried chicken is filled inside. The objectives are

(i) To prepare an innovative dish with a base of jackfruit and cheese filled with Kerala

masala flavoured chicken. (ii) To identify the nutritional value of the dish. (iii) To set a

standard recipe of the dish. The method of data collection is done through sensory evaluation.

The dish has been served to 50 professionals (chefs, dietitians, entrepreneurs, faculties

and experts of this field) to rate the appearance, garnish, colour, flavour, texture and taste.

80 % of the respondents have rated the appearance, garnish, colour, flavour, texture and

taste of the dish as excellent and good. The scope of the project is to market in star hotels

and to familiarize the nutritional and medicinal value of jack fruit-based items.

Keywords: Nutritional value, Sensory evaluation
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Abstract

Based on the achievements of Industry 4.0 in production and manufacturing, Tourism

4.0 seeks to introduce similar technological advances in the tourism industry toward more

networked and physical systems. Because of this, we may predict that the technological

developments made in “Tourism 4.0” would lead to better customer service for visitors

(Rahimizhian&Irani, 2020). Thus, the travel and tourism business can’t afford to overlook

the benefits that the Fourth Industrial Revolution naturally provides (Wong &Sa’aidHazley,

2020). Challenges have arisen for conventional techniques for designing the user experience

of interactive systems due to the disruption of traditional viewpoints on the purposes of

system use, the construction of more complex user roles, and the advent of a dynamic and

hybrid use environment (Stankov&Gretzel, 2020). The full potential of Tourism 4.0

technology allows for user interaction with a system and enhancement of the authentic

visitor experience, as well as new methods to drive behaviour modification and even long-

term user transformation (Su, 2022). This article explores how the advent of Industry 4.0

technology may alter the hospitality industry in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic,

focusing on hotels, which were hit the hardest by the epidemic. Existing data representing

the current diagnosis (observation technique) and questionnaires will be used to address

the results. Most research has looked at these technologies in depth to see whether they

can help the industry and counteract the effects of COVID-19, and they have been endorsed

as a viable option. We fill these voids by using a critical assessment technique to provide

a standard classification system for IR 4.0 tools in the hospitality and tourism sectors.

Keywords:Industry 4.0, Tourism 4.0, Technological advancement, Post-pandemic tourism

industry.
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A Conceptual Framework on Impact Investing-A New Asset Class for

Sustainable Development

Haniyya KB
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Abstract

Impact investments are investments made with the intention to generate positive,

measurable social and environmental impact alongside financial return. It is directed towards

the attainment of sustainable development goals. This new investment strategy is often

used interchangeably with other forms of value-based investing. Hence this paper provides

a preliminary overview on impact investing concepts and highlights the opportunities in

various sectors and challenges while building the impact industry market by analyzing

contents available on various websites, publications, research papers, etc.

Keywords:Impact investing, Sustainable Development Goals, Impact Assessment.
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Abstract

Climate change is one of the most significant changes we have experienced in

recent years, which is increasing consumer awareness of a degrading environment and

concerns about environmental sustainability. Therefore, eco-friendly products like eco-

friendly accommodations are gaining popularity. Accommodation plays a significant role

in the framework of the hospitality and tourism. The hospitality industry significantly

contributes to environment pollution by emitting greenhouse gases (GHGs). Eco-friendly

accommodation is one such option that can contribute to environment friendly hospitality.

Therefore, the current study focuses on the significance of eco-friendly accommodation as

a nature-based tourism product. This study focuses on environment friendly

accommodations available at nature-based tourism destinations and how these

accommodations act as a tourism product for tourists. Accommodations included in the

study are a mudhouse, a treehouse, and a loghouse situated in Bulandshahr District, Uttar

Pradesh. The destination is best known for rural tourism and agrotourism. The place is

mostly visited by nature lovers for wildlife photography and experiencing rural culture.

Eco-friendly accommodations act as an important tourism product for tourists. Researchers

preferred a qualitative approach to gain an in-depth understanding of tourists’ visits to

particular destinations. Semi-structured interviews were conducted for data collection,

and narrative analysis was used for data analysis. The study would contribute significantly

to domains of sustainable development in the hospitality industry and encourage more

people to establish eco-friendly accommodation for tourists.

Keywords:Eco-friendly Accommodation, Tourist Motivation, Sustainable Tourism, Agro-

tourism.
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The Beachline Pollution in Goa – A Review
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Abstract

Goa, known for its scenic coastline beaches, has always been a tourism hotspot

both for the domestic and for the international tourists. Post Covid-19, the survey says that

the flow of domestic tourists to Goa has increased and with the constant onslaught of

domestic tourists, what also remains constant is the carelessly thrown garbage, including

alcohol bottles and plastics, on the once-pristine beaches. Several sources causing pollution

to the Goa beachline and harm to the ecosystem were identified by reviewing various

related literature. Most of the pollutants that are let into the sea and those that spoil the

natural beauty of the pristine beaches are by human activities either directly or indirectly

and only very few are bio degradable. The marine life faces a major threat due to such

debris dumped in the sea.  In this paper, the definition of beachline pollution, causes of

beachline pollution, the impact of irresponsible tourism and the measures taken by respective

board and government in effective waste management system are discussed.

Keywords:Bio degradable; Marine environment; Plastic debris; Waste management system;

Irresponsible tourism.
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Abstract

The phrase “five-star hotel” is frequently used to denote the height of luxury and,

implicitly, cost. Groups of five-star hotels are dedicated to modeling behavior in their

behavior and deeds. Additionally, the lack of a national integration plan and an action plan

to promote the development of human capital in the hospitality industry, and specifically

in 5-star hotels, contributes to the employee shortage in 5-star hotels. This situation’s primary

issue is a lack of employee training and development. The present 5-star hotel market is

extremely competitive, and to stay successful in the challenging hotel industry game, a

skilled team is necessary. One of the main factors in customer happiness is a well-trained

workforce. Based on recent research validations, this paper analyses the expectations that

customers have of five-star hotels in the twenty-first century. The study’s findings indicate

that in order to meet client expectations while perhaps limiting their expansion, the majority

of 5-star hotel enterprises throughout the world frequently move their operations to

restaurants. The majority of hoteliers have mentioned insufficient supply and out-of-synch

demand. Similar to how the market for five-star hotels is expanding more slowly, it requires

operational efficiency to capture a larger piece of the market.

Keywords: Five Star Hotel, Employee Training and Development, Customer Expectations.
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Abstract

The major goals of this research study are to evaluate the number of visitors to the

Adyanpara Waterfalls and determine the amenities and services offered there. Additionally,

it evaluates the cleanliness of the tourist area. The study is descriptive in nature and is

based on information gathered by the researchers through a sample survey from primary

sources. Additionally, secondary sources including study papers, journals, books, and

periodicals are used to learn about waterfalls. The sample consisted of 150 persons. Open,

non-probability convenience sampling techniques were used in his study. For the study,

travellers from different regions have been chosen. To collect information from the tourists,

a questionnaire has been created expressly for the purpose.

Keywords:Adyanpara Waterfalls, Sustainable Tourism, Environmental Impact.
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Abstract

Eco-tourism has got a very important position within the selection mechanism of

tourists, Eco-tourism, mainly focuses property development and it implies a mix of

ecological protection, economic prosperity and social advantages for native communities.

This makes a great efficient promoting policy to spot and attract the tourist interests by and

also motivated by the actual and real native attractions of the places. This purpose of the

paper is to examine the attitude and mindset of the tourists towards the responsible practices

as a responsible tourist destination to improve the destination image. This study makes a

general approach, combining tourists characteristics and expectations/motivations

concerning a precise to the destination. A multinomial provision applies to the tourists

characteristics and motivations, while other structural path analysis applies to the weather

determine and their satisfaction with the visits. This structural model permits Kerala to

improve the relations between trip alternative and therefore the effect of this alternative

tourist satisfaction and loyalty towards the world of nature. The implications of this analysis

for the selling and management of the destination positioning.   Nature based tourism

sustains many areas in our state. Yet get access to and experiencing the nature in remote

areas requires a host management issues and challenges. Nature based tourism can be

accommodated in environmentally different ways in terms of climate change and particular

site based issues such as land degradation, waste and pollution. Definitely we can understand

the concept of responsible tourism is connected to sustainability initiatives such as eco-

tourism, green tourism, geo-tourism and pro-poor tourism, etc. Finally, responsible tourism

missions at the local level and state level was able to create better places for people to live

and visit.

Keywords: Responsible tourism, Sustainability, Destination image, Eco tourism

destinations, Responsible tourism mission, Eco-tourism promotion websites.
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Abstract

When a tourist takes a decision on tourist destination, one of the major influencing

factors is food. Cuisines styles of a destination are as a part of their cultural tourism.

Delicacies of a destination will improve the destination image and will help to attract a

greater number of tourists to the destination. Culinary tourism also helps to contribute

more to economic social and environmental development of the destination. This paper

aims to provide the importance of foods as an important tourism product for tourists to

visit a destination. This paper discusses the use of foods as a strong component of tourism

in tourism markets and it looks into the enhancing of the image of tourism destination by

taking the advantages from ethnic foods. How the foods preserve the culture of the

destination and how the foods effects on the economic aspects of the locals in the

destinations, are also discussed in this paper. This paper provides an overall look into the

benefits and importance of ethnic foods usage to improve the attractions of destinations

and it will bring more discussions and thoughts on this issue.  It wants to explore the

cuisine styles of the tourist destinations and to present the destination as one of the best

food tourism destination among the tourists. By analyzing various studies and literature,

this paper investigates the prospects of foods as a tourism product for the enhancement of

a tourist destination. It also tries to exhibit the strategies that can be adopted to market as

a food tourism destination.

Key words: Food, Cuisines, Tourism Products, tourism market, cultural tourism, food

Tourism, ethnic foods.
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Abstract

Responsible tourism in Kerala is an approach to tourism that minimizes negative

impacts on the environment and local communities while maximizing benefits for both

tourists and residents. It promotes sustainable development in the region through the active

participation of local communities in the planning, development, and management of

tourism. Promoting responsible tourism in a particular destination, such as Kerala, can be

accomplished by fostering cultural interaction. This could involve providing tourists with

opportunities to learn about and participate in local customs and culture, as well as fostering

interactions between tourists and locals. This can aid in fostering mutual respect and

understanding between diverse cultures, as well as contribute to the preservation of local

heritage. In addition, by encouraging tourists to engage with local culture, they are more

likely to have a better and more meaningful travel experience, which can result in greater

satisfaction and a higher likelihood of future returns.

If implemented effectively, responsible tourism can help preserve the unique culture and

environment of Kerala while also benefiting local communities and tourists. This paper is

a descriptive investigation into the efficacy of cultural engagements in Kerala’s responsible

tourism projects. It also considers how the incorporation of cultural elements will impact

and benefit community development via tourism.

Keywords:Responsible Tourism, Cultural Tourism, Film Tourism, Kerala Tourism,

Community Development
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Abstract

Globally speaking, the service sector has sizable gross domestic product and foreign

exchange earnings. A significant and successful role for tourism in achieving growth with

equity. The industry of tourism has the ability to expand quickly, which would guarantee

the growth of the destinations’ infrastructure. Without careful planning, tourism destinations

that pursue development could have a number of detrimental effects on the community

and host region, including the deterioration of the region’s cultural identity and the

degradation of its natural surroundings. Sustainable tourism is an alternative for all such

negative development. According to Holden(2008) Sustainable tourism places the emphasis

on the customer and marketing considerations of tourism to sustain the tourism industry

and sustainable development emphasizes on developing tourism as a means to achieve

wider social and environmental goals . Tourism development and host communities are

interdependent, the study emphasis on the destination sustainability and its repercussions

on tourism development.

Keywords: Destination Sustainability, Sustainable Tourism, Social Impact, Environmental

Impact, Economic Impact.
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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is becoming more visible and frequently used in every

business. The term “Artificial Intelligence” refers to a technology, which endows a computer

with a certain level of intelligence that allows it to carry out work at the human level. In

essence, AI refers to computers or machines that perform tasks that usually rely on human

intelligence for completion. In addition, processes that involve automation and big data

often require the implementation of AI – for example, recognizing customers by faces,

organizing call centers, analyzing customer needs, and creating personal offers. In that

regard, AI has several advantages: it allows hotels to improve the quality of service and

speed up the workflow. The introduction of AI in this business presents hotel owners with

a wide variety of opportunities to save a significant amount of money, prevent people’s

mistakes, and individualize their hotels’ offers. However, to correctly determine the potential

of implementing AI into the hotel industry, further studies are required. Therefore, this

study seeks to examine the general directions and consequences of AI’s implementation in

the hotel business, specifically, its potential to replace human employees in the workspace.

Keywords:Hospitality, Artificial Intelligence, AI in Service, House Keeping, Front Office.
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Abstract

An NFT (Non-Fungible Tokens) is a digital asset which is maintained on a

blockchain and guarantees that is distinct and hence non-transferable while also providing

a special digital certificate of rights. In a broader sense, an NFT enables the “provenance”

of the designated digital item to be established, providing information like who produced,

possessed, and owned the NFT in the past, as well as which of the numerous copies is the

original. Photos, films, and music may all be connected to an NFT as digital objects of

various forms. In a variety of applications, including art, gaming, and sports collectibles,

NFTs are currently being utilised to commercialise digital artefacts. Whenever technological

advances like NFTs, appear, it alters the way of business working. Despite the fact that

NFTs have altered how businesses are advertised in order to spur customer interest and

purchasing behaviour. In the context of the pandemic, the way hotels engage with their

clients has changed and will continue to evolve. Hotel brands provided distinctive NFT

souvenirs for the visitors in addition to the satisfaction of being linked with something

novel in the hospitality industry. Hence this study would like to explore how brand loyalty

improves through NFT souvenirs.

Keywords: NFT (non-fungible tokens), Branding, Brand Loyalty, Hotel
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Abstract

Responsible tourism is concerned with “creating better places for people to live

and visit.” Responsible tourism necessitates that operators, hoteliers, governments, locals,

and tourists accept responsibility and act to make tourism more sustainable.Responsible

tourism is a type of sustainable tourism; however, because the term sustainability is often

overused and misunderstood, the industry has adopted responsible tourism as a term. Any

form of tourism that can be consumed in a more responsible manner is considered

responsible tourism. The purpose of this study is to examine B.ed trainees  perceptions of

community awareness and knowledge of Responsible tourism. Education and training

have emerged as critical components of indigenous tourism success. A questionnaire-based

survey conducted to collect responses from B.ed trainees.This paper questions the

effectiveness of membership initiatives in promoting the implementation of responsible

tourism practises, as well as the significance of a shared understanding and awareness of

what responsible tourism entails in ensuring policy implementation.

Keywords: Responsible Tourism, Sustainable, Education, Tourism, Awareness
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Abstract

Tourism does not only have positive Impact, it some negative impacts too; these

are depleting resources, increase in waste output, and impact on environment and excessive

commercialization. These are the serious concerns in most tourist destinations across the

country. This led to the emergence of Sustainable tourism, where in efforts are made to

increase positive externalities in the tourist destination. Sustainable tourism promotes

environment and take into account socio-cultural aspects by planning and management of

tourism. Sustainable development is based on three pillars such as economic development,

environmental protection and social development. In the present research paper the author

has examined the meaning and importance of sustainable tourism along with the role of

government in promoting the idea of Sustainable tourism with special reference to Karnataka

state.The objective of the study is toexamine the differences in Tourists behaviour towards

sustainable tourism across demographics. To drawimplications and suggestions from the

finding of the study. The data is collected both with help of primaryandsecondary.

Keywords: Environment, Sustainable, Economic Development, Behavior, Government
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of small-sided game training

(SSGT) versus Soccer Specific Circuit Training (SSCT) on skill performance parameters.

(Dribbling, Shooting, Passing, Kicking) on youth women soccer players. Players were

randomly assigned to SSGTs, SSCTs, and the control group (CG) during the training

period.The study was hypothesised that there should be significant changes on all the

parameters after the 8-week training period. Before and after 8-week training intervention

period, forty-five women soccer players Aged 18-25 (21.3±2.8 years) were tested. The

subjects of this study were selected from department of physical education, Annamalai

university only.The SSGT group performed 4x4 small side game in first 4 weeks and the

playing area modified 32x24 to 44x36 in each week. And 3x3 small side game performed

last 4 weeks and here also modified the playing area 28x24 to 40x36. The playing time

was 45 minutes including 5 minutes half time. The SSCT group performed different kind

of general and skill training in different stations with respect intervals. The intensity of

work varying 65% to 85%, and it modified each 2 weeks. Both the SSGT group and SSCT

group performed 3 sessions of 1 hour training including warming up and cooling down in

a week. The tests included More-Christian general soccer ability test and kicking for distance

for assess the performance. The collected data were statistically treated by using Analysis

of co-variance (ANCOVA) and 0.05 level of confidence was fixed to test the

significance.The results of the study revealed that SSGT group improved passing ability

compared to SSCT group. While SSCT improved dribbling, shooting and kicking skill

compared to SSGT group. And the SSCT and SSGT groups clearly shows there is significant

improvements on all the variables compared to CG.

Keywords: Small-side games, Soccer Specific Circuit Training, Skill performance variables.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to examine the psychological effects of frequent

badminton playon individuals as well as the impact of mental training on the psychological

traits of people. Thedata gathered from each variable during the pre-test and post-test were

compared andanalysed. Forty people between the ages of 20 and 28 were chosen as the

study’s subjects inorder to fulfil its goals. Resilience was the chosen variable for the

investigation. TheResiliencescale was used to collect the tests that were used to evaluate

the data (by Wagnild & Young).With the badminton players, the researcher also set up an

eight-week (twice-weekly) mentaltraining programme. The training course was only taken

by the experimental group. The pre-testand post-test results of the experimental group and

control group were statistically treated usingthe “t-test,” with the threshold of significance

maintained at 0.05.The group who participated inthe training programme underwent

considerableimprovements, according to the results.

Keywords: Mental training, Psychological traits, Amateur badminton players
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of 9-week Piyo training on

flexibility, core strength, among obese college women. Subjects were randomly, and equally

distributed to training group (TG) and the control group (CG) after the selection of subjects

by BMI formula (weight in kg/height in meters squire). Before and after 9-week training

period, thirty college women Aged 17-25 (21.4±3.5years) were tested. The subjects of this

study were selected from St. Mary’s college Manarcaud only. The training group performed

9week piyo training and they performed 5 training sessions of 45 minutes including warm

up and limbering down procedures. The subjects selected through the testing of BMI

formula, and the core strength assessed by core muscle strength test and flexibility measured

by sit and reach test. Analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA) were used to examine the group

differences. The results of the study revealed that training group shows there is significant

improvements on flexibility and core strength compared to control group.

Keywords: Piyo training, obese women, flexibility, core strength.
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Abstract

There are many factors, which are influencing performance of a sportsman mainly

the physical and mental aspects “Sports performance is not just a product of physiological

and biomechanical but psychological factors also show a crucial role in defining

performance”. Although psychological preparation is a component that has been often

ignored by athletes and coaches alike, studies have shown that mental readiness was felt to

be the most significant statistical link with Olympic ranking. Modern sports training gives

greater importance on preparing the athlete psychologically than physically. This study

was undertaken to analyse the mental toughness and self confidence among long distance

runners and sprinters. The study was analyzed on the basis of questionnaire method 50

sprinters and 50 long distance runners aged between 17 and 27 were selected as the subject

of study. A questionnaire was prepared to assess the data. A Google form is created, and

the questionnaire is sent to the subjects via social media. The selected students were to

attend the questionnaire and submit the final result to the researcher via Google form. The

final report was collected and were treated statistically using ‘t-test. It is hypothesized that

there would be high mental toughness among long distance runners and there had been

high self-confidence among sprinters than long distance runners. Results of the study have

will be beneficial for the coaches in understanding the importance of the psychological

parameters in achieving success in competitions also helped the coaches, trainers and

psychologists to provide correct guidelines to the athletes.

Keywords:Psychology, Sprinters, Long distance runners.
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Abstract

This study examine the effect of moderate intensity versus low intensity aerobic

dance routine in overweight adulthood women on their body composition. Forty- five

participants were selected based on the purposive sampling meeting up the inclusion and

exclusion criteria from fifty-seven women who volunteered. They were further randomly

assigned to three groups, moderate intensity aerobic dance group (MIADG) n=15, low

intensity aerobic dance group (LIADG) n=15 and control n=15. MIADG and LIADG

underwent the programme for twelve weeks while control group did not participate in

organized programme. The affect was assess using the variables Fat free mass (FFM),

Amount of Fat (AOF) and Percentage of Body fat (PBF) for body composition which were

assessed at the baseline, mid and post after completion of 12 weeks. Paired T- test, ANOVA,

ANCOVA, Scheffe’s Post Hoc test and Pairwise comparison were used for analysis of the

results. The level of significance chosen was at P< 0.01 and P<0.05. Body composition

significantly improved in MIAD and LIAD groups following twelve weeks of intervention

while control group no difference found in the variables. Hence, it was concluded that

participating in MIAD and LIAD both are effective and beneficial for the overweight

adulthood women to alter the body composition but when comparison was done between

the MIAD and LIAD, it was found that MIAD was better than LIAD in reducing body fat

in overweight adulthood women.

Keywords: Moderate Intensity Aerobic dance, Low Intensity Aerobic dance, Overweight

Adulthood women, body composition.
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Abstract

Regular physical activity has historically been known as a protective factor in the

prevention and treatment of dominant non-communicable diseases (NCDs), including heart

disease, stroke, diabetes, and breast and colon cancer. And furthermore, it prevents other

critical NCD risk factors including hypertension, obesity, and being overweight, and it’s

intertwined with better mental health, a delay in the outset of dementia, as well as an

overall improved quality of life.  During this modern lifestyle, food habits, work timings,

and irregular sleep kept people away from regular physical activities. Physical inactivity is

a national issue, according to The Surgeor General’s Report (1996), which emphasizes

how it causes unnecessary sickness and early mortality. It was discovered that optimal

health is more than freedom from diseases. Therefore, inactive people have greater

opportunities to enhance their health by engaging in physical activities that they love, find

personally fulfilling, and can easily fit into their daily schedules when they engage in

moderate physical activity and integrate it into their lifestyle. Therefore, those who engage

in regular, moderate-intensity physical exercise and fitness are more likely to live longer

and in better health. Additionally, physical activity and fitness not only aid in the prevention

of illness and disease but also enhance the quality of life. This study looked at the key

ways that regular physical activity enhances well-being and quality of life and also in the

domains of illness prevention and control.

Keywords: Physical Activity, Physical well-being, Optimum health, Quality of life.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to find out the comparative study on salubrity related

fitness components on middle aged Kho Kho and Kabaddi players. To accomplish the

reason for this concentrate on twenty (N=20) Kho and (N=20) Kabaddi Players, Coaches,

Trainers and Teachers from Chennai District were chosen. The subjects were in the age

gathering of 35 to 45 years. For the review, factors of actual wellness were chosen are

Muscular strength and Cardio vascular perseverance.This concentrate on in opposition to

the significance of choosing the players of Kabaddi and Kho-Kho in view of the

advancement of people’s actual wellness capacities.Engaging insights and free testing were

picked to decide the distinctions among the gatherings. All cases, the certainty level 0.05

was fixed to test the significance.

Keywords: Muscular strength, Cardio vascular endurance, kabaddi, kho-kho
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Abstract

The purpose of the present study was to find out the analysis of the assisted and

resisted sprint training on anaerobic power among male Football players. For this purpose,

thirty male Football players from Annamalai University, Annamalai Nagar, Chidambaram,

Cuddalore District, Tamilnadu aged 18 to 24 years took part in the study. Subjects were

randomly assigned to assisted sprint training group (n=10), resisted sprint training group

(n=10) and control (n=10) group. The training regimen lasted for three days per week for

twelve weeks. The assisted sprint training exercises included in this training programme

was downhill sprinting, assisted towing and high-speed treadmill sprinting. The resisted

sprint training exercises included in this training programme was weighted vest, sprint

parachutes and harness running. The criterion variable selected was anaerobic power and

it was assessed by using Running based anaerobic power test prior to and immediately

after the training. The collected data were statistically treated by using ANCOVA, and

0.05 level of confidence was fixed to test the significance.  When the obtained ‘F’ ratio

was significant, Scheffe’s post hoc test was used to find out the paired mean difference.

The findings of the study revealed that due to the effect of twelve weeks of assisted and

resisted sprint training the anaerobic power of male Football players was significantly

improved.

Keywords: Assisted and resisted sprint training, Anaerobic power, Football players
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Abstract

The purpose of the present study was to assess the effect of aerobic training with

and without pranayama practice induced adaptation on maximum oxygen consumption

among trained and untrained men. The study was confined to sixty men students from

Annamalai University, Tamilnadu state, India as subject and their age ranged from 18 to

23 years. Among the chosen sixty subjects, thirty subjects were trained and remaining

thirty subjects were untrained. Among the thirty trained subjects 15 subjects were performed

aerobic training with pranayama practices the remaining 15 subjects were performed aerobic

training only. Similarly, among the thirty chosen untrained subjects 15 subjects were

performed aerobic training with pranayama practices the remaining 15 untrained subjects

were performed aerobic training only. The training regimen for the experimental groups

was lasted for twelve weeks for six days per week. The data collected from the training

groups on maximum oxygen consumption was statistically analyzed by paired ‘t’ test to

find out the significant differences if any between the pre and post test. Further, percentage

of changes was calculated to find out the changes in maximum oxygen consumption due

to the impact of experimental treatments. Further, three-way analysis of variance (2 × 2 ×

2) was used to find out the influence of each factor independently and also their combined

influence. Subsequent to 12 weeks of aerobic training with pranayama (ATP) and aerobic

training (AT) significant changes in VO
2
Max was observed among trained and untrained

men subjects.

Keywords:Aerobic training, Pranayama practices, Maximum oxygen consumption,Trained

and untrained men.
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Abstract

The COVID-19 outbreak has contributed to stress for many people especially sports

professionals around the world due to fear and anxiety. Anxiety and self-determined motives

about getting back into the sport after a hiatus may hinder athletic performance and raise

the possibility of suffering an injury and other psychological problems. Perhaps

psychological interventions are best known for mental benefits, especially in dealing with

anxiety and also continuing the sport with the best efforts. It harmonizes our body and

mind and restores our emotional balance. Psychological Interventions use a scientific

approach to exercise and relaxation to alleviate stress and anxiety among sports

professionals. So this study was conducted to reduce the level of anxiety experienced by

footballers when they are returning to sports after the covid-19 pandemic. In order to

achieve the goal of this study, forty (N=40) men football players were selected randomly

from the SRM Institute of Science and Technology. Their age ranged from 17 to 26 years.

Selected subjects underwent 6 weeks of psychological intervention practices such as

Imagery training, Self-Talk, and Goal setting. The data were collected before and after the

six weeks of the intervention period. The collected data were statistically analyzed by

descriptive and paired ‘t’ test to produce the results. Based on the statistical results, it was

concluded that psychological intervention significantly reduced the anxiety of football

players at a significance level of 0.05.

Keywords:COVID-19, Footballers, Anxiety, Psychological Intervention.
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Abstract

The topic of Genetically modified crops, farming practices and its contribution to

the food production, have acquired widespread discussions among all now a days. Its

impact on food quality and nutrient composition are also become a matter of concern

among many a people including highly educated people. It is highlighted that resorting to

GM crops may entail to increase the income level of the farmers and also to achieve enhanced

level of agricultural production in a country thereby contributing to GDP. It is also pointed

out as a boon to the farmers having comparatively small land holdings. Even though some

of the GM plants are reportedly modified to improve their nutritional value, still the GM

crops note free from its less nutritional composition. This study mainly focuses on the

nutrient composition of GM crops and its influence in sports persons and their health by

way of review of variant study reports on the subject.

Keywords: Genetically modified crops, Nutrition, Sports persons
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Abstract

The goal of the study was to find out to analysis the health-related physical efficiency

among tribal and non-tribal school students in Kerala after the impact of covid19. The

present study 15 tribal and 15 non-tribal students selected from Wayanad district after the

covid-19. the age of subject ranged from 12-18years.  The subject were selected from

wayanad district tribal and non-tribal schools.The study h1 there would be no significant

difference between tribal and non-tribal school students on health-relatedphysical fitness

components after the impact of covid19. Descriptive statistics were derived for all test

variables using SPSS. To determine the significance difference of tribal and non-tribal

school students on health-related physical fitness components (muscular strength and

endurance, flexibility, cardiovascular endurance, and body composition) was evaluated by

independent t-test. The level of significance is set at .05 for testing the hypothesis.

Keywords:Health-related physical variables, Tribal and non-tribal, School students
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to find out the effects of yogasana training with and

without nutritional supplementation on emotional maturity of arts and science college

women students. To achieve the purpose of the study, the investigator randomly selected

90 women students consisting of 45 from arts courses and 45 from science courses in the

age group of 18 to 23 years. The selected subjects were randomly divided into three

groups, experimental group I, experimental group II and control group, consisting of 30

subjects in each. The dependent variable studied was emotional maturity. And independent

variables, (i) 12 weeks combined yogasanas and nutritional supplementation and (ii)

yogasanas without nutritional supplementation. Prior to the experimental treatment, all

the three groups were measured of selected criterion variable emotional maturity through

standard questionnaire. The subjects were experimented with the respective treatments.

Immediately after the 12 weeks experimental period, all the subjects were measured of

their stress management variables, stress and emotional maturity. ANCOVA results on

Emotional Maturity proved that there was significant difference between the experimental

group and control group as the obtained F value 26.89. The post hoc analysis and the

results proved that there was significant difference between Yoga with nutritional

supplementation group and control group (MD: 3.10) and Yoga without nutritional

supplementation group and control group (MD: 2.95). Comparing between the treatment

groups, it was found that there was no significant difference between Yoga with nutritional

supplementation and Yoga without nutritional supplementation group among arts and

science college students. It was concluded that Yoga with nutritional supplementation

and yoga without nutritional supplementation were beneficial in altering emotional

maturity of the arts and science college women students.

Keywords: Yogasana, Nutritional Supplementation, Emotional Maturity
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Abstract

Personality is a collection of characteristics that determine a person’s behavior. It

is the collection of a person’s beliefs, attitudes, and values that influence his function in

society and form an intrinsic element of his personality. The current study was carried out

to investigate the big five personality variables among physical education teachers and

other subject teachers. The present study consisted of 60 teachers among which 30 were

physical education teachers and 30 were other subject teachers randomly selected from

different secondary schools of central Kashmir. After selecting 60 secondary school teachers

as the subject of the study. Neo five factor inventory (NEO-FFI) was used for data collection.

The findings of the present study demonstrated that there was no significant difference

between big five personality variables i.e. Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness,

Neuroticism, Openness among physical education teachers and other subject teachers.

Conclusion of the present study, there was no significant difference between the big five

personality factors among physical education teachers and other subject teachers.

Keywords: Personality, Physical education teachers, other subject teachers.
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Abstract  

Health is considered the key factor of life. Health is defined in several ways; a

good physique is not only the consideration of good health. Concerned with human health,the

WHO defined health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and

not merely the absence of disease and infirmity.” In today’s society, people go behind

hospitals due to several non-communicable diseases caused by inactivity. Somehow the

schools also do not provide enough physical activities for the students; most organisations

are not giving a chance for their employees to take care of their health.  This study aims to

analyse and reach out to the influence of Physical Activity and sports on different facets of

life. The major areas discussed in the study are the influence of Physical activity and sports

on Physical health, Mental health, educational setup, and vocational setup. The study is

developed by reviewing several studies related to the abovementioned areas. The conclusion

draws out the positive influence of Physical activity and sports on Physical health, mental

health, educational improvisation and vocational setup. Physical activity and sports are

improving the physical and physiological capacities of people. And it leads to good mental

health by reducing stress, anxiety etc. It also helps to improve the concentration of students

and makes people more productive in their vocation.  The practical application of these

studies can bring Physical Activity and sports into the front row in society.

Furthermore,profound studies are needed to prove the strong relationshipbetween Physical

activity and sports in other fields of life.  

Keywords: Physical activity, Sports, Physical fitness, Mental health, Education,

Vocation.
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Abstract

The primary aim of the study was to examinethe effect of twenty-three weeks of

low-impact aerobic dance exercise on self-esteem (self-respect) among sedentary women

employees, specifically in Kannur district of Kerala state. Sedentary women participants

(age range = 30 – 40 years; N = 40 were randomly assigned to two groups: experimental

and control group. Training was administered to the experimental group for 50 minutes, 3

days per week, for 23 weeks. Paired t-test indicated significant influence for self-esteem

of sedentary women employees in the experimental group compared to the control group.

Aerobic dancing women employees group found the most benefitted. In conclusion, a

low-impact aerobic dancing fitness regimen is a simple and inexpensive way to boost self-

esteem. In a nutshell, a low-impact aerobic dancing fitness regimen enhances the

psychological health of the population, particularly self-esteem, which in turn increases

the overall quality of employees.

Keywords: Self-esteem, Aerobic dance, low impact, Sedentary, Rosenberg Questionnaire
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Abstract

The study was intended to analyse aggression level of Footballers of St.

Thomas College (Autonomous) Thrissur.  The St. Thomas College (Autonomous)

Thrissur men college level football players were selected as the subject of this

investigation. variables are the conditions or characteristics that the experimental

manipulates observe. The examiner himself explained each questions in the questionnaire

and the method of performing questionnaire was explained to them before conducting

the test. The standard psychological tool devised by Anand Kumar and Premshanker

Sukla (1989) was used to measure Sports Aggression. These tests consist of 25 both

positive and negative incomplete statements, which can be completed by choosing either

of the two proposed part against each statement the subject were asked to tick. Total 60

subjects were selected for this investigation. The data collected from the three group of

selected psychological variable aggression was analyzed for significant difference

through “t” ratio. It was hypothesis that there will be a significant difference between

Aggression in juniors and seniors football players of St. Thomas (Autonomous) Thrissur

College football players.

Keywords: Aggression, Juniors, Seniors, Football players
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Abstract

The purpose of the study was to assess knowledge of university Football players in

Tamilnadu. It was hypothesized that there will be significant differences among the Football

players of different universities. The investigator randomly selected Sixty (N=60) Men ‘s

university Football players from Pondicherry, Annamalai, Bharadhasan, Alagappa, and

TNPESU Universities in Tamilnadu state. Their age ranged from 20-30 years. Football

knowledge assessments questionnaire was used to collecting data from the players. The

purpose of the study was clearly explained to the subjects so that there was no ambiguity

among the subject regarding the efforts which they had put for the successful completion

of the investigation. The questionnaire was administered to all the subjects under the study

by the investigator herself. The objective of the study was explained to the subjects in case

of any doubts, it was clarified by the investigator. The data was collected through the

administration of a fifty-item questionnaire. The data was collected through the

administration of a fifty-item questionnaire. The questionnaire has 32 two responses for

each item Scores 0 or 2. The score on the total instruments’ ranges between 0 to 100. The

F ratio was used to find out the significant difference among the five university players

with the help of a SPSS exert. Thus, hypothesis stated as there will be significant difference

in knowledge among the different universities under the study is here by rejected. Hence

null hypothesis has been accepted.

Keywords: Knowledge test, Footballers, Cross-sectional
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Abstract

This study examines the extent of intellectual capital information in the sports

industry by considering clubs those participating in the Indian super league. The study has

taken 11 clubs that are currently participating in the ISL as the sample for this study. The

study has chosen websites as the source of information to examine the level of intellectual

capital (IC) disclosure.  Further, the content analysis approach has been used to measure

the extent of IC disclosure by the selected clubs. Furthermore, to check the connection of

IC disclosure with clubs’ market value and age, correlation analysis has been carried out.

The content analysis result of the study exhibit that that Kerala blaster FC is the club that

disclosing more information on IC through their official websites and Chennai FC and

Mumbai FC are the least IC information disclosing ISL club Aside from this the result

reveals that information on internal capital is the most disclosed category in the sub-category

of IC, followed by human capital, and external capital is the least disclosed category.

Further, the study observed that, the average disclosure level of IC is low. In other words,

the clubs in Indian sports industry have giving least importance as well as less disclosing

their most relevant IC information. Furthermore, the correlation analysis providesprim-

facie evidence for the empirical connection of the club age and club market value on the

IC disclosure.Therefore, the result may encourage the mangers and top-level officials to

ensure more disclosure of IC information, which can enhance the value of the club.

Keywords: Intellectual capital, Intellectual capital disclosure, football, India, Indian super

league
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Abstract

Numerous sport-based initiatives target underprivileged or at-risk children and youth

intending to facilitate social transformation. Sport-related skills and values like

sportsmanship, self-assurance, teamwork, tolerance, obedience, a sense of accomplishment,

and leadership, all of which are essential in real-life situations. Adolescence and childhood

are times of social deviation. According to research, the majority of adolescents young

will engage in socially deviant behaviour starting from the age of 10 to 14, reach a high in

participation at the age of 16 to 17, and then start to stop (ages 17 and older). Therefore,

engaging our kids and young people in sports-related activities will help them create a

healthy physical-social life and combat social deviance. It also reduces their tendency for

criminal activity and antisocial behaviour. Sport-based youth development initiatives aim

to help today’s youth develop their social and athletic skills and overall life skills. This

essay investigates the positive impacts and effects of athletic training, particularly youth

football coaching camps, on the Youth development and personality growth of children in

village communities of Kerala-India.

Keywords: Sports, Youth Development, Children, Personality, Kerala, Football
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Abstract

Childhood builds the foundation for the life of any individual, and children are

easily prone to society’s moral plague, and life on the streets makes them more vulnerable.

Street children face many problems like delinquency, substance abuse, sexual and physical

abuse, child labour, trafficking, drug peddling, etc. Most of the street children work 8–10

hours each day in their various economic activities and are forced to leave home. A better

childhood is the fundamental right of each child in the country, and it should not be deprived

because of their street life. A street child has equal rightsto every other child in the country.

Many NGOs (non-governmental organisations)are working to empower street children

and using various methods to do so. Sports and games are one such method. The study

aims to examine the role of NGOs in child development and empowerment through sports

and games and how they can be used as a tool for the positive social and emotional

development of street children using a literature review of existing studies on the topic.

The study findings will have implications for social workers and NGOs working in child

development and empowerment field

Keywords: NGOs, Sports, Street Children, Social Work
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Abstract

Play-Practice-Play is one of the modern methods of coaching session management

concepts in grassroots football. It is an optimal way to structure and manage a practice

session for grassroot level players. This player-centred approach to coaching allows young

players to experience fun-oriented game activities along with game-like situations as much

as possible. So, the approach differs from traditional football session management

procedures. This study reviews that implementing the play-practice-play coaching method

makes it effortless to manage kids throughout the session as they get self-motivated and

enthusiastic in participating in the whole session. The phases of this coaching management

system enhance the children’s learning and motor abilities and game-related skills more

than the old-school coaching system, as they are free to attempt more creative activities.

Keywords:Play-Practice-Play, Grassroots Level Coaching, Football, Coaching Session

Management.
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Abstract

The research paper deals with the effect of a structured physical activity program

on the physicalfitness of orphanage inmates. For the study, 30 orphans were randomly

selected from MukkamOrphanage, Kozhikode, Kerala. The selected orphans were divided

into two groups, theExperimental and Control group where 15 orphans in each group.

Four physical fitness variableswere used for the study, namely- speed, flexibility, agility,

and abdominal muscular strength andendurance. A pre-test was conducted for both groups.

6 weeks training period was given to theexperimental group, and during the training period,

no training was imparted for the controlgroup. After six weeks of training, a post-test was

conducted for both groups. The t-test and one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons

were used for evaluations of the groups. The level ofsignificance was used at 0.05. After

the test, the result shows a significant difference in thevariables such as speed, flexibility,

agility, and abdominal strength in the post-test for theexperimental group than the control

group. In conclusion, structured physical activity programsmay be proposed for the overall

development of orphanage inmates.

Keywords: Structured physical activity, Physical fitness, Orphanage Inmates
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Abstract

Sports are part of every culture and one of the major activities in the world that

engagesand unites people without discrimination. One of the biggest debates that have

been pushed intotoday’s sports culture is whether athletes are best to specialize in one

sport or try their hands onmultiple sports. This qualitative study sought to extend our

perceptions of adolescents&#39; potentialbenefits and risks of multiple sports participations.

The results suggest that even though sportsspecialization helps to develop proficiency in

some sports, there are several detriments for kidswho specialize in a single sport.

Participation in multiple sports helps to develop a better youthsports culture by exposing

adolescents to various sports disciplines. These disciplines helpadolescents obtain positive

physical and psychological outcomes and keep them physicallyactive throughout their

lives with a reduced risk of burnout and boredom. Additionally,participation in multiple

sports helps to develop a better youth sports culture.

Keywords: Multiple Sport Participation, Early Sport Specialization, Adolescents, Sports

Culture
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Plant Health Diagnosis Using Deep Learning

Mufeeda V K

Research scholar, Maruthupandiyar College, Thabjavur, Bharathidasan University

Abstract

The timely and accurate diagnosis of plant diseases plays an important role in

preventing the loss of productivity and loss or reduced quantity of agricultural products. In

order to solve such problems, methods based on machine learning can be used. In recent

years, deep learning, which is especially widely used in image processing, offers many

new applications related to precision agriculture. The performance of convolutional neural

networks is emerging as the most powerful tool to diagnose and predict the infections

from the crop images. This study provides an efficient solution for detecting multiple

diseases in several plant varieties. Comprised of 35,000 images of healthy plant leaves and

infected with the diseases, the researchers were able to train deep learning models to detect

and recognize plant diseases and the absence these of diseases. The trained model has

achieved an accuracy rate of 96.5% and the system was able to register up to 100% accuracy

in detecting and recognizing the plant variety and the type of diseases the plant was infected.

Keywords: Machine learning, Convolutional neural network, Deep learning
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TIPTOFIT- Image-Based Food Identification and Exercise

Recommendation Using Deep Learning and Food Classifier and

Nutrition Interpreter (FCNI)
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Abstract

Diet tracking must be one of the primary practices to have a healthy lifestyle. We

can manage our health and diet in a simpler way by using AI. This has scaled up the

implementation of automatic food analysis and semantic food detection using different

image classification approaches, among which Deep Learning has brought a series of

breakthroughs in this field. I have proposed the Food Classifier and Nutrition Interpreter

(FCNI), a user-friendly tool that classifies various food types with a different graphical

representation of food nutrients values in terms of calorie estimation along with a multimedia

audio response. FCNI improves state-of-the-art food detection by a considerable margin

on achieving about 96.81% accuracy. The proposed application FCNI tool is mainly

emphasized on real-time food and nutrient analysis with high accurate recognition of food

by using the concept of image recognition.

Keywords: Image processing, Deep Learning, Food Classifier and Nutrition Interpreter

(FCNI) .
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An Indian Perspective of Data Science Integration in Industry4.0

Anushida K Sunny
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Abstract

Data Science is one among the emerging scientific discipline, with immense

potential of research and development. It has got critical role in driving research innovation

in many domains such as IoT, Science, business, engineering, social science, public sector,

cloud computing and lifestyle. Data Science encompasses Artificial Intelligence, Machine

Learning, Data Analytics, Natural Language Understanding, Pattern recognition and Big

Data Manipulation. Over the past two decades, data science has undergone a substantial

evolution and gained significant attention in academic research, workplaces in the public

and private sectors, as well as in governmental laws and procedures. The explosion of

digital technology, including personal computers, mobile phones, social media, smart

devices, and sensor networks, has fueled the expansion of data science by allowing for the

massive and diverse data sets to be made available online. As this field of science progresses

with escalating speed and magnitude, the possibilities for a productive collaboration with

the industry comes into picture. The prior industry structure has changed with Industry

4.0. Automation is a result of electrical energy-related technologies. Changes happen that

eventually make things paperless and human-less, but both the industrial world and other

supporting worlds need to be prepared for these changes. Data is a different aspect of

technology. Despite the fact that data of the industrial world use the same technology, data

involves numerous different industrial world concepts. Data management, in particular,

differs from industry management. Thus, the modern era of a knowledge driven and

technology powered Industry demands the support of a well-built Data Science architecture.

Especially in a country like India, where there is an unparalleled potential for growth, the

idea should take precedence. The study is focused on identifying such possibilities and to

develop a rational model to work with.

Keywords: Data science, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Data Analytics, Pattern

recognition, Big Data.
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Abstract

Artificial intelligence is the simulation of human intelligence processes by machines,

especially computer systems. It can be termed into 4 types: - Reactive Machines AI:

Machines programmed with predictable output based on the input it receives. Limited

Memory AI: Programmed to absorb, adjust and interpret the required data. Theory of Mind

AI: Programmed with decision-making abilities like humans. And finally, the one we will

be focusing on, Self-aware AI: Machines that are aware of themselves and perceive their

internal states and others’ emotions, behaviors, and acumen. Following this we are trying

to tackle one of the main issues these types of machines could make us face. Will they

determine us as an obstacle or see us as their creators? To determine this, we compare

them with the best possible alternative, our human mind using psychology as a helping

factor. The perfect example would be from the movie, Terminator. The whole point of the

machines trying to remove humans from the face of the planet was that they decided we

would be the biggest problem they will have to face to make our planet a better place to

stay and its longevity, even though we, humans created them. We would like to research

those so-called emotions which could make the machines perceive us as the problem and

understand through the tech field how they would conclude it as even though they are

machines run by emotions, those emotions will be converted to codes for the machines to

decide the final conclusion. The example for this would be from the game, Detroit Become

Human, where robots as a whole have started to take over most of our work forces and

they are inputted with breaking codes that block them from thinking how humans do,

essentially making them like slaves. We also see from the point of the robots, where they

decide with a set of simulations on what to do in certain situations and also calculate what

to speak unlike us, as we form our words at the moment.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence,Reactive Machines AI, Limited Memory AI, Theory of

Mind AI, Self-aware AI, Human mind, psychology, simulations, planet, longevity, robots.
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Abstract

Computational intelligence & smart communication, focuses on this paper will

explore the future of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning in business. These

technology Learning are increasingly being used in business, from marketing to customer

service, to streamline processes and improve efficiency. This paper will look at how the

future of AI and Machine Learning will shape the way businesses operate and the impact

this will have on business practices. It will discuss the potential benefits, challenges, and

potential applications of AI and Machine Learning for businesses going forward. It will

also review current trends and existing research in this area and make recommendations

for how businesses can best take advantage of the opportunities presented by AI and Machine

Learning in the future.

Keywords: AI, Machine Learning, smart communication, Computational intelligence.
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Abstract

Data mining is the process of extracting new patterns and information by analyzing

large datasets to solve problems. Fake news detection is a popular topic in data mining.

Due to easy access to information online, it is available on every social media platform. As

a result, people have started believing on these platforms for the consumption of news.

This also makes it easier for the spread of intentional fake news.  Traditional fake news

detection relies on the context of the news, whereas in social media, auxiliary information

can be used which are either linguistic based or visual based. Many natural language

processing algorithms help us extract and use this information to create machine learning

models which can successfully distinguish between fake and real news. Fake news is either

written intentionally to make readers believe it or it is just satirical. Fake news is shared

widely as people are more likely to believe it. A number of classifiers will be created and

compared to achieve a high accuracy for fake news detection.

Keywords: Data mining, Fake news detection, social media
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Abstract

Smart cities integrate multiple mobile or web solutions to build a comfortable

human habitation. One of these solutions is to provide an environmentally friendly, efficient

and effective garbage management system. The current garbage collection system includes

routine garbage trucks doing rounds daily or weekly, which not only doesn’t cover every

zone of the city but it’s completely inefficient use of government resources. The proposed

system, where admin manages the garbage app for the full online based monitoring which

also analyses the system. The admin then, handles the bins, drivers, complaints from the

users and works a report from the driver. This paper proposes a cost-effective mobile or

web-based system for the government to utilize available resources to efficiently manage

the overwhelming amounts of garbage collected each day, while also providing a better

solution for the inconvenience of garbage disposal for the citizens. This is done by a driver;

an app which will provide predictive and guided routes generated for the garbage trucks.

Then the driver updates the status of the work done which will be collected. The android

or web app is developed for the work force and the citizens, which primarily provides the

user to create complaints available in the smart bin.

Keywords: Garbage Management System, Location Based Monitoring, Online Based

Monitoring
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Dependence of Evaporation Residue Cross Sections on Various

Channel Parameters

K. Hajara1 & M .M. Musthafa2

1 SAFI Institute of Advanced Study, Vazhayur, Kerala, 673633, India

2 Department of Physics, University of Calicut, Kerala, 673635, India

Abstract

Nuclear reaction mechanism around mass region A= 200 has significant interest

from theoretical as well as experimental points of view. The measured Evaporation Residue

(ER) cross sections of the 5 systems, in this mass region have been analysed and the

dependence of ER cross sections with the various channel parameters have been studied.

Significant variation in ER cross section has been observed for the same compound nucleus

with varying entrance channel parameters. Apart from the Coulomb repulsion, mass

asymmetry and fissility parameter, the ER cross sections is found tod epend strongly on

the neutron multiplicity, deformation, orientation of the deformed nuclei and spin of the

system and magicity of the participating nuclei and the compound nucleus.

Keywords:Nuclear reaction, Cross section, Evapourational residue
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Alpha Decay of Superheavy Elements using Hatsukawa Formula with

New Fitting Parameters

K. Prathapan1*, P. Deneshan1, R. K. Biju1, 2

1Department of Physics, Govt. Brennan College, Thalassery,-670106, India

2Department of Physics, Pazhassi Raja N S S College, Mattanur- 670702, India*

Abstract

To estimate the alpha decay half-lives of superheavy elements, we have refitted the

Hatsukawa formula against the experimental values of alpha decay half-lives of Z = 104 –

118 superheavy nuclei. Hatsukawa formula was originally proposed to describe the alpha

and cluster radioactivity of heavy elements with Z = 82 – 103 and it cannot be applied to

the elements in the superheavy region. With new fitting parameters, the Hatsukawa formula

could predict the alpha decay half-lives of superheavy elements with a standard deviation

of 0.59. The predictions are then compared with the results obtained through calculations

using the Universal Decay Law (UDL) and with predictions of Bao et al. using the

Generalized Liquid Drop Model (GLDM). The least standard deviation is obtained for the

Hatsukawa formula with new fitting parameters. Then, alpha decay half-lives of various

isotopes of 277-350118 superheavy nuclei are predicted by estimating the Q-values using

the WS4 mass model. Possible decay modes are also predicted by comparing the alpha

decay half-life of various isotopes of Z = 118 with the corresponding spontaneous fission

half-life calculated using the empirical formula of Xu et al. Our study shows that 277-

300118 decay via alpha decay and A>300118 decay via spontaneous fission.

Keywords: Superheavy Elements, Alpha Decay, Spontaneous Fission
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Radio/Optical/X-Ray Emission from Kilo-Parsec Scale AGN Jets:

Synchrotron Emission from Advected and Accelerated Electron

Distribution

Amal A. Rahman1, C Harshad1, Rasmina Farsana1

1Department of Physics,Farook College, Calicut University, Kerala-673632, India

Abstract

The X-ray emission from the knots of the kilo-parsec scale jet of active galacticnuclei

(AGN) suggests the high energy emission process is different from the radio/optical

counterpart. Interpretation based on the Inverse Compton scattering of cosmic microwave

photons has been ruled out through Fermi gamma-ray observations for low redshift sources.

As an alternate explanation, synchrotron emission from a different electron population is

suggested. In our previous work,we propose a model considering the advected electron

distribution from the sites of particle acceleration in AGN knots. This advected electron

distribution is significantly different from the accelerated electron distribution and satisfies

the requirement of the second electron population. In this work, we extend this model to

all the knots for which IC/CMB interpretation for X-ray emission is ruled out through

Fermi/LAT observations. We find the knots whose X-ray emission mechanism can be

explained with the synchrotron emission from the accelerated and the advected electron

distribution as proposed in our earlier work.

Keywords:X-ray Emission, Inverse Compton scattering, Synchronous emission
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Dynamics of Dark Matter-Wave Soliton in Bose-Einstein Condensate

Neha Kishor

Stuid Learning App

Abstract

Soliton or solitary wave is a self-reinforcing wave packet that maintains its shape

while it propagates at a constant velocity. Solitons are caused by a cancellation of non-

linear and dispersive effects in the medium. The main objective is to study the soliton

dynamics formed on the basis of Bose Einstein condensation. Two types of solitons are

possible that is bright and dark solitons. In the wavelength range shorter than zero dispersion

point the soliton solution does not exist. However even in this range of wavelength the

portion without light which is produced by chopping a continuous light wave is known to

form a solution known as dark soliton. It can be explained by using several models. Gross-

Pitaevskii equation is one among them. Here we are using GP equation to solve the solution

of solitons. The simplest form of GP equation is in the form of non-linear schrodinger

equation. With the help of this model soliton solutions can be obtained and with the results

obtained a graph can be plotted and can be explained.

Keywords: Soliton dynamics, Non-linear schrodinger equation, Wave packet
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Area Biased Power Garima Distribution with Properties and

Applications

C.Roshni1, D.Venkatesan1, C.B. Prashanth2

1Annamalai University, Tamil Nadu

2Sree Kerala Varma College, Thrissur, Kerala

Abstract

A new generalization of power Garima distribution called as area biased power

Garima distribution has been proposed. Its various statistical properties including its

moments, survival analysis, order statistics, harmonic mean, estimating its parameters by

technique of maximum likelihood estimation has been discussed.

Keywords: Weighted distribution, Power Garima distribution, Survival analysis, Order

statistics, Maximum likelihood estimation.
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Stimulation of Quantum Information Channel Based on Superdense

Coding

C.K Hana Shareef

Sullamussalam Science College, Arecode, Malappuram

Abstract

Superdense coding is a quantum communication Protocol to communicate to number

of Classical bits of information only transmitting a Smaller number of qubits, under the

assumption of sender and receiver Pre-sharing an entangled resource in its Simplest form,

the protocol involves two parties often referred to as Alice and Bob in this contest which

Share a pair of maximally entangled qubits, and allows Alice to transmit two bits (00,01,10

or 11) to Bob by sending only one qubit in an easy way that, quantum information theory

equivalent of killing two birds with a single stone known super dense coding. Superdense

coding is a form of secure quantum communication. In Superdense coding here we fit two

classical bits of information using fairly a single qubit on the other hand, quantum

teleportation uses two classical bits of information to send a single qubit that is an unknown

quantum state. In this work it is into combining quantum Simulation Stutt, and is we will

stimulate a quantum information Channel based on superdense Coding.

Keywords: Superdense coding, Qubit, Secure quantum communication
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A Review on Benford’s law and its applications

P. Rinu Shalik

Department of Mathematics and Physics, Amal College of Advanced Studies,

Nilambur

Abstract

Benford’s law, also known as the Newcomb–Benford law, the law of anomalous

numbers, or the first-digit law, is an observation that in many real-life sets of numerical

data, the leading digit is likely to be small. In sets that obey the law, the number 1 appears

as the leading significant digit about 30% of the time, while 9 appears as the leading

significant digit less than 5% of the time. If the digits were distributed uniformly, they

would each occur about 11.1% of the time. Benford’s law also makes predictions about the

distribution of second digits, third digits, digit combinations, and so on. The purpose of

this review is to explain how Benford’s law is applicable in real life situations.

Keywords:Benford’s law, Invariance, Probability distributions, Ones Scaling Test,

Convolution, Frequency Domain.
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The Operation Union on Strong Fuzzy Graph

Merin P Sam

Department of Mathematics and Physics, Amal College of Advanced Studies,

Nilambur

Abstract

A graph is a mathematical representation of a network and it describes the

relationship between vertices and edges. Graph theory is used to represent real-life

phenomena, but sometimes graphs are not able to properly represent many phenomena

because uncertainty of different attributes of the systems exists naturally. Many real-world

phenomena provided motivation to define the fuzzy graphs. Fuzzy-graph structures are

more useful than graph structures because they deal with the uncertainty and ambiguity of

many real-world phenomena. This paper discusses about some properties of the operation

union on strong fuzzy graph.

Keywords:  Fuzzy set, Fuzzy subset, Strong graph, Strong fuzzy graph, Union.
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Some Properties of the Operation Intersection on Strong Fuzzy

Graph

P.K. Hiba

Department of Mathematics and Physics, Amal College of Advanced Studies, Nilambur

Abstract

In recent years fuzzy graph theory is became an attractive topic in graph theory

especially for researchers. After introducing and developing fuzzy set theory, a lot of studies

have been done in this field and then a result appeared as a Fuzzy Graph (Combination of

graph theory and fuzzy set theory). This is now known as Fuzzy graph theory. This paper

discusses about some properties of the operation intersection on strong fuzzy graph.

Keywords:  Fuzzy set, Fuzzy subset, Strong graph, Strong fuzzy graph, Intersection
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Enhanced Dark Reaction of Graphene Bismath Vanadate Titanium

Oxide on Methylene Blue

A.R. Nanakkal

Department of Mathematics and Physics, Amal college of Advanced Studies, Nilambur

Abstract

Nowadays the importance of dark reaction is enhanced by means of absorption

capacity of a material. Here in this work graphene based nanocomposite Graphene /Bismath

Venedate/ Titanium Oxide is synthesised by chemical method.  The characteristic studies

like XRD and Raman are taken to confirm the combination. Studied dark reaction rate of

the composite on methylene blue dye. It is found that a good mixing up of graphene,

bismuth vanadate and titanium oxide result in a composite material having high efficiency

in dark reaction.

Keywords: Graphene, Nanocomposite, Darkreaction, Absorption
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Fe2O3-C Composite for Lithium Ion Cells

V. Saikrishna

Department of Mathematics and Physics, Amal College of Advanced Studies,

Nilambur

Abstract

Present work is an attempt to analyse the possibilities of using Fe2O3 – carbon

nanocomposite as a prospective anode material for Li ion cells. Hydrothermal route is

used for the synthesis of the composite, which is an easy and cost effective method. The

XRD analysis confirms the formation of á-Fe2O3.However, the peaks of carbon are not

separately seen. The morphological analysis based on   FE- images illustrates the presence

of spherical particles of diameter around 100 nm and there is a possibility that each Fe2O3

particle is covered by carbon nanoparticles in the nanocomposite. In order to assess the

application prospects of Fe2O3 – carbon nanocomposite as an anode material for Li ion

cells, half cells are assembled using Li metal as the reference electrode and LiPF6 as the

electrolyte. Electrochemical analysis using CV studies depicts the reduction and oxidation

peaks at the expected voltage values and confirms that the cells are electrochemically

active. It is advantageous that Fe2O3 – carbon nanocomposite is an eco-friendly material

and developing Li ion cells based on non-toxic materials is one of the highly pursued

research arenas. Present studies hence offer ample scope for further detailed investigations

on this material to unveil its application prospects.

Keywords: Glove box, Autoclave, Centrifuge, pH machine, Sonication,Cell assembly
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The Impact of the Social and Cultural Environment in the Formation

of Art and Literature in Algeria

Ayishath Naseeba K T

Postgraduate Student, Department of Arabic, Sullamussalam Arabic College, Areekode

Abstract

The discussion is about the motives and the impact of the social and cultural

environment in the formation of art and literature in Algeria. Culture and the arts are among

the most important components of countries.  Algerian culture, which includes literature,

music, cooking, religion and other aspects of Algerian life, is rich, diverse and very ancient,

in every region and every city or oasis a specific cultural space.  Culture in Algeria Algerian

society does not differ greatly from the Islamic society, but at the present time Algerian

culture has become more developed and open; The youth category in Algeria prefers to use

the Internet and participate in many electronic forums, and the percentage of reading and

reading newspapers is still average and has not decreased much, especially among women,

and they usually prefer Western films, action and romance films.  Algerian literature Many

famous writers grew up in Algeria; Those who have a major role in the literary renaissance,

and have also won international awards; Such as the writer Assia Djebar, and among the

most famous Algerian writers are also AhlamMosteghanemi, Taher Al-Fadila Al-Farouq

and Moufdi Zakaria. Algerian literature deals with fundamental topics such as: lyrical and

epic poetry, oratory, letter, essay, short story, novel and theatre, throughout its history, and

it has presented writers of international fame.  Literature dealt with everything in the life

of Algerians, the years of France, before that, the years of socialism and terrorism.  By the

end of World War I, the Algerian national movement would have reached a degree, a

degree of maturity and development, after several external and internal factors.  Foremost

among them were the ideas of the reform movement and the Arab renaissance that emerged

in the Arab East and its echo reached the Arab West since the beginning of the twentieth

century, especially after Muhammad Abdo’s visit to Tunisia and Algeria.

Keywords: Social Environment, Cultural Environment, Algeria, Art, Literature, World War

II, Journalism, Media.
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Darwish’s Poetry in the Sixties - Homeland, Exile, and Refugee

Literature in Contemporary World Literature

Shabna M

Department of Arabic,Sullamussalam Arabic College, Areekode

Abstract

The early poetry of Mahmoud Darwish (1941-2008) is characterized by its overt

resistance and confrontational tone against Israeli forces.  This study explores the themes

of home and exile in Darwish’s poetry during the 1960s, tracing how the defeat of 1967

changed his poetic tone from intense confrontation to articulate conversation.  Therefore,

she contributes to the fields of literary criticism and Arabic literary studies that focus on

modern resistance poetry.  Although Darwish was still living on Palestinian lands during

this period, he never felt at home, expressing his feelings of estrangement and suffering in

a land usurped by force. This paper examines the concept of poetic language as a tool of

resistance for the Palestinians.  From the poetic discourse of Mahmoud Darwish, Palestinians

make sense of a political and rebellious language that reflects their political and human

condition.  The paper traces Darwish’s poetry and its meaning as a method of political

resistance and uprising against Israeli occupation and oppression.  Palestinians’ perception

of poetic language emerges from a discussion of diverse strategies of struggle, resistance,

and continuity. This study reviews the growth of the field of refugee studies, focusing on

its connections to and impact on refugee policy.  The past fifty years, and especially the

last two decades, have seen a significant increase in academic work on refugees and

significant institutional development in the field.  These institutions are said to have

developed strong links with policy makers, although this often fails to translate into

significant policy influences.  Areas where policy-oriented work may be developed in the

future are considered.

Keywords:Exile, Poetry, Arab, Palestine, Refugee policy, Refugee literature
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